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.. Ushakova, were published between 1960 and 1-96'7 and were Nirt,of *the

available' litenture Turing a revision of the Soviet ischoo). % ,
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a topics they trat. and because of the research 'styles theY illustrate.,
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'PREFACE

v

/

The series Soviet Studies ini the Psychology.of Learning and TeaChing

10,Mathemati is a collection of translations from the extensive Soviet

literature of the past twenty-fiVe years pn research in the psychology.

of mathematical instructiOn. 'It,also includes works on methods.of

teaching mathematics directly influenced by.the psythologiCal research:

The series is Ihe r sult of,a joint effort by the School Mathematics

Study Group at Stadford University, the Department of Mathematics
.

Education at the University of Georgia, and the.Survey of Recent East

European Mathematical Li,terature at the University of Clilicefgo'. Selected

papers and books considered"to be of value to*the Americaff mathematics

educator have been translated from.the Russian and appear in this

series for t- he first time. in English.

Research achievements in psychology in the Unite4 States are

outstanding,indeed. fducational psychology, howevert...occupies only a

sm0.1 fraction of the field, and until recently little attention has

been gffien to researchin the psychology of learning and teaching_'

part cular school subjects.

Thie situatIon has been quite different in the Soviet Union.* In

view of the reigning social and politicardoctrines, solleral branches'

pf psyphology that are highly developed in,the U.S.'have scarcely been' ,

investig4ted in the Soviet Union. Oft the other hand, because of the

Soviet emphasis on education and its function in-the statei research in
1'

educational psychology has been given considerable moral and fina cial

P.

,

support. Consequently, ft has attracted many,ereati.ve and t ted

scholars whose contributions have been remarkable.

Even prior to World, Wa
're

II, the Russians had made great strides in
.

eddcational psychology. The crehtion in 1943 of the Academy Of Peda-,

gogical Sciences helped to intensify the research efforts ard programs

in this field. Sinc'e trien the Academy'has become fhe chief educational

research and.development'tenter for the Sovitt,Union: One of the maiA.'

aims of the Academy is to conduct research and to 'train research scholars

A'study Indicates.that 37.5% of all.imeterials in Soviet psychology
published in one year was devoted to education and child psyohology. See

Contemporary, Soviet PsychOlogy by 4osef Brozek (Chapter 7 of Present-pay4

4
Russian Psychology, Pergamon Press, 1966).



in general and'.tpecialipd education, in educationnl psychology, and
4

in methods of teaching various scbool subjects.' ".

The Academy nf'Pedagogical Science the US411 comprises ten

,research.institutes 'intMAcow 44d Leningrad. Many of the studies
.41/4

rpported in this series were conducted at the Academy's Institute of

General Sand Polytechnical Education, Institute ck Psychology, and

Institute of Defecto.logy, the last'orwhich is doncerned with the
0

----"---%\appcia1 psychology and educa,:ional techniques for handicapped children.

The Academy of Pedagogical' Scitnces has 31 membere arid 64
4!

0 ,

associate members, chosen from among distirTished Soviet scholars,

scientists,,and educators.. Its permanent.staff includes more.than 1

. 650 research asso!iates, who receive adviire and cooperation from an;

additiofta1.1,b00.scholars and'teachers. The resiarclia. institutes of

the Academy have.available 100 "base" or labOratory schools and many

other schools in whiFh experiments are conducted./ Deelopments in

foreigol countries are closely.followed by the Bureau for the Study of

Foreign Educational Experience.and Information.

Agademy has.its.oWn FBilish4ing,house., which.issues flunk.pds of

books ea ch year and publishes th.dicollec4ions Izvestiya Akademii,

PedaAogicheskikh Nauk RSFSR [Proceedings of the Academy of Pedagogical

Sciences of the RSFSR1, the monthly Sovetskaya Pedang.Rika [Soviet

Pedagogy], and the bimonthly Vaprosy Psikhologif (Questions.of Psychology).

. Since 1963, the Academy has been isguing co1leciion entiCled-Novye

Issledovaniya v Pedap,ogieheskikh Naukak\[New Resedrch .1.11 the Pedagogical

Sciences] in order to dissemitnate information on current research.

Amajor difference betwen the Soviet and American conception of

educational research,is that Russian psycholog*ts often use qualitative

rather than quantitative methods of'research in instructional psychb1o6

4 in accordance with the prevailing European tradition. American.reader

thus find that some of the earlier aussia'n papers do not,compy

exactly to U.S. standards okftdesign, analysis, and reporting. By Using

citillitative methods and by working with small groups, lloweVer', the Soviets

have been ablV-to penetrate into'ti ashild's thoushts and to analyze his

'mental processes. TO this end the 4&e also deS'igned classroom tasks
,

and settings for eesearch and have emphas'ized long-term, genetic studies'

S.

of learning.

r 6
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Aussian psychologists have dencerned themselves with the dynamics

of mental.activity and with the aim of arFiving at the principles of the

learning process itself. They have investigated such areas as: the

development of mental operations; the nature and development of thotight;

the formation,of mathematical coneepts'and the related'questions of

generalization, abtraction, aild concretization; the mental operations

of analysis andsynthesis; the develdPment of spatial perception; the,

relation between memory and thought; the development of logical reasoning;

the nabute of mathematical skills; and the structure and special features

qf mathematical abilities.

In,new approaches to eduCational research, some Russian psycholoiists.

.
have developed.cybernetio and statistical models and techniques, and have

made use-of,algorfams, mathematical logic and 4.nformation_" stiences..,
.

Much attention has also been given to programmed instruction.and to an

examination of its psycholi)gital prdblems and its application for

.greater'individualization in lest-lanai.'
6-

The interrelationship between instructiopand child development fs

a sdurce of sharp disag reement between the Geneva School of psychologise,'

;..ed by Piaget, and the Sbviet'psycOlogists. The Swiss pAycholbgists

ascribe limited significance to the role of instructioffin the develop--

ment of'a child. According to them, instruction is subordinate to the

specific stages in the developMent of the child's thinking--stages

manifested at certain age levels and relatiyely independent ohe

, contitions of instruction.

As representatives of de; materialistic-evolutionist thedry'14 the

mind, Soviet psychologists aecribe a leading role to instructiol. They

assert that instruction broaA"ft-the pot4ntial ordeNielopment, may

accelerate it, and may exercise inquence not only upbn the sequ,nce of

-) the stages of developmen of the child' thought but even upon,the very

character of the st* The Russfrs study development in the changing

conditions of tnsttuCl'fbn, anarby varying these conditios,they demonstrate,

how.the nature of t'he child's development changes in the process. 4s a

result, they are also investigating tests of giftednirs.and.nre wing

elaborate dynamic, rather than static, indices.

See The Proble
Congress of Push.ol.
Pedagogika, 1967, No.
1967, Vol. 9, No. 9.)

'of Instruction and Development at the 18th Iaternatia41 al_

by N.-A. Menchinskaya and G. G.,Saburaa, Sovetskaya

1. (English translation in Soviet Education; Aty
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Psychological research hns' had a-lconsiderable effect on the

recent Soviet. 1 erature on methods mf\teachini mat,hematieS. -Exper

ments have shown he.atudeht's mathematical potential tqbegtfuite7,

than had been previoily assumed. Consequently, Russianpsychologits
.

have advocated the neceasity of various eh% anges in the.content mid'

methods omathematicill instruction and have participated in designing.
,

the new Soviet Mathematics curriculum hcwhih as been. introdAced du-ring
.. . .

) . .

the 1967468 ecademic.yeg.r
,

The -.311R c) this series is to acquaint\ mathematies eddeators ana
,-

,
. . .

teachers with directions, ideas, atid accomOlishments in the psychology

of tafhematicalilnatruction in theSoviet. Union. This series should

assigt in 'opening up avenues ofihveatigation to those who Are intereited
4

. ,
'in broadening t foundations ofe_their profeasion, forit is.generally,

..
,

recognized that,' ex eriment and'research are indispensable for improving
.

1
.

. .content and methods f school mathematics. ,

,
0 -

, We hope that the o umes in this Series will be used for study,
.

$
discussion, and critical -analysis- in courses or seminars in teacher:

.. -.
trainAng programs or in institutes for in-service teachers at variouS

. , 0

levels: . .

"/, .
.

.
:

,A1 present, materials haVe been prepared for fifteen Volumes. Each
: -

,
. ,

.

book ,cOntaina pne or,more articles under a general heading such as The
4 4

,Learning of.MAthematical Concepts, The -ftructure of Mathematical Abilities

and Pr:oblem Solving in Geemetry. The introduction to each vOlume is

intended to Movide some background and guidanee to its content.

Volumes 1 to VI ere prepared jointly bythe School Mathematids

Study'Croup and tht urvey of Recent East European Mathematical L'iteratu're,

both,conducted under grants from the-National Science FgOdatior When
0 0

the activities of the SehOol Mathematics Study Group ended in August, 1972,

the4Wartment 'of Mathematics Education at the University of Georgia
.

J-

.,

under_took to assist in tlheedittng of'the remaining volumes.; ,We express

our dppreciation to the Foundation and.to the many people and organizatibns

who contributed to the 'establishMent and continuation of the series.

.

vi

Jeremy Kilpatric

Iixak Wirszup

Edward G. Begle

James W. Wilsog
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ED ITOR IAL NOTES

$0

1. Bracketed numgrals in the text refer to the nunqbered
. .

refeiences at the end of each paper. Where.there are two figures,

e.g. [5:123], the second is a-page reference. All references are -

to Russian editions,- alth8ugh titles have been translated and .

authors" naMa transliterated:

2. The transliteration scheme used is that 6f the Library

of Congress, with diacritical m4rit Maitted, 'except that HD and

are rendered as "yu" and "ya" insteadof "iu" anB

3. NUmbiTed'footnotes are those in the'original paper;

starred footnotes 'are tsed for editors' qr tnAnslatoe,s.comments;
- .

Orgy
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INTR0DUCTION

James W. 14ilson and Jeremy Kilpatrick

A The analysis of reasoning processes,in the learning of concepts Or,.

in the solving of pioblems is the theme common to the ten articles in'

this volume'. These articles, except for totirst one by Ushakova, were

publiahed between 1960 and 1967 and were part ef the available literature

:duiing the recent, revision of the Soviet school mathematics Curriculum.

.111e articles are interesting because of the teptes they reat and bgeause

of'the research-styles,they-illustrate. Inparticulai, three of .the

articles each comprise a series of reports (published separately) showing

a sequentiar attack on a particular research problem.

Ushakova conducted two invekigations on 'the learning of visual

concepts. In the first serietik of experiments her subjects were presented

pairs'of siMilar objects (leaves, pitchers, rectangles, lines) and then

asked to reproduce them': The second series of experiments examined the

,effect of the preaence of,ais guxiliary third oblect.

an'firil glance, Ushakova's vaper seems to have yery little to Igo'

with ma,thematics; much df the discussion concentrates on the richness

of visual concepts of complex,pairs of objects such as Ieaves de.,pitchers.

It becomes clear,'however,' that although Ushakokra alroached,the research

questions like a psychologist, her,interpretation of the results"isei-

rected toward classroom practice. 'The use,of an,auxiliary

enhance a visual concept is a practicakpaagogical tool.

observed in the experiments can become expectations.in the,

the extent and exposure of Nisual comParisons gan be tailored accordingly.

The thsks that made use of.11nes and rectangles 'have, cldar relevance to".

object to

The regularities

classroom, and

Alathematics learning. '13

e very brief paper by Dayydqv ii a summary of:his theoretical and

imental observations of cAildi&I's formation of the c.ancept of number.

4 explicitly'restritts his attention to theirProceda of developing number
Ot.

..

-

xi l( J -
) '

t

.

.
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. concepts daring the time addition ,is being learnedaas a mental operation.
.
The-thtee consecutive stages'OheAbcess proceed frem,(1) adding :.

quantities "ef things.by AeangnVE units <objective opeljatien method),
. , ; . . .

,
i * .

to.(2) adding abstract (identities 1.44unting the units (d6tai1ed Nerbel 'r -., . , , . . e t Ps,

operation method), to (3):a4diAg,abstraFt.qPantities,by counting the

second addend onto the ftr.S. t taaniaS g wholl4(cdnteptual operation
.

31$ .

method proper). In these:gtages thet areechoes of Piaget's conception

of the genetic,Construction of:tee;nattit, _numbetti [2], but Davydov.high-.%,
lights the rol&of counting/and.ddes not deal txplicitly withclass- N

.

inclusion or matching rela,tionships,. The trairlinOn tfie use of hand%
,

, -

movements accompanied by slowed pronunciation seemsc to,have had, some
- .

effect in curtailidg the cgontihg process. It is not clear' what ef4ct7,
such training might have on child4n's performance on Piagetian tasks,

.
..

.

related to the number concept.
1 ,../

.

. .

. .,
.

Brushlinskil studied the nroblem solver's guidance of his thought
. 1

processes dpring the course of'problem solution. The mechanism described
. -

. ,

.
by Brushlinskii is the generalized conception of a problem's *solution,

_
.

. .

This is ek:mental description ,by the subj

Of the solution, omitt.ing details. 'ihe

realized, in the course'of solutionit

. 'ect of the general charactrristics

general scheme is modified, or

guides the'andlysis and synthesis

of the prob1ees4onditions towaiJU the.solutibn. The sukljecbegins by

reading the problem and absorbing the prOblem's data; At the first stage.
I

of analysis of the lem's conditionS the student forms a..gederalized

conceptidn. Fortner-analysis yields concrete detai1 s. of the cdnception
:

from the probjem's co

the basis'of thE conc

One 'is struck by the

conception and Pola'

Shchedrovitskii

nditions, then medification of the conception on

r4ezation, and,hence progress toward a solution.
*

s&ilarity of Brushlinskii's construct of generalized

s notion afa plan [3].
'

and Yakobson studied the proces6 of solving simple

arithmetic. problems'in-.first grade and published a series of.five reports.

Logical analysis and observations of pupils were used to build al theoret

argutent concerning problem-solving proceSses that rely heavily.on cdu ing
,

and'the use.,:Of objects:- A thorough analylis is.presented of hoc,/ l4dl

buiiding.(with objects) caen be usid to solve silearithmetic oblems.

lb

xji

,V
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,

oSidv plso studied-'firit Agraders' processe4 of solving simple
..

. .

4"

.,
.

- .

arithittic problemi b

Shchedrovitskii and-Y

. .

had g different''perspective'illan that of..
-? --' .

f

.

n, The.seriAraf 'seven fepOits by'Kossovt
. .

begins wit141-an'analySii of, 'certain'"non-switcHine errOis in'arith-
..

MetIC, wheri students.cbatinueAto u se an op:er.a,tion in;a, Series of

-Probldma When 'in feet a new Opezation 'was indicated;' kossov identi-
,....

, .

.
.

.' fied-a pSych9lOgici4 regulvfty in:th.ai ncin-varyin g. aspects of;e
. _ , .

i_ ... -.. '

atimulud'peries tend to:beoltae'lgss strong. Hence'in...a.series.of;

addition probirims.the:nubers,change but the'operation'sign'does

wheri d sUbtraitionoroblem:ispresented, te sallence(o,r signal- ;
, =.

'ness.stKosàov terks it) of he opeeatipa sign-iS so lowthat it if

:ijnniiced,by the pupil.- yht.i regulaii4Y WAS then,examined. in. a 3:Tariety .

of;'contexts and UtXliied'toJel*Iinat9Lcertain types of eirors, facili-
*

iate the learning of'sums less:fhan 10, deveiopjaeility.ylth solving ..

- 4,
,

simple arithmetic pr011ems;-an i*3,4plAnteXperi'mental instructiOn. Thed
two filial reports by Kossov dealt with a scomPariscin of the effectiveness

of alternative methodS and thd development of abstractions. The-series

of reports:is especially illustrhtive pf,the,developmnt of a sequence
-

of theoretical, empirical, asd Tractical-StUdies around a basi6 theme.'

MasISits investlgated tha siolution-of geometry problems by ei
4 *

a A/ <1"

graders. Be was,particulaNly.i4erested insthe formation Of generalized

opeptti8hs as a'method for'problem solving. -The Students were classified
0.

as teing in one of four stages, idbereeach successive stage Okforming

operations was; relati,.(e to the.precediag one, a.higher ol generali-
,

,zaelon of the.rel4ionship between concepts. While Le substance of'

this paper-issiiiiar to that of Brushlinskii, no link is acknowledged.

lolashbits' theoreqcel diScuision seems very thuch like an information-

frocegsing'approackto psychology.'..

-Thé article by Zaliplishena and Pushkin draws f.rom cybernetics and

441kses cotputer-generated roblem.solut'ion :sequences on a simple task to

study sequences produced ?human subjects. .714s is an example of the

thorough analysis of ea task structure preliminary to the study of

students' solutIon attempOl. ,The three forms, of solution ident4fied by

4
Zavalishina and Pushkin correipond roughly to using trial and.error,.

xiii

11.

..f.'

. ,
4
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f

I

.breakini the problem into Parts, anpisolving the prOblem aw.$ whole. ,

, .,
.. .

'The approachtiSimilar to that used by. Newkil'a4d'imon.[Y]:in analyilpg
.--

. ,
, (

what they, call a' "problem beliavior graph." - .

, . -....

. ., .,

.
.

,,.

Artemov's iAvestigations on the coippositiali of pti1s1 geomt.try.,

. skills ;:iere oontained in six reports,published from 1063 to1.067. ,The
4

series 'is an interesting,progression from observatjohal to_highly
.

. , .
ft

'..

theoretioal in/estigations bk various: appectS'Of-problem.solying in
. - - .

,

1 -
,geoietry. The first three xeports d:eal withTelatively spe cifit issUts

, .

.
. ,

.7. Nof fnstructibPconterhiricauxiliary constrUctions,"the concept, of'the ,

, .

' plane:and using dhwingireectively. The seCond 'three rObrts-deal
... ,

with more geleral.issues of instructidliC the:efrettiof, drill on skts' "
.. .

ir exercises,th4 are ail'of. one.type.cepiparecpwith drill ph Elks of
. . -7, ,

eNercises,of varied types; the:differentiatioll'Of..icestroctionaLmaterial

from sfmilar material introduced previously, apd 'the fectiveness of
.

ef
A

'a method of jtixtaposition to overcome dffficulties in making sucga.,
. ,

differentiation'.

The second Brushlinskii-article in this volume is 0,detailed logical

analysis of the thought proceeses involved in,probledsolvifig. It is .

a critical analysis of other'theoretical and pedaiogital statemlits,on

problem solvihg. ,In particular, Brushlinskii argues Tor the inadequaty

11,3] because of Polya'9--
'1,

between the

of heuristic rules such as those given by Pol

and others'--lack of distinctiOn/in Brushli

requirements of,a problem and what is being so*I: (the'unknown).

The final article in the volume is a aummarizaticin by Fridman of

a program.of empirical researCh and the analyses of the logical-mathe-

matical characteristics-of arithmetic problems, leadIng to'an extensive

theoretical statement on the mechanisms for solving arithmetic problems

Objdct models, verbal models, and mathematically symbolic models of "

arithmetic problems are formulated and illustrated, with'examples.

These articles illustrate some.of the range of Soviet interests in
.

studies of reasoning processes. In particular, the series of relatea

studies show how some programmatic research fias been clone that manages

to bring tf?gether theoretical analyses, empirical data, anCimplications

for instructilwr The orientation toward instructional practice that

xiv

1 4
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distinguishes:eo much ,of Soviet kaglationel ad pSnhologicoi iesearch ,

is partic4Sr1yieviddiat iu,the studies reported i this voluil.
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THE RQLE OF 01011ftRISODi.TN'trIE-FORMATION,'OF

CONCEFTSBN THIRP-GRiDE PUPILS*

M. N. Ushakova

Introduction ,

,:.... Soviet pshoIoi4., aceordinrto the.fLeninist iheory of refIrtion,,t.
.. .'-'7.

. defines concepts as :iMageS Ofhbject; or of,p4roceates 'throf tdftvidual'

prOperties of .them),WhiCh 104 do mot perceive at a given Moment. It 1.
. . ,.

,._ l
"is khown from reaearch,that concepts, .WhiCh are reprodiced images of-

, ;.

.
reality, have 4 numbei'of features to diatinguieh'them from sensations

. . .

., and
i

perceptions arising from,the influence of reality over the sense. 7

organs
.

, . ,..
,, -

'In general paler'.than perception, concepts can-s* a varyina
-

. .

vividness.. 'In.some parsons, the visual concepts are the most vivid, in

ethers the auditory conpeits are most vivid, in still others the,moto5 .,,

concepts are moat vivid, and so'qn. .--

/ Visual concepts Ca4 have varying vividness, depending onthe con-

ditions of perceptipn, the nature of the object, and its significance

for the perceiver. We haxe had an opp8rtunity to become convinced of

this in asking schoolchildren to reproduce various objects from memory.

The relative precision of the graphic reproduction and of the verbal

debcription by the examinees gave usc. the right te draw conclusions about
f, 4

the significant differences in the vividness of the images. In some

,cases,'the vividness of an linage was close to the vividness of's per-.
4

ception; in other cases, it was distinguished 1)1 pallor and vagueness.

The research is a revised part of a
under the supervision of T. M. Solov'ev.
[Izvestiya] of the Academy of Pedagogical
Vol. 76,.39-All. Translated,by Joan W. Te

In discussing cepcepts, we have in mind only concepts obtained as

a result of the visual perception'of objects.
4

doctoral dissertation, Tione
Published in Proceedings
Sciences of the RSFSR, 1956,

ller.
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- It is characteristic of ,conceptS that individual pails and sii4.6
,

.
,

of the objects-conceived are iiven with great vividnesa, bthers very

dimly, and still others are altogether absent. Thee investigatiOn we

conducte4 provides proof of the appearanueóf gaps in concepts; Thus,
. ,

, ....
,

a-third gradr's:representation'of 4,pitcher ehAt was percdived pre-
,

viously was sometimes reproduced without a spout, yithout (4 bbttoril, or
,

wit,hout a handle and the leaf of a currant shrub was gometimes -reprb-
,

s .

dUced Without lateral pro,erances. All 9f'fhese parts occurred, of

coueile, in'the.originals. Willeit is generally acCepted to. regaid all

"gape in concepts as identical In their-,psycholo4ical nacdre, it'ia
1

haid to agree wfth this. Our observations shos thetqe essential'
. .

diTferencest.tWeen the "disanwaranC' 13e" of'aits found on the per,iph
4 . .

.

,
ery

.

of an object and the "disappearance" of the-obiect. ,

t

. . ,

. letus cite examples of gaps In peripheral parts. Thkid g'raaers

4
sometimes Aeproduce ehe leaf of a currant ghr1W-wit Ut lateral protu-

-

berances (Figure 1). They reproduce an eariiir%Terceived representation
o

,Figure 1

I.

0

of a pitcher without the handle or the spout (Figure 2). The repro-
,

duction of a pitcher without the line separating the b ttom from the

body (Figure 3) Is an example of the falling away of,-. nternal



,

.11

aft.

The dAStinction between the cases consists in the fact that, in thip

disappearance of an internal detail; there are not gaps, in the true
)

*serise of the-mWord, in the Concepts. The object rema'ins intact'in the

,'concepts, although more uniform (awing to the abseite'cq)detail,. ii

the'disappearance of border detail the object:in the concept has a real
A

gap. We note that in our experiments, the incompleteness of'concepts

increased with the'complexity in structure ofthe.objcts. ,Reproeictions,

of leaves showed. mare incoFiNketeness than the reproductien of pitchers.
2 .

w

, .

An-individual part, a detail of an obect,'sometimes isinat fully
0

Il ,

absent in.a condept,4but turns out to be imoothed over- ihat is, .the.

Part may have lost,its significance to-some'degree-: Onithe other ha14,'t
a part may have beeVonceived in accentuatri form, obtaining,an.,unusual,

exaggerated signifleance. According to Our data,;the smoothIng over c) `

parts and details df an object ocours quite Often in concepts. In one

of the invelkiiations we conductsed, third graddrs remembered and then

reproduced in.verbal description and graphic representation a birch,leaf=

.and a currant Shruk leaf. In the reproductions obtairrom the pupils

the prominent teeth on the birch leaf were sMoothed-

cases, and the lateral protuberances'on ehe currant

smoothed over In 50% of the cases: An exaggeration

over in 83% of the

shrub leaf were'

or accentuation of

, parts and detalis arose more rarely in the concepts and primarily with

simpler Opjects. Thus .the smoothing over of some parts and details can

occur in cpncepts, while other traits are exaggerated or accentuated.

-11-t ;-- -

Figure 2,!
lb

2
Our experiments confirm convincingly that children's concepts are

notable for significantly less completeness than adnits' concepts. This

4 circumstance sIbuld be taken into consideration in work on the formation

of schqolchildren's concepts.

3
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-"' ,

The relative dimensiond ot* objects can be changed in concepts.
,

,

.,bur experiments have Shown that, in the pupils: reprodu5gions; objectS,
,

on the whole, aie uspally reproduced with soma changes in proportion.
.

The'width was overest4nateyn Ale corticepts,.and-the h.eiiht i'n othei's.
_ . A.,A

Thus, a currant shrub'leaf wAs repr9duced as /broadenedthe ratio of
. \ t

Width to height Was 98.1% inche reproduction,'but 86% iv the oAgihal. .

$ V
On the'other hand, a birch leaf was reprOduced asAtarrowed--t ratio

t

of wil4th- fq $6;eight'of.51%,' instead of the 54% in the originaigures
.

i

- 4 and 5).
t

. 4

II it
.

1 4, ; -4-

441:
sik -Ni'-:rf .

4

74"'C'--...., 1 ..,"--

1-- . '7 ; ; .3 , 1
*.

I ' 1-.
tLc*:-.,

>

4.....,.:.,.. ...,...,....t.

k

Figure 4

*

a

The conceptt can differ from their respective objects on ehe basis.
4

of absolute size. 'In the experimenla we condUcted with third graders,

it Came to ligh th in,reproducxions done immediately after presen-
.

tation, the sizes' f the objects studied, as a rule', were underestimated.

Experimilints showed that Absolute dimnsions were reproduced most accu-

rately in the simplest objects (lines). With complication of the

objects (rectangles., leaves), their absolute dimensions dhcrease consi-

derably. The larger the size of the original, the more significantly

its dimensions are decreased in reprodu.ction.. A tendency toward under-
*-

estimation of objetts in reproduction,isso strong in children that it

shows up riot only 'in reproduction based on memory, but in the direct

3
We-regarde the reLationship of width to,height, in each bobject

conceived, as t relative dime4sions.

4
We regarded as absolute dimensions the length of the lines, as

well as the areas of rectangles, pitchers, and leaves.

4

4>



I.
copying of oblets as well. ,

r

4

4

Figure 5

0

In our study of concepts orleave,51, a genet-dr simplification of

objects wa manifested rather often in the concepts df third graders.

This.siAgificatiOri'wasppressed4both in simplifying the iAernal
4 9

structure of:a leaf (the:venation).and in its eXAgrier.traCing: The

frequency with Which thi:L/siDtificatidn*res! and its degree appiir-
,

ently depend on ,the complexity df the objects. Thus, in our experi-
.

ments; leaves that.weremore complex in structure (the leaf of a

current shrub)4 were Simplified more often andmore iiltensively than

simpler leaves (the birch.leaf). It must be noted, however, that a

perceived object can'turn out to be more complex in the examinee's

conlieption, in a number.of cases. This complication occurs.due to

theziearance of,details lacking in the orig4pals. Evidently,y.he

l'ature'Ost:thl complications and additions is not accidental. . It iS

conditioned by the child's past experience, the activity of his
4 ,

reProducO.onil,the process by which a child strives to perfect a

perceivedrject.
A 5

The tudy of concepts, that is, images of objects absent at

*given moment that influenced our sense orgAs earlier, assumes

5In examining the features of visual concepts, we

on their generalized nature,.suppesing that a study df

should be the task of a Apecial investigation. We did

problem of general concepts either.

a

did
thi
not

a

()
t touch

questidn
study the

;

k



.prithrily the

lance, really

,,duced images,

S.

prCkence of a,resemblance to the object: This resemb-

, ig the refllection of the Object. Sinee'they are)repin-

however, concepts in the nieat complex cbndititims of'th'e'

reproduction process often reflect-the appropriate objects inadequately.

-Tke facts cited correspond fullY'to :the dialectie-materialiaiic.
9

understanding.9f concepts as secondau images of, ths"-reflection of

reality. From this point of view it becomeei Atigely clear that Only
1

)

in extremely,rare cases can concepts have'Vivldhess.in perceptions, 0'
- ,

. ;

cmpleilie ess in eti-em stability: wholeness; that in the overwhe14ng

, mpjority of cases, the concepts (especiaily the\c.onscep of Younger'
/

1 pupils) argipaler than Ae perceptIons,,unstable, andiciplete. As .

40 .0NP' I o. *

1. tesimony tO\this there iS the Important 4ind.laboilqu work.of 'the
, ,

,best teachers ia creating In-pupils vivid, complete= and stable con-'
..

. ceptepOt the objects and phenomena that are studied,'

ult sHould be said that all the note4 Eraits of concepts are ex-'
A )

pressed particurarly sharply in children of young school age. Our '''

experiments showed'thaE in the.concepts of young pupils, smoothing over

and accentuating-the featuresof o1i715v, underestimiting the size of

the originals in*teproductions, and the diffusion of the internal

struct re of,objects, are manifested more sharply ehan in the repro-

uctioiks of adults. The augmentation and complication of objects

ai-e so found more often and more signyicantly in the reproductions

by pupils. 7;toreover, the gret general variability, with.time of the

pupils' concepts should be noted. Therefore, it'is especially impor-
.

tant that teachers achieve not only' an'adequacy.of younger pupils'

concepts of the objects perceived; but durability of these'concepts

as well.

Psychological inveetigations pf the reproductions of objects over

various intervals of time after 'perception have shown that they do'not

repeat one another; thus the regularity of the changes occurring An

.them,has been revealed. A detailed analysis has shown that the reasons

for these changes,-on the one hand, lie in the deformation of the images

themselves under the operatiOrt of time and, on the other hand0 it was

clarified that Changes in.imagea can arise'in the process of repro-

00° duction under the influence of external cdtditions--for example, changes

6
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/
in the goal.or task:Of reality'.

4
Smiiet psychologists (I. M.-Solov,

'
and jothers) kave'studied in

the greatest detail two interrelated directiods of change of dOncepts:
. .

the accentuation of features of the new ytject in a ccinclept

.. exaggeration of its differences from old, more famili,v objec and
., ..

the likening Of a.new object (smoothing ovei,felitres, an increase in

likeness 410

likening is

SUperledet

a well-knownold cópcept). ,The experimints showed thflt

a core extensivir.and*profound chantb in concepsts,'whick

the initial accentuation.

In aaching id school teachers, use different methods for creating
4
in the fupils sufficiently complete, accurate concepts of the objects

- studied. The most widespread of these methodiCare the de0ousVation

) of in object in'a i.essOn V
acCompnied by the teaCher's explanations;4

,the representation of an object on the bfackboard by the'teacher;

sketching it in notebooks by the pupils;. lipd.tilexepeatied perception

of an object by the pupils. While recognizi,ng the imPortance and

adi4sability of using these methods in teaching, it should be noted

Althat some of these methods (drawing) taie up too much time, which does

not allow them to be used often; others (the repeated demonstration

of an object) are nalways effective. Nearly the,most effective

and most convenient, but, unfortunately, an insufficiently used means

which makes a concept precise is the comparison of objects In perception.

AN
It would be a profound mistake to suppose that cOmparison is brought

about equally, regardless of what tie compare and.for what purpose we

make the Comparison. On the Contrary, it is este4ished, for example,

that. corm:Idris-On of perceived objects has features Olat distinguish it

from the mental comparison of conceived objects. According to our

observations, the nature of comparison changes depending on the purpose.

But the purposes of,a comparflik' can be qulite diverse. In some cases,

comparisons are used to define more-precisely concepts that are already

familiar or known: in others, comparison is used for elaborating new

concepts. Comparison can also be used for memorization, reproduction,

generalization, abstraction, and the like. Comparison, finally, is

used for ihe classification and systematization of ideas and concepts.

The process of comparison appears as an essential me4ans of forming a

7
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system of ideas, elembdtary-eoncepts in general, or a system af know-
.

.'ledt! in schoolchildren.

In "a study of the question it is impossible

contribution to the methodology and psyc14logy o
0 ,

L\
. educator Snd psychologlost uhawed the significanc

proce!4s of cognition of reality, as well'as rhe

Ushinskii has made. Without entering into a cri

Ushinskii's,stbdies of comparison, we should not

-to overlook the,majór

f comparison that
I

tical eximi!hation of IP.

e that the great Russian

e of comparison in"the

role of comparison sAn'

teaching children the ftundations of the sdienps. He wrote:

It is through comparison that we get ta know everything
in the world /our italicil, and if some new object id we--
sentqd to us, which you cannot equate with' anything or, -

differentiate from anything (if such an object were possible),
we could form no thought abouit this object, nor could we say

. 'one word abdut it. If you want some object of external
nature to be quite clear, then differentiate it from the
objects thatare.most like it and find similarity in it with
the objects that are 'most-remdtd from it: 'only,then win you
find out all the essential features of the-object, and this
meansivnderstanding the object [7:436].

4M.

It must be noted that, unlike the majority of his contemporaries,

Ushinsilii's views contained elements of a dialectic approach to. ,a

settleMent of the problem of comparison. Thug; Ushinskii wrote:

"...Both the feeling for, similarity and the feeling for difference

are qly tWo sides Qf the same process--the process of comparison

[6:47

In valuing comparison highiy for didactics, Ushinskii showed the

variety and wealth of opportunities for using comparison in instiUction.

Even thoUgh the most progressive teachers use-comparison in their
-

lessons, however, there are no.united demands'for the ugevof the pro-

cess of comparison. Even for elementary school a methodology of the

'comparison process has ,not been, worked out; there is no selection of

Objects.for comparison according to topics.

The authors of the best contemporary methodologies, in_stressing

the importance and necessity(of comparison in instruction, unfortunately

do not,give methodologically elaborated 1.54cations for the organization

and tonduct et comparison--in particular, advice on what to compare or

in what order. Nevertheless, these features are quite essential, since

ARR.
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the,result of compar pnds on Mem.

pr,iirleM of cog iibjetts prympted usio
WC

Theimportance o

a

t

conduct-special 6cperirnta1 Urve4eigStions of the ao5parlson process'. \ ,

,P.r-

in the third grade df sch ',We ekcted.'to silo* itati'comparison 'will

promote the exposure of the dititinctivenesh,of"the objects and a risre
.t .

&

precise reproduca of these objects on ate .i)asis of'Aemory-,_
-

Investigatlin I. 'The Influence of Comparisonf-
.

Two Ob'jecs Oh ACcuracy in ReProducing Them . 0,

..,
.

.

,
. x,r . 4

The task of the'present inkestigatIon was toe.stabliSC What

(conciete) influence. is exerted by copparison.ofogierce04 objetta

the quality of their,pubiequent reproduction? tHoldo'esT'4 qualiiY.

reproduced iaages depend on tO comparison of objects that'are

in a varying degrfee? How is it posslible to.improN,:.6'to perfect compaL-

son, so that it promotes the rise Of'concepts that reflect the objects
.

moie accurately?
4,

Method

The examineesthird grade. puAls,-were fiven diLled leavescfrom the' 0

herbarium, attacjied to cards*;(8.7 x 13 cm) and caered with cellophane i *.

1
419 .

for presertion;.outline representations of twc pitchers, tWo rectariglei,

ink on" Cards of white
.

paper (7.2 x .10.8 cm).atd two lines drawn in Ind

The experimental material was presented in pairp composed in the

6
B
'eginning with 1940, in Soviet psychology the quation oiNihro-

cess of comparison In pupils was innitigated Aspecially by I. M.

Solov'ev, :MA I. Shif, M. M. Nudel'man, A. A. Smirnoy, N. P. Fesiter,
M. V. Zvere4, V. E. Syrkina, A. I. Lipkina, R. I. Ivalinv, T. D.

Kirillava, and others.

7The objects selected were taken from elementary school practice.

Thus, the leaves wete chosen in connection with the fact that, beginning

.in grade 1, the children shouYd become familiar with various aspects
of trees; the geometric-ligures were chosen because an elementary study

of geometry is begun in grade 3-1.the children become acquainted with thg

simplest geometric figures (rectangles, triangles, lines) and start the

study of ereas.



0
follo neiway:

Pair I -- a birch leaf and a currant stir* leaf (Figure 6);

Pair II -- two oak leaves differing in dimensions and shape ,

(Figure 7);,,

Pair II* -- two pitAers of differerit shape (Figtire 8);

'Fair IV -- two rectaugles, differing ija wigth'(FiguA 9);--

Pair V -= two straight lines of different length-.

The'exptriment proceeded as follows. -11"he pait of objects was
4

presented:to each examinee. Each object was presented fQr 10-sffleopda.'

Thiee'sheonds after, the first objeet'ef.a. pair was taken'llway, the

sAtond was presented. The reprbduction followed immediately after the
.

c 4 .

exposixion.ofethe second object in,each pair. The tiTe for reproducing

was not.lim.tfed., The chikt'en 'wire told b'eforehand ihat they ecociAL"-

correct and improve their draqings for*iong a time as they needed.

When a reproduction of the.first ebject in a pair was finiShed, the

experimenter took away the completed drewing, and the examinee repro-
'

aucea the second object.

Before each experiment, the examinees were asked to examine car

full4p-thá obj,ects that were shown, to compare them with oue another,

to Lstablish similarity and difference, and to try to remember them as

-well as possible in order to reProduce the Ajects in the saie.sequence

as they Were presented, as accurately as possible. Afier-the repro-
.

duetion of each pair of objects, a discussion was held wieh. the exam..14,

nee, in which the sort of objects14he saw was ascertained. Were they

similar to one another or dissimilar? How were they similar? How

dissimilar? The experiments were conducted with 3.0 pupils in third

grades in Moscow. Control experiment were conducted with a group of

adults.
*

Results of the experiments

Does the comparison of objects 1.4..pupils in third grade of the mass
-1117 , 8

schoolapromote an improvement in the.qualitx. of the appropriate concepts?

8By the quality of doncepts wd mean the degree 0 accur.acy of the
refleetion'of an 6bject.

10
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Figure-6

To answer thi

:FigUre 7 ,

,

question, we must compare iha,resuits of reproducing the

same objects wheIto,erceived in isolation without comparison and when

.'compared during perception.

T.
FigOre 9

flo

\

tl, V Tha 'experiments Oe conducted permit us to assept that the compari-
. .

_ :69n of oblects during perception exerts a positive/influence on the

reroduction of the objects 'compared, by" pupils in third grade., The

$ reproductions obtained with comparison during percept n contain fea-

tures and parts of objects omitted by pupils reproducing ab ects per-

ceived invisolation. If the lateral parts of a curran s'hrub leaf
P

-were missing.in thg reproduction without'aomparison, th aftee--compar-

Ing-the, leaves, of a birch and a curranCArub, in the reproduction of
. .

the 'Currant-shrub leaf there were wide lateral protuberances with sharp
e_.

tips,,avd typical of both- lesves was a cut in the graft. The regro-

ductions of oak leaves were also more complete: in the second oak leaf,



(in order of presentation), a new', larie, lateral tooth (4), a graft,
.

was added after comparisoe(see Figura 10, a and b). In the repro-

duction of representations of pitc4ers after comiariSon a spout appear-

ed on the second pitcher in the pair, and at &le boteom Of the second,

pitcher, a widening of the lower part was added (see Figure 11, a and

Smoothing,over of parts,and details in reproduftions after compari-.

son diminished, Mad features that were smoothed over earlier in objects

began to be reproduced more expressively. Experiments showed that in

this case i the reproduttions of bitch and currant shrub leaves, the

ationiin4koth leaves began to be 'reproduced more expressively,
wck'

grooves appeared,Or became deeper in places where grafts were attached,

an incline of the tip to the left appeared in the birch leaf. In the

reproduction of pitchers after comparison, the spout of the. second

pitcher became pointed, and'the lower part of the bpttom of this pitcher

also became pointed.

Comparison appreciab/y imprdved the reproduction of the4general

outlines of the objects. The examinees,' reproductions show that the

proportions of the objects after comparison were reproduced more

accurately in 60 percent of the cases. Thus, after comparison the

examinees reproduced the relationship-of width to height more acclately

in five (out of eight) objects. (Currant rub leaf B, oak leaf.A,

pitchers A and B, rectangle A.)

The reproductions we obtained from the examinees also allow us to
v.

establish that comparison exerted a,f9orable influence'on the re:1)I-
-

duction of absolute dimensions in five,put of ten objects (Table I).

9

°I

In Figure 10a an oak leaf is represented after an isolated
reproduction. Figure 10b is a reproduction of the same leaf after
comparison with another oak leaf. Both drawings were done by a
single examinee.

12
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, Figure 10

Figure 11

13
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TAKE 1

Percent of Absolute DimensiOns

in Reproductions

Number of
Examinee's

.

Type of Repro-.
ductioa

Currant
Leaf

5226 mm

Oak
Leaf'A
5994 mm

2

Pitcher
A

2
1326 min

Pitcher
B

.1479 mm
2

Line
B

43 mm

20

20

.

Reproduction
,without

Comparison

,

Reproduction
'after Compari-
son. in a Pair

%

50

58

54

59
k

.

65

80

.

.

81

86

. -

94

/96

.
.

Table 1 shows, however, that*the absolute gimensions of the objects

in the drawings continue to remain significantly smaller than in the

originals.

The experiments showed that comparison assists the appearance of

the parts Of objects that have previously been lacking in pupils'

reproductions, leading to a more expressive representation of the parts

and details of objects 1(a.decrease.in smoothing over, an increase in

breaking down into details). In some cases Comparison also turned out

to be useful for a more accurate reproduction of both absolute and

,relative di;nensions of the objects compared. In general it can be

said that the reproductions of,objects af;er comparison approached

the models in some, and often in all,respects.

This conclusion proMpted ua to.ask.the question: Does the result

of comparison depend on the nature of the objects compared? Woult it

be identical in the caparison of any Objects? Would it change, for

eiample, according to whether the objects compared are similarior dis-

similar?

We considered it desirable to obtain numerous data on this ques-

tion, and we therefore used simpler objects, a chang in the repro-

ductions of whioh lends itself to a sufficiently precise measurement.

The reproductions of dissimilar pairs (pitchers--lines) and similar

,ones (two pitcher'stwo lines) were studied.,

4



"TA.BLE 2

Absolute Ditensions of Reproductions of Pitchers

Updgr Similar And Dissimilar Compariscins

.

Number
of_

Examinees
Comparison
in a Pair

1PitCher Aa
-

, Pitcher Bb
,

Mean
Percent of'
Width'to
Height

Deviation
from
Ori inal

Mean
Percent of
Width.to
Height

Deviation
from
Original

o

10

.

10

Pitcher--
line ,

Two
pitchers

55.

55.2

.

+4.7

+la,

66.4

.9..8

+9.4

+2.8

-a
Pitcher A: Percent of width to height in the original-751.

b
Pitchdr B: Percent Of Width to height in the original=-57.

TABLE 3

Abso14eDimensions of Reproductions of Lines

Under Similar and Dissimilar Comparisons

Nurter
of

Examinees

,

Comparison
in a Pair

Line Aa
(Arithme-
tic mean)

Deviation
from the
Original

Line 1
Urithme-
tic.mean)

Deviation
Erom the

.original

lb

10

Pitcher--
line

Two lines

29.8

30.3

,-2.2

-1.5

41.0

41.4

-2.0

.

-1.6 ...411

,aLength of line A in the original--32 mm, of line B--43 mm.

*.X

The data in Tables 2 and 3 show that the reproductions of dissimilar

dlojects deviate significantl}Pfrom the originals. Similar objects were

reproduced much more.accurately. Consequently, the results of compari-

'
i!son depend on the objective relationships of the objects compared; in

" ' r
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,pattiCular, the results depend on the degree of similarity of the objects

to be compared.
0

It was established in Pqvlov's experiments that an iphibiting pro-

cess lies.at the basis of differentiation. Here--Pavlov points out--
,

...the-higher the degree of differentiation inhibition, ehat is, the,
A,

closer the differential agents are ta.each other, the more significant

is the successive inhibition, all 'othef conditions being equal [4:l39]."

The positive role--established in pur experimentt--of comparison in

the process of exposing the features of objects finds confirmation in

Pavlov's research. He writes:

How does the specialization of a conditioned stimulus,
the differentiation of external,agents, proceed?.,At first
we thought that two devices take p1abe here. One was only
the multiple repetition of a definite agent as a conditiOned
stimulus..., The other was the intermittent contrasting of

.this definite, constantly reinforcible, conditioned stimulus
.with an agent'close to it.... At present we are inclined to
admit the validity only of the latter device [4:130].

,,.

The experimental, investigation that has been cited permits us to
,

establish that comparison of objects in'thkprocess of perception

exerts a positive influence on the reproduction of objects by third

graders and that the influence of comparison depends on the objective
f

conditions in which the objects to be compared were.placed. The experi-

ments showed that the resat.of comparison is different in the repro-

ductidt of pairs of more similar and of lesntmilar objects.

Th

f

e peculiar traits inheren in given pbjects are exposed in the

best form in the comparison of t e most similar of them. Thus, the
,

peculiarity of the general shape and venation of a leaf was best

reflectedk.in the reproductions of similares from an oak; the

peculiar serration of the edges was especially expressively reproduced

With the leaves 4'a birch and of a currant shrub, which are most like

each other in this respect. )

,

The peculiarity df proportions was more accurately reflected'in

drawings of objects more similar in that respeot (pitchers); it. was
.

,

revealed more weakly in objects whose proportions differed significantly

(the leaves of a birch and of a currant. shrub).
1

t.

It turned out that the quality of the reproduction of an objett

16



depends on the place th object occupies'in tiiie:pair to be compared. .

Our inVestigations showed that, in suocessive Cbmparison, if the inter-

val of time between presentations of objects is A the first object

in a pair is reproduced best: It should be borne lnid, ,however, that

with an increase in the time-interval between preseniattorts of objects,

the quIlitY of reproduction of the second tember of a oii beRihs to be

heightened. \ s. 4

In the analysis of the pupils' reproductions, a dependpriCe of the

result of comparison on the complexity of the objects compared was

clearly revealed. This dependence became ap.parent in.the facisthaS the

favorable influence pf comparison in the sense of an'IncrpAse in.coMplete-

ness and of the elimination-of smoothingover in an object in a repre=.

sentatibn,'affected chielly the reproduction of complex objects. Ot

course, there is a question as to the degrees of, complexity that the '.+7

objects we studied poisessed.

All of the proofs citeclabove for the positive influehce of compari-

son on the quality of concepts should not hide thC,important circumstances

that in many cases of the comparison of objects there were not enough

examples for making concepts more precise.

The comparison of objects in a pliir in some cases did not fully help

to overcome incompleteness, smoothing over, and the changeability of pro-
.

portions and of absolute measurements of objects in the concepts of.young

pupila. And what is more, it sometimes even resulted in a deterioration

in the quality'of the images of objects because a likening of similar

concepts arose. Th/is caused features of the objects to be smoothed over

and the similarity between th objects in a pair increased significantly

and illegally. In some cases the particular and, distinctive traits of

an object were sharply-exagge4ated accentuated as a result of compari-

son, and the proper representation of objects was also thus impaired in

the concepts.

171*
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Investigation II. The Influence'of Comparison of

Two Qbjects with'a Third on the Formation

of pncepts.

A comparison of two objects is not always enough for the creation
0

of complete, accurate concepts of these objects. Some essential fea-
. I.

tures can remain unrevealed. Observations show that in these diffi-

cult cases teachers ask the pupils to compare the objects in a pair

with a third object.10 Practice shows that tile skillful use of this

'technique, which promotes the exposure of hitherto,unnoticed features

of the objects being compared, at the same time promotes an under-

standing of the actual relationships of the objects compared and thus

assists the mastery of a system of knowledge.
1/4

Observations of lessons have shown that teachers seldom use this

technique. Only educators who work most thoughtfully use it systema-

tically in teaching botany and zoology (e.g., the teacher Gavrilov in

the Kalinin Suvorov Military School). However, ev4: the best teachers

use this technique with an insufficient realization of its significance.

We believe that a psychological study of this technique is quite

timely. It is entirely clear that in the process of this comparison

the pupils experience new ties and relationshfps between the objects

to be compared, and they interpret them more deeply.

Let us note that in Soviet psychology, Zh. I. Shif [5] was the

first to become interested in this fact, in 1941, and six years later,

*- N. P. Ferster [1]. Shif found that the use, for comparison, of a pair

of auxiliary objects facilitates the singling out of features in the

process of comparison and promoteirthe exposure of the relltionships

between objects that colt.d not be exposed in compIllag them in a pair.

Ferster confirmed the basic conclusions that Shle-obtained, but the

investigations they conducted did not affect the question of perfecting'

10
Thus, in order for seventh graders to understand the similarity

between the brains of reptiles and of fish, N. P. Panchenko, a teacher
fn School,No. 114, asked them to compare preparations of reptile- and
fish-brains with the brain of a bird, characteristic of which is the
preSence of acerebellum.

18
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concepts with the aid of this technique.

Tlie following questions confronted us:

1.. Does the introduction of an auxiliary. "third" object influence

the conceOtion of objects in a pair?
. .

2. Does comparison with an auttliary object always yield a posi-
.

tive result?

3. Does the influence of the "third" object depend on what object

is used as. auxiliary--in particular, how does the influence of the

auxiliary object depend on the extant,of 14s similarity with'Objects in

the pair to be'compared?

4. Does introducing an auxiliary object promote the exposure only

of s'imilarity, or can it influence the isolation of differences?

5. Can the illeicated technique seille as a means of perfecting
411

concepts?
4

.

Our task was to investigate and to prove the many-sidad influence

of auxiliary objects on the comparison of objects in a pair, and to show

the,dependence of that influence on the relationships entered into by '

the third object with the objects in the pair.

The educational significance.of the study of this question is .

comRletely obvious. Even a partial solution to it w1411 put into the

teacher's hands a-didactic means for creating pccurate concepts of

.objects.

Method

A month after the atst reproduction, described in Investigation I,

the same third graders were asked to copy and to remember a third object,

similar,in varying degree to the objects of each pair to be compared,

and only afterwards to comparesand reproduce from memory the pairs of

leaves, pitchers, rectangles, and lines (Figures 12, 13, 14). The order

of presentation of the object6 in a pair,*.the time for exposit4 of

each object, and the interval between them remained unchanged in all

cases. In all the series, xeproducing was done immediately after pre-

senting the pair.

The auxiliary, "third" objects were objects of the same ,type

specially selected for each pair on'the basis of shape and dimensions.

19
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Assuming that the influence of the auxiliary objecta would be determined

by the degree of their difference from the objects to be compared, there.

were specially selected.as auxiliary, "third" objects for the first pair--

a linden leaf, more similar to the first object in the pqir (a birch

leaf), for the second pair--an ash leaf, more similar to the second, the

oak leaf. For each pair of simpler Object§ (representations.df pitchers,

-rectangles, lines), some auxiliary objects were selected, differing, in

varying degrees, in width and length from the basic objects in the pair.

Thus, 17 series of comparisons with auxiliary objects were conducted,

scime of which were smaller than the first obj,ect in the pair, and others

of which were larger than the second object in the pair..'-)

By having the examineelopy the third object before comparing a ,

pair, we expected to eliCit its influFncg and to determine.the natqrepi

that influence.

-11
?Figure 12

Figure 13

ta4
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Figure 14

Results of the experiments. 4

Introducing an'auxiliary object into the comparison of two objects

exerted an Influence on the reproduction.of all of the objects. This

influence was more significant where the third was mire similar to the

elements in the pair.

The repro4uctions we obtained from the examinees show that copying.

a third leaf (a linden or an ash leaf) before comparing a pair promoted

a.clarification of the concepts of the leaves in both pairt. The chil-
.

dren's drawIngs show that this kind of comparison with a "third"

object significantly helps to eliminate defects in the'reproductions

"that could nbt be eliminated when a pair of leak were compared. Thus,

after comparison with a "third," the representations of the leaves in

both pairs became more copplete. In thege reproductions parts.of the

currant
.
shrub leaf (Lateral pvotuberances) and of the oak leaves (teet11,-

..

a broad, rounded tip) appeared that had been lacking in some eases

,duriu comparison in a pair.

T e smoothj_ng over of features and the accentuation of them, which

-occurred durAng comparison in a pair, disaPpeared in the representation

of birch and oak leaves. The general shape, the serration, 4nd the

-venation of the leaves began to ke reproduced more accurately after

copying a third leaf and the distinctivenesb of each leaf in a pair was

significantly better expressed in reproduction. Thils, in the.examinees'

.reproductibns, the birch leaf began to be represented more accurately

4
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ln its general shape; it became widened ia the lower parfl sand acquired

its characteristic triangular shape, ihe shape of the iginal, and

its pointed tip stood out clearly (Figure 15a
1
). The large.lateral

protuberances in the currant shrub leaf also began to stand out more

distinctly, and the leaf roken up more (Figure 15b1). The

serrate edges of the 1 ves in b.oth pairs began to be reproduced more,

accurately after a third leaf was copied. On the birch leaf the

characteristic large,teeth appeared on each'side. In the reproductions

of oak leaves, smoothing over the outline gave way to a considerable

breaking down into parts--especially, the serrations of the second

leaf in the pair became deeper,.sharply expressed, w1ile the outline

of the first leaf, on the other hand, became somewhat rounded, as

happened in the models. 1

.

w-tO

Figure 15a, b, al, 1)1

3
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-.Introducing a third leaf in a comparison also exerted a positive

influence on the reproductions of the leaves to be compared in the re-

spect'that superfluous additions, which'arose in reproductions when

two leaves were compared, disappeared afterwards. Thus, in the currant

shrub and oak leaves (the second leaves in each pair) thessuperfluous,

large lateral protuberances and teeth disappeTd. The absolute

dimensions of the leaves in both pairs were reproduced more accurately

(see Table 4).

TABLE 4

'Percent of Absolute Dimensions

oI Reproductions.

Birch Currant Oak Leaf Oak Leaf

Number of Size of the originals Leaf Leaf A B
2

Examinees in mm2 3596 mm 5226 mm 5994 mm
2

5610 mm

20 Reproductions after
dompatison in a pair

49 58 59 57

20 -Reproductions after 65 73 68 72

comparison with an
auxiliary object

Note. The areas of the circumscribed rectangles in the originals
and in the reproductions wexe comPared to obtain these

percents.

In the analysis of the reproductions it was revealed that copying

a thtrd leaf changed the natUre of the mutual influence of the leaves

to be compared in each pair. The influence of the,third object, which

was spread over both objects in a pair, affected differently each of

the leaves to be compared, depending on the degree of objective simi-

larity of the.third to.the individual leaves of the pair. Thus, copy

ing a linden lea0 infl4enced the reproduction of both leaves to be

dompared, but it had the greatest positive influence on the birch leaf,

which was more like it in its general shape.

In conformity with this, we obtained,"in our pupil-examinees'
,

reproductions, a more accurate representation of the general shape of

the birch leaf in 86 percent of the reproductions and pf the currant

2 3
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114

Figure 16 a,b, al, bl

shrub leaf in only 66'percent of the reProductions. , On the basis of

the serrations, the birch leaf began to bg reproduced more accurately,

, in 80 percent of'the reproductions and the currant shrub leaf in

° Drily 46 percent.
e

Our investigation showed that in some cases an auxiliary,'third

leaf in a. comparison aided the judgment of similarity between a pair

of leaves, 'whereas in other cases, introducing it evoked an accen-

tuation of the difference between them. In an analysis of the resultd

it was established that the influence of.the auxiliary object was

determined by.the degree of its similarity .with the oljects'in the

pair. Introducing an auxiliary leaf (of a linden) that was closer to

the first leaf in the first pair (the birch leaf) evoked an emphasis

nf the difference between the birch and currant shrub leaveS in repro-

duction.; introducing an auxiliary leaf (of an ash) significantly

different from both leaves in the second pair promoted 4an increase

in similarity between the oak leaves in the examinees' reproductions.

Thus, it can often be.noticed, in the records of the statements made,

that in comikaring a birch leaf and a currant.shrub leaf, the examinees

exposed first and foremost the similarity between these lemves, d
6

only after an indication of the similar features did they turn t

exposing the features of difference., it,ip'utious thst after the

24



intrqduction of a third object,,--a linden lea--the examinees fitst

.'' discovered the difference in the leaves to be compared, and only'after-

wards', and not in so much detail, did they notice similarity. Thus,

.the,examinee Natasha L. said that "after compafinethe leaves of a

currwIt shrub and a birch with a lindeR leaf, I noticed that they

differed." And she added that "the.linden leaf helpeVe to draw and

to remeipbex the birch leaf,"

When an examinee was given similar oak leaves for comparison in

'a pair, the imtroduction of a. third--an ash_leaf--that7differed signi-

.ficantly from both elements in the pair, promoted an exposureland even

an exaggeration of the similarity between the-leaves in the pair. In

the result the ash leaf had le, 4mfluence on the reproduction ofthe

featurep of both oak.leaves, 'with 'its influence being negative in a

-certain respect. N 7

The experiments showed that here the influence of an auxiliary
A

t

object on the individual objecta in a pair if different. In,general

shape'and serration'of the edge-Z.711e psh leaf was closer Ito:the second

Irk leaf, although it differed more-from it than'did the.linden leaf

'from the birch leaf. Theexperiments showed that afteiieopying the
40_

ash leaf, the reprdsentation of the general shape and sAration of the

second,oak leaf was impro

improved in 86,percent

ed (the representation of the general shape

the cages, and of the serration in 80 percdnt),

while the represen.tat4on Of the corresponding features,c&the first oak ,.

leak improved, but to a significantly,lesser exten,t (the transfer,of

the general shape of the first leaf improved,in only.40 perceni of.the

cases,; and of the serratj_on in 33 percent of the cases).

After copying the ash leaf, the examinees, natarally, compared it

first with the first oak leaf, but on account of its (Dlisiderable

differenae, the "third" object did not exert a strong positive influence

here.' When the examinees were given the second oak leai, they esab-

,NIN

_

lished its sivilarity with the ash leaf, which promoted the eXf6's'tire.

- of peceliarities and resulted in an'improvemefff-im the reproductions

of the second oak leaf.
rb

Thus, the experiments with leaves give us the right to assert that
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0*

introducing auxiliary objects exerts an influence on the repoduction

of the leaves in each paiT to be coMpared. The auxiliary object.'

significantly furthered the accuracy.in reproduction of leaVes to be

compared in a pair, with respect both to shape and to.dimensions. jba

influence of 06 auxiliary object depend94 on.the degree of its

similarity with the objects in a pair.

6ur experiments stewed Itcat not only tan 14roducing an,auxiliary

oblect prcibote the exposure.of similaritir, as Shif asd-Ierster indi-
A

cated, but in some cases such,as intrOduction can promote the exposure

of differences between'the objects in a pair. It was alsio estiblished*

that in comparison with a third object, more subtle and varied relation-

ships of similarity and difference are disclosed between the objects to

be compared.

However, the reaults obtained were not able to satisfy us, since,

ia using such complex objects as leaVes, it turned out to be very4hard

to reveal basic laws governing the influence of auxiliary'objects. To

check, specify, and fidd a numerical expression of the laws that were

found, we conducted experiments in the'comparAson of simpler object's,

namely, lines and outline repiesentations of rectangles and pitchera.

According to the method set forth aboVe, we .conducted beven..

.series of experiments in the comparison of lines, which differed.only

ia the dimensions of the aUxiliary line. In some experiments auxiliary

lines were introduced that were smaller than the ,lines in the paik,

differing from the first line by 12, 30 or 50 percent. In other series

of experiments, auxiliary lines were introducdd that exceeded the lines

'in the pair in length, differing from the second line in the pair by

12, 30, 40, or 50 percent. Analogous experiments were conducted with

rectangles and pitchers.

We were interested in the extent to which the influence of an

auxiliary, third line affects the relationship between the basic lines

that were to be reproduced in a pair, and in their absolute dimensions

as well. Table 5 was composa to answer the first of these:iluestions.
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TABLE"5

Variations in Reproductions of a

Pair of Lines When Compared a

Shai-ter Auxiliary Lines

Series Reprodaction
.(30 exapinees)

Difference between
Auxiliary'line and'
line A ,in percent of
A

Deviation of iatio
in.reproductions
.(ratio of B to A)

Aftei comparison of the
pair

After comparison with an
auxiliary line,

After amparison with an
auxiliary line

After coMparlson with an
auxiliary.line

...

12 perceT'l'EN

30 percent.

50 percent.

The f

between th ines in the reproductions. The ratio (percent, line B

of line A) of the lines that served as models was 134,4. An increase

oT the ratio when an aumiliary line waa introduced is testimony that

the difference between the lines is increased; a decrease in the ratio

reveals a,lmoothing oirer of difference, a likening of the lines in a

Pair.

It was revealed ia the experimentS that the relational-lips between
A

the lines, recfangles, and pitchers to te compared, and the absolute

and relative dimensions
11

of theae objects changed regularly after

_auxiliary objects ,were introduced in the examinees' concepts--dependint

on the degree of similarity between the third" object and the objects

ia a pair.

The data in Table 5,show that the introduction of an auxiliary

line that is closer in diMeasten to line A (the first objeX in the

es in the third column show the deviation in the ratio

liwe regarded absolute dimensions to be the length of the lines,
and the areas of rectangles, 'pitchers, leaves; relative dimensions
were the ratio of width,to height in each rectangle, Pitcher, or leaf.

27
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pair) evoked a smoothills over of the difference between the lines of

the pair. .(deviation of -1.5), a trimming of their lengths. With an

increase.in,the difference (from 12,pexcent to 30 percent) between

theauxiliary line an& line A, an accentuation of the difference be-

*tureen the lengths of the lines to be compared was,observed (deviation
. J

of +1.9). 'then the difference between the auxiliary line and line A

deV

of the pair was increased even more (50 percent), a smoothing over o'f

the difference.again ensued, a trimming of both lines in length

(deviation of -0.5)

TABLE 6

Nariatioq in Reproductions of a F'air of Lin6 When

Compared.,with a Longer Auxiliary Line

Series Aproductions
(30 examinees)1'

Difference. between

auxiliary lin6 and
line B in percent
of B

Deviation of ratio
in reproductions
(ratio of B to A)

After comparison in a
pair

After -comparison with
antauxl.liary line

After comparison with
an auxiliary line

After comparison with
an Auxiliary lide

After comparison with
.an auxiliary line

I.

12%

30%

40%

50%

.When lines exceeding the second line of a pair in length were intro-
.

duced into an experiment (see Table. 6), the auxiliary line that was

closest in dimensions to line B (the second'object in the pair) elicited

aft accenwation of Lhe difference between the dimensions of the lines
-

in the pair (deviation of +4.5; see Table 6). With an increase in the

difference between the auxiliary line and line B, accentuation of the

difference gave way to a smoothing over of it, and the lines in the4
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pair began to be trimmed in length (deviation of -0.7). A Still

greater difference between the auxiliary line and line B caused the

distinction between the sizes of the lines to be compared to be,

smoothed over even more (deviations of -3.7, -5.7)--they were

trimmed even more.

.
It should be noted that the general.rule for the influence of an

auxiliary-object noted in the comparison of lines was confirmed during

the comparison of the representations of rectangles and pitchers.

Depending on the degree of similarity between the auxiliary object and

the corresponding objects in.a pair, in some cases of reproduction an

increase was observed in the difference'in size, in general shape or

in features of ,the outline of the rectangles and pitchers to be Compared.

In other cases, however, the rectangles and pitchers'in a pair in the

examinees' drawings became more alike in dimension and shape than ih

the models.

It was established in file investigation that introducing an auxil-
.

iary object promotes the comparison of a pair under defini.te conditions.

If the difference, for example, between the third line and the first

or second of the lines to be ccepared in a pair does not eiceed a

definite size the comparison is improved. This difference between the

auxiliary object and the pair to be compared, within the limits Of

which this object exerts a positive influence on the comparison pro-

cess, we call the zone of optimal difference. The experiments showed

that the more complex the objects to be compared, the ;loser to the

first of them, within certaih limits, was the zone of ontimal difference

of the auxiliary object that makes the relationship between the objects

in the,pair more precise. .

An analysis of the results shocred that changes in the objects in

a pair in the exgMinees' concepts after the introduction of auxiliary

objects were evoked byt-change in the process of reproducing the

relationships between the pair of objects to be compared and the auxil-
,

iary "third:" These latter changes, in turn, depended on the degree

of d fference between the auxiliary objects and the objects in a pair.
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This is shown in Tables 7 and 8.

TABLE 7

Degree of Differen,50 Between Shorter Auxiliary

Lines and Lines in a Air

Difference
between
auxiliary
line and
line A in
percent
of line A

Difference between
auxiliary line and
line A (in mm)

Difference between,
auxiliary line and
line B (in'mm)

odels
'In

drawings
Percent, Of

models
In

models
In

drawings
Percent of
models

12

30

4

10

16

5.7

9.5

13.9

142

95

a7

15

21

27

16.7

20.8

23.8

111

99

88

--- TABLE 8

Degree of Difference Between Longer Auxiliary

Lines and Lines in a Pair

Difference
between
auxiliary
line and
line Atin
percent
of line A

Difference between
auxiliary line aild
line A (in mm)

Difference between
auxiliary line and
line B (in mm)

In

models
In

drawings
Percent of
models

In

models
In
drawings

Percent of
models

12 16 18.2 114 5 7.0 140

30 24 25.1 108 13 13.5 104

40 28 27.4 96 17 16.7 98

50 54 47.5 88 43 37.4 87

Tables 7 and 8 show that with a slight difference between the'

auxiliary line and the lines in the pair,12 the distinction between the

N'
.412

See
,

the first line of Tables 7 and 8.'.
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third lind vmh thepair Was Accentuated in the reproduttions,.was

increased; the pair of.lines diverged, as it were, froM the third,"

With a large difference between thuxiliary line andNie lines to

be compared, the distinction betwjen the third and the pair was smoothed

an4 the pair of lines to be compared came close to the third,

becoming like it.

The experiments.showed that for each kind of object there existed

a difference between the Auxililly object and the pair to be compared

that was neither accentuated nersmoothed over in the drawings,' but

that corresponded exactly to the site of the relationships in the

originals. The introduction of these optimal auxiliary objects

resulted in an exact reproduction gfthe distinction between the objects

in a pair, as well as in the precidion of absolnte and relative.dimen-'

sions and of the shape of the objects to be compared.

The process of comparison plays a leading role in the distinction

or differentiation of objeCis.

This was revealed-quite distinctly in the experiments of Pavlov..

that the comparison of a definite conditionediistimulus with an agent

clese to it results incomparably more quickly in the specializative of

the conditioned stimulus, in the differential inhibition of external

agents, than does the simple, frequent repetition of the same agents.

It was established by Pavlov and his pupils that the process of

inhibition lies at the 'basis of differentiation. In experiments in

the methods of conditioned reflexes---a fact that.is very impOrtant fo ?

us revealed quite d 157-;-it turned out that the intensity ot the

inhibiting process was:de ermined by the difficulty of the 4fferen-

tiation, or, in oth4i Obrds, the nature of the inhibition depended on

the degree of similarity between the stimuli to be differentiated.

When a dog was to differentiate a tone and 1/8 of a tone the inhibition

a

was more intense than when two sounds differing by two tones were

differentiated.

These experiments by Belyakov gave Pavl v the right to formulate

the following conclusion, which is extremely important for our investi-
,

gation: "The subtler the differential inhibition, the greater the

retardation, and vice versa [3:118]."
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Correlating these data with the results of our experiments, we

can see that the psychological regularity, which we disclosed experi-

mentafly, iq the dependence of,the resulta.of comparison on the degree

of similarity of the objects finds its explanation in the various
4

courses of the physiological process of differential inhibition.

With the introduction of an auxiliary object into comparison, the

differential inhibition is also variable, depending on the degree of

difference between the auxiliary object and the objects in a pair. When

the difference between the pair and the "third" object is very signifi-

cant, an irradiation of the iahibiting-ftocess occurred, whidh caused a

likening of the objects in a pair to a third. With an insignifidant,

slight.difference between-the-tag, and the pair, a concentrationof

the inhibiting process was tNi`.. intensified the process oe

differentiating two ob

Our experimen showed that the mental activity of the comparison

of objects in ,ception is closely related to language, to a persons

speech. M , .1 er, the activity of comparison cannot be properly under-

ide the connection of speech, since all relationships

established in the comparison-process are formulated verbally by a

person.

With the aid of language a person gets to know objects, adding

them to a definite category of objects. With the aid of language he

establishes and expresses relationships between objects, stating in

gpeech the similarity, difference, or Identity (like, unlike, the same,

more, less, equal).
-__

Basically, in, the comparison process the examinees were fac

with the relationships of similarity and difference. in all cases,

similarity.lad a mere general nature, and difference a more particular
. .

,

one. These relationships were revealed by the examinees in various

ways, depending n how obvious the relationships were and how easy it

llwas to reveal teet in comparison.
/

.
But in comparing objects in a pair, the examinee often had diffi-

culty determining whether the objects to be compared were like or

unlike each other. In these cases he said, "Almost alike," "Almost

the same,","Tt
x
seems ,similar." After the intioduction of an auxiliary

object, fully defint,te relationships were established between the
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objects in the pair: they were alike or not alike.

Moreover, in some cases of comparison in a palr the children, A

said that the objects were alike, but just how they could not indicate.

Inttoducing an auxiliary object alsoessisted them in this respect;

the children determined how,objects were alike and how they were unalikg.

Relationships are formulated differently, also, depending on the

complexity of the objects to be compared. Thus the differences between

lines were manifested only with respect to leng h and were expressed in

the rds: "more, less, equal, longer, shorter." The distidctions

between rectangles were established in two respedts--width aild height.

The examinees said that rectangles were "wider," "narrower," "lower,"

"higher," -ua little wider," "a little narrower," "thill," "fat," "long,"

"broad."

In the comparison of pitchers still more diverse relati6nships

of similarity and difference were established, not only in the dimen-

sions of. width and height, but in the.general shape of the pitchers and

in-the shape of the nedks, the bottoms, and the handles.

Finally, leaves were compared not only according to dimensions and

tlyegeneral and-particular features of shape (outline) teeth, veins,

apices, twig-grafts), but according to color as well. Comparison on

the basis of color, however, determining in this way whether a tree

s old or young and how long ago the leaf had dried, was accessible

only to adults; children, as a rule, paid no attention to this.

Thus, the more complex the objects, the more cbmplex were the

relationships between their individual features. So, if the children

said definitely whether lines were alike or not, in the comparison of

more complex objects, such as pitchers or leaves, they noted that the

objects were now similar, now different. The experiments showed that
=4i\

.. ,in this respect the in roduction of an auxiliary object is Very necessary,

4
since it helps in singl. ng out and s'Ystematizing the signs of both

\similaritykand difference.
-

,

.411 analtsis of the statements showed that the children, as a rule,

did not Vry to measufe lines mentally, or to correlate them iwith a

measureriet scale, as adults did. They determined the relationship

.
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bttween lines only in the most general form:b "The first line was a

little shOrter" (subject E.), or "The second stick was longer, and the
.

first shorter" (subject A.). Thus the relationship between lines was

often reproduced incorrectly in Swords: , they said that the "first line

was longer than the second," while the reverse\relationship occull44.4 in

the originals and in the reproductions. These Idata confirm.the obser-

vations of Ivanov-Smolensk, who, in'his investigations of the inter-.

action of the first and seclond signal systeMs in younger children,

established that

...at a younger age, in a verbal account, in the majority
of cases, signals and reactions are described properly, but.are
reprOduced much Worse, and.frequently the weligtions, the ties
between them are confused: the direct tiep', associations
(positive and inhibitory) were formed, but they are not yet in
a proper verbal skill [2:574].

According to the degree of the child's a -evol;ution,
everything that happens in the first signal ystem (the
bearer of figurative thought) finds an increasingly complete
and exact reflection in Oile second signal system; direct
experience (which is imprinted by the first signal systeM) be-
comes increasingly accessible, in the expression of I. F.
Pavlov, to 'abstraction and generalization,' to verbal inter-
prdlation 4nd clear awareness...[2:579].

For comparison and accuracy of the results of the experiments,

we conducted an experiment with 15 adults, based on th same methoti

as with the children in third grade. In our experiments the adults

used various special devices for remembering th absolute dimensions

of the lines. The majority of adults remembered the dimensions of

lines in centimeters. Many correlated the measurement of a line with

the dimensions of a sheet of paper. In comparing lines in a pair,

adults indicated not only the general relationship between the lines,

as the children had done, but tried,to determine exactly by how.much

the second line was larger than the first. "The second line (B) is

longer, the first is a little shorter. The difference between them is

about 1 cm" (subject.Sh.).

When a third line was included in the comparison, both adults and

children, in their remarks, determined its position with respect to a

line in the pair: "The °first line was the longest, thivecond (A) was
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the shortest, the third (B) was longer than the second" (subject U.).

But in contrast to the children, the adults determined that in some

cases the size of the auxiliary line vas closer to the line-A, and

in other cases it was croser to the line B. "The second. line B) is

ilmost the same, but slightly shorter" (subject Sh.).

thus, the experiments showed that with the necessity to determine

just how and by how much the objects to be compared differed, the

children's weakness was revealed, since they had trouble formulating

the relationships between objects and) interpreting them on the basis

of verbal thinking. Adults, using de.generglized forms of second 4
signi!,1 ties, reflected more adequately both the individual properties

of objects and the relationshIpS between objects When compariig them

in a pair, whie for third graders the introduction of an auxiliary

object was required for precision in reproducing objects to be compared.

General Conclusions

1. The introduction of an auxiliary object exerts an influence on

the compariOn of objects in a pair. This influence is determined: a)

by the degree.of similarity of the objects to be compared in a pair; b)

by the degree of difference between an auxiliary object and a definite

(first or Srcond) member of a pair;, c) by the complexitvof the objects

'tck be compared.

2. Bringing into comparison an auxiliary object that differs in

a cefinite respect fraq the objects in a pair promotes a more precise

reflection of the distinctiveness of the objects to be .compared, in the

concepts of third graders. In this case we obtained a more complete

singling out of the 'signs of similarity and difference in the examinees'

repsoductions than had happened during the comparison'of objects in a,

pair.

3.. After the comparison with an auxiLlary object, there are'

expOsed, in the main, the signs of similarity and difference between

the two objects that appear as a result of establishing more precise

relationships with the respective third object.

4. The compariSon of visually perceived objects has its basic

interaction with tlie two signal syst-eme.. The molt complete forms of
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this tie in the menta;pactivity of adults aidedermore adequate

reflection of the objects in the examinees' concepts.

In the experiments it was revealed quite expressively that,the

result of actimity in ,comparison,(the hidden relationships of objects)

is always expressed verbally. The More highly developed vocal thought

of adults promoted a more complete realization of the comparison pro-,

cess. In haying a variety of generalized grammatical forms of speech,"

adults expressed more precisely in words the relationships between

objects whil comparing them in a piair, ',,liereas the introduction of a

third object was required for third graders' precision, in the cpncepts,

of the objects to be compared.

5. The device w e havt investigated, of comparing the objects ii

a.pair with a specially selected auxiliary object, Can be, JAI pur

opiniori, applied usefully in teaching yarious disciplines*(for example,

natural science and drawing in elementary sChool, zoology and litera-
.

tura in secondary school). The pedagogical value of the devicel from

our point of view, is that its application,helps the teacher to

develop the pupils' thinking, since, in a cdTparisodorganized and

directed by the teacher, with an appropriate image, the pupils.reveal,

distinctly the'most characteristic signs of objects and display the

necessary ties and relatiouships between objects to be compared.

In this comparison by means of,exposing signs of.similarity and

difference in the objects to be compared, concepts that adequately

reflect reality are formed in the pupilsk,
0.

It should be particularly emphasized tliat tte comparisons,

,contribute to the masttry of a system of knowledge.
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ON'THE FORMATION F AN EVMENTARY CONCiPT

) OF NUMBER BY TUE CHILD

-V: V. Davydov*

The subject of the qtperimental investigation reported ,here

was the child's formation. of the concept of number, a process t

occurs when addition is learned as a mental Operation. In the

psychology lind methodology of arithMetic, it is a known fact that

at a certain stage ih the development of their knowledge of arit

metic, children hre unableito opex.ate wtth numbers divorced ftom.'

quanties of objects; arithmetical addition is carried out only wits

,objects, even though the children already know of numbers, that;estabA,

lish the size of addends. At subsequent stages of instruetion, the.

children go on to operating with numbers abstracted from objects.

This t sition is an objective prRcess within wh'ich the conceptual

form of the number is developed.

. The investigation AtabliShed cohhecutiye stages in.this pro
d

,tess:
. .

I) adding quantities of things by counting the units

(objective.operation method);

2) adding abstract quantities, by counting the units'

(detaiJd verbal operation method);

3) adding abstraC t quantitie6 by.14.counting the seconA

ad nd onto the first taken as a whold(conceptual operation
method proper).

The characteristid feature of the object ,stage of laerforming

. adaitioil was that when given a verbal assignment, the children would

make up things to use as objects in the proposed addition (first

operation),,and then find the result by counting them in succession

(second'operapon). 1t waS shown that at this stage, a method of

Of the Psychology Department of the M. V.'Lompnosov,iioscow State

University. Fubli hed in Reports (Dokla4y] of the Academy orFedago_k-

ical Scfences the RSFSR, 1957, Yol. 2, pp.'51-54. TranSlated'by

Linda Norwood.
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optrating such as' counting the addends by units startihg with one

was perfectly legit te, even though the-children knew.the agmerical

designation of an a,1e ig and could relate a numeral to the whele

tity to be designated:. Here their knowledge of the size of An aggre-

gate of objecps was not. used as a simple integral descriptiop of the

quantity.

the ldren'were given the first addend in the form of a digit,a

they took the digit for a unit, for one object, regardless of what it

designated. These children stilrdid not conceive/of a definite

abstract quantity behind the figure. They,,were first o make uP a real

quantity based on the.numeral and then 4se it . The children

were able to think up a group of a'rbitrary objects to cdrrespond exactly

to the given numeral. That is to say, to them a numeral was a completely

generaliied and differentiated indication of a collection of -things.

Thus, at the bbjeci sthge of adding, children kapow a numeral as an

indication, the content of/which can be shown tlw them when a series of

names are actually related to objects:, in detail.
-

The distinctive feature of the second stage of additiono(detaiied

*verbal coAting) was that the ch ldren'ru? longer related a specific

. designation to an immediate co on of things.. An assignment would

be carried out without regard to jects, but counting was retainea as

the method of adding .(the problem "3+2." was_done like this: "1, 2, 3:-.-

. 4, 5"; the dash signifie.e.the changeover to the second addend). When

the addend was given as. a numeral, it was not taken for a'unit, but

protpted verbal counting'accompanied by tapping the numeral with a
0

finger.

The investigation estaBlis* that this stage of^addftion, under

the experimental conditions, originated due to the

Ehe objects weFe hidden, their4raCtual pr.esence.was
4-

and'they were shown to the rhild from time to time

fact that, though
4-

emphasized verbally,

. Under such condi-

tions, the children would begin to make particular movemats-siuch as

-pressing a finger against the box in which the objects were hidden)

while pronouncing the number series-from one to the -specified desig-

nation counting).

40
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Characteristically, the mbvements (and therefore the verbal

counti were first seen only when the hidden objecps were actually

pre ent. As soon-as they were removed entirely, the children refu.sed
,

to perform addition. Addition ceased whenever the experimenter forbade

them to make the movements. That reciting the numbers while counting

depended on the hand movements was shown in this fact: Whenthe chil-
..

drew began to cbunt vebally,-it was distinctly noted that the numbers

were named after the movements. -

Gradually the .children progressed to assignments presented in

words without using objects. True, at first a special, verbal indi-

cation of the sUpposed presence of Objects. was required (in naming

the first addend, the experimenter would say*"Herefq 5" -- a gesture

'in the dire of the table,-- wand add 3").

After numerous problemd given withoutobjects had been perfOrmed,

the character .6f the child's hand movements was altered. Slow pressures

became rapid tapping of the finger on the table, and this was in turn

replaced by an accentuated recitation of the numbers while counting.

Thus the movements, done on such a large scale at first, were gradually

curtailed or reduced, so that as a result, the child would do a verbal

problem by counting purely in words (for exapple, the problem "5 + 3"

was done like this: "1:2,3,4,5 -- 6,7,8; the answer is 8").

There is reason to believe that the movements, even-when quite
A

reduced, never completely disappear. Hand movements are replaced by

the accentuated pronunciation of numbers, As our findings showed, the

pronunciation of numerals in,adding had different intonations than in

simple counting.

An analysis ,pf hmethe movements,we have described originate shows

the following. Back at the object addition stage, when quantities of .

things were being added, the children would touch the objects-with

their fingers while counting, 'When forced to operate with'a quantity

not presented in material form, they apparently used this system of

movements acquired.whlla, adding real objects. These moVements were

'first repeated, not in the complete absence of objects, but only when
-.-

the objects were hidden, though still unavailable. One can Aeorite
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that hand,ilovements let the children so to speak, simultaneously

re-establish and use each element of the hidden,(and subsequently
.

totally absent) quantity as objects in the operatiA. In this case

the operation is effected as if real cgdects were,present that could
,

be used in adding.. But since the- child has no articles he can uSe

as immediate objects in the operation, one might say that when doin

additiOn verbally he "implies" a definite quantity in the numeral
P

itself. This implication is manifested in the form of the direet

coincidence of two factors -- the,special hand movements.toward the

'hidden objects (re-establishing,them ag objects in the operation)

and the use of them in the adding process. 4-,

'Gradually the link between th'e movements and the presence of

'hidden objects weakens, and the movements themselves are reduced --
4

the children learn how to carry out an oral assignment in-a purely
.

.verbal,way. But this is no longer operatifig with words, as often

happena4at the earliest stage of learning how to count; it is operating,

with a real, though iinplied, quantity. When objects were being
. 0

added, a specihl procedure for cOnstructing an object of the operation,
.

the object addend, was carried out beforehand. Now this procedure

drops out of the operation (is curtailed), for the children hae
,

learned to imply a quantity in a given numeral, .

Having learned how o add without objects, they progress to
I,

adding abstract qUanti ies. Indeed, now they are operating with
i

.numbers as. such, without expressing them in any concrete, object fortp.
,

We suppose that the special hand movements (-their reduced form-is the

accentuated pronunciation of the Inambers) relatedito absent objects

are:a mechanism for implying tl-lem.
.

From this standpoint, the uestion Of the seeming irrelevance

of the operation to ibmedia objects when addition.is done purelyel
_

inwords can be resolved. Beh.ind thiarirrelevance to immediate objects

are hidden real.mechlksms (a reduced form of.the special movements)

that actually allow the children 'to effect a relation' between the
*

..._

quantityand the real one,. which is the genuine subject of the operation

and is its ultimate determinant. Moreover, it can be "said that orily-in

4 2
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this relating process is the numeral thought of as a number (quantity),

when addition is being done without objects.

When children begin to think of quantities as implied.by numerals,

counting is still necessary, for it is the real act that creates the

implication and ensiires use of all the elements of a quargitity. While

the operation is being reinforced in the realm of abstract quantities,

it is not necessary to pass throuzh all the elements of the first
)17

addend. When a quite definite quantfty is implied in the numeral itself,

which is known in advance,.there is the possibility of skipping the

middle elements oE the series being counted. This circumstance elimi-

nates the necessity of counting the first addend and thereby teaches

the child how'to use a number as a whole. It is the latter that char-

acterizes use of numbers in conutopt form.

Outwardly, the curtailment of counting looks like a trAnsition to

adding on, which immediately sdems to be simply counting "farther" than
\

the first addend ("5 + 3" -- "5 -- 6,7,8; the answer ip 8"). Could it

be that curtailment of counting begins when the children learn to

count farther from any given number? Special experipents have shown

the child who has learned to add on in this form cannot Use this

skill when adding objects, which he can do only by counting. Such

instruction in adding-on creates only'an imaginary concept, since the

numeral is not related to an object quantity as a whole. ,

Observation of the methods of adding in children who thoroughly

understand the number concept has proven that at the moment they name

one quantity and add another to if, they make a continuous movement of

the hand along the objects of the first quantity. 4rhis movement Is

accompanied by a protraction of the sound of the number (for example,

for the object problem "6 + 3," A ehild would move his hand along all

.the objects for the first addend, without stoppiu, say the number

"si-i-i-x," and go on to add the elements of the second addend to it --

"7, 8, 9; the answer is 9").

.Guided by these observations, we experimentally Produced curtail-
.

ment of counting by haVing the child make a continuous movement along*

the objects for a designate& quantity. This movement, so to speak,

reconstructed the designated Oeries, but very quickly: Real, discNe
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counting, with pauses at every concrete designation was not produced.
e '

In distinction from actual counting, the movement made along the series

of objects can be called conditional counting, which allows a child to

use all the units of a quantity without relating a numeral to each one
e

separately.
Itt

Gradually the continuous movement is transformed into a simple

gesture directed at the group of objects and accompanied by an accen-

tuated pronunciation of the number. Finally, even thexesture may be

reduced. There remains only the siMple verbal designation of_the f4Irst

addend-and the addition of the elements of the second to it. The child

has learned how to operate with numbers. But if this child ivs told td

.carry out addition with objects again, he will do it by adding on, in

the form of an extended but continuouh movement along the objects. This

action shows ability to take the first addend as a whole, which corres-

ponds to the conceptual form of a number.
7

In the investigation 9f the gradual formation of the concept, the

question may arise, why not teach at first the operation in the form

'that characterizes the highest legel? The experimental.and theoreti-

cal analysis we performed showed that an operation that is created with-
.

Aout gradual transformations is a sham, since the child who is doing it

is not aware (does not understand) the natureoof the conversions that

occur in it. He cannot correlate the tomPonents Of his operation and

its result with the objective reality that is the ultimate determinant

of the mental orrations of arithmetic.

On the other hand, the gradnal formation of a mental operation

and its object -- the 'number concept allows a child to be taugiit

to correlaVe an abstract transformation with its primary source -- an

object transformation. Then the meaning of the reality behind an

abstract-number becomes clear, and the operations are performed that

actually determine th:e result of the arithmetical transformation.
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OLTHE GENERALIZEP CONCEPTION IN PR LEM SOLVING

A. V. Brushlinskii

Thd fundamental purpose of psychological research into thinking is to

study thought as a process (analysis, synthesis, and generalization) included

in the specific activity.of an individual [6]. This means primarily,that

underlying the external results (products, formations) of thought is a thought

process,appearing directly but leading to those results, and this thought

4

process must be conjectured.

One of the components of the thought process is the Maximally generalized

conception of the solution of a problem [1]. Considering the results of in-

vestigations in which the role of conception was studied in one form or Another

in the solution of problems [2, 3, 5, 8], we planned to inV'estigate how the

initial, maximally generali4ed conception is uSed anordeVeloped in a subject's

subsequent mental process. Such a conception iseffected in the courSe of

analysis, synthesis, and generalizationof all the conditions and requirements

.of a problem. Unless these processes are revealed it is impossible to explain

correctly why a conception I.ads to the necessary result--the solution of the .

given problem.

For example, in certain of Selz's works (see especially [7]), it inevitably

remains unexplained how this "filling in" of An anticipating scheme for the

solution proceeds, because, from his point of view, the content of aYprobleM,

i.e., the goal of thd'cognitive yrocess, is in general not included in thought
P

expressed through operations purely externally connected with the problem.
1.

Consequently, there can be no discussion of the process of'analyzing the prob-

lem by the subject himself (this is discussed in more detaitin [6]).

*
Of the Psychology Section of the Institute Of Philosophy of the USSR

Academy of Sciences. Published in Reports [Dokliady] of the Academy of

Pedagogical Stiences of the RSFSR, 1960, Vol. 5, 65-70. Translated by

David A. Henderson.
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Methodology

The subjects (adults and pupils-68 persons in all) were giyen a'problem

from the school geomCry Course. During the solution, different groups of -

subject§ received appiopri,Ste prompting (for exaMple, the,tkeorem on which,

the solution is based). By examining.the subjects' utilizatton of the, ,

promptings, it was possible to study objectively the thought process of the

individual developing his conception. Figt purposes of comparisOn, some

subjects were required to solve the problem without promptings.w A problem

was p;,esented in a formulation similar to the following example.,

Point M is taken inside ,

triangle-ABC (see Figure 1)
and parallelograms.AMBM1,
BMCM

2'
and CMAM

3
are .lan-

structed. Prove that
straight' lines AM2, BM ,

and CM
1
intersect at'one

point.
141

Figure 1

Solution. 'In parallelogram BMCM2, side,BM2 is equal and parallel to

side MC; in parallerogram CMAM3, side AM3 is equal and parkalletto side MC,

and hence side BM
2

in quadrilateral AM
3
M
2
B is equal and parallef to side

An3; .consequ,:ently, AM3M2B is a parallelogram, hece its diagonals_AM end

RM
3
at their point of intersection (IQ are bisected. Analogously it is

proved that in parallelogram.CBM1M3, diagonal CM1 Intersects diagonal EM3

at its midpoint K. Therefore lines AM
2'

BM
3'

and CM
1
intersect at one point.

Q. E. D. (In place of one of the two parallqograms AM M2B and CBM1M3, ojie

may also select ACM2M1.)

Thus, to solve thq problem it is necessary to construct 'supplementary

lines, say M
2
M
3
and M M

1,
to use two parallelograms (of three possible ones)

not given in the conditions, and to prove the intersection of three lines in

one point, not directly, but by considering t4 bisection of the diagonals.

Here one must enlist the theorem of the diagonals of a parallelogram being

bisected at their point of.intersection.

With one group of subjects (who were shown the problem beforehand) we

ascertained the extent of their knowledge of geometry. They were to recall

(umetimes with the experimenter's help) a series of theorems quite unrelated

to the problem, as well as the theorem of the diagonals of a parallelogram

being bisected at toheir point of intersection. Thus the p s ible proposition

that a subject simply "forgot" a necessary theoreM and was ths unable to use.

it in a solution was repudiated from the start.
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In subseqnent series the experimenter prompted by stating the theorem .

on which a solution was based or by directly indicating the parallelogram

containing intersecting segments as diagonals.

Results

First we shall present the results of the experiments of the series

in which the subject's Vnowledge of geometry was checked in advance. In

these experiments the subjects recalled (in response to the experimenter's

question) the pAperties of the intersection of parallelblines., the properties

of the rhombus, of chords, etc, and even the properties of the diagonals of

a parallelogra. Then.a problem was given them. As they began te, analyze

.it, the snbjects formulated their general conception quite precisely: To

find some figures within which certain segments j.ntersect at one point.

This conception originated as a unique generalization of the repeated past

use of several theorems on "the intersection of segilents," when, to prove the

intersection of lines, one had to ruard theii as elements within a particular

figure, e.g., as the angle bisectors of a triangle intersecting at one point

or as the diagonals ot several polygons.

Let us consider in detail the typical coure of solution with the example

Df subject V. S.,)nsing the data:from other experiments for Comparison.

At the first _stage of 9e thought process, the subject, as a result of

.his initial analysis of the problem, formulated amaximally generalized con-

ception: "On, must look for some figures, such as triangles, perhaps larger

than here, in which lines would intersect."

Other subjects composed the conception of the solutioR similarly: "If we

Aprove that intersecting lines are segments within some figure, then their point

of intersection is, say., ehe center of a circumscribed circle," or "What are

these lines with respect to the given figures? We must find a figure that

would embrace all three lines."

These are representations of the maximally generalized c.onception af the

solution that originates at 1.1e first stage. It is so general that it does

not even formulate a principle of solution (such as a general proposition or

a theorem).

The conception is directed at ascertaining some specified (although in

only the most general terms) figure (or figures). Owing to its extreme

generality, however, it does not inherently contain an indication of the
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isolation of precisely that figure required for the solution. To break it

down is possible only on the basis of further analysis of the problem, to

make the initial conception more4concrete.

At the next (second) stage of the thought process the_search fon a

figure containing intersecting segments began. Subject V. S. first isolated -

triangle ABC as such a figure (other subjects considered the same triangle,

or parallelograms given in the condltions, hexagon AMIRM21M3, etc.). ,Here he

analyzea and attempted to apply the theorem of the intersection of the angle

bisectors of the triangle in one point (on actualization, see [9]). That is,

he considered directly_ only the intersection of the segments, completely

overlooking their bisection at thepoint of intersection, which was required

for the solution. Gradually he became conviRced that the intersecting

segments are not bisectors, since, ix his)sords, "point M can be anywhere

within triangle ABC and point K will move correspondingly to any position"

(see Figure 1)%

- With this, the second stage of the thought process is concluded. The

initial atteul..tut.o-make concrete theimaximally generalized schematic concep-

tion in.which particular'conditions (concrete figures) are repregented only

as altered (abstract, more precisely, not yet specified) values ("some"

figures) is done. As the first particular Value, a triangle with bisectors

is subsOted into this general scheme.

After an unsuccessful attempt, V. . made a secondlattempt to make the

conception concrete: He began to seek/another figure that would satisfy the
2

problem's requirements (the third stpge of the Mental process). Thus, the
A

transition from one stage of the tho(ight process to another retains a unique

transitional detenuination of the entire thought process, insofar as that

same very general conception is realized now in a new particular variant.

Al the third stage the subject examined several figures in succession

very rapidly and superficially. He did not analyze any one of them in

detail, since he didnot know "what this-yields" toward the realization of

the conception (in the course of the thought process only an analysis of

objects, which can somehow 'be correlated with the requiremenLs of the problem

through synthesis, is possible).

"Line AM
2'
" the subject remarked, "connects one of the triangle's sides

with the opposite vertex of a parallelogram. Ftgure ACM2B has two triangles,

ABC and BCM
2.

AM
2
passes through them. It would be possible to ascertain
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the equality of the'Agles and sides qf these angles, but what will this
-

yield?"

As is evident from the records of the experiment, the subject visually

selected individual fisures and segments in the drawing. His,analysis

(and synthesis) of these geometric elements was predominantly sensory,

till insufficiently linked in a single process with strictly mental

analysis and generalization (for example, when using theorems).. He viewed

heXagon AM
1
BM

2
CM

3
in the same way: "We can ascertAi^n(somethinglfrom the

"N

six triangles ae the' common vertex K." Here he noticed the operty, which.

is necessary for the solution, of the intersecting segments' isection.

"Purely intuitiyeI saw thaE point K divides.these three li es in half,

but I amstill not ure this is so: . . I still don't see any way . ."

He seemed to suggest to himself the essential feature of the
4
given segments,

but he'did not attempt tp check'his assumption and made no use of his

"self-prompting." The'analysis of

far him to "accept" it. Directing

conception in which the fact that

into direct consideration. Hence

the problem was still not advanced enough..

be course of solution Was a'Seneralized

heI'
i

segments are bisected was not takei

the subject did not take into account the

division4bf the intersecting segments even though he had noticed it.

During further, bas4a11y sensory anabeeis of the problem, triangles

AM
2
C, AM

3
B, and AM

1
C were selected. "Eath of these triangles has.a sideiof

triangle ABC, one side of a parallelogram, and one of the intersectinKlines."

The subject began to consider these in detail, gradually making the transition

to stricxly mental alysis (the beginning of the fourth stage of the thought

process; see below).

Thus, attempts to make the conception concrete are continued at the
0

thiFd stage. But not one of the,figures isolated satisfied the subject.

Essentially, the conception was not given a definite, detailed concretization

here, for at 'the third stage, as noted ab?ve, the.analysig (and synthesis)

of the problee was4chiefly sensory (viiiial). Particular properties of objects

(without using any theoreme to est:plish the general features of geometYic

elements) 'were examined. If only this kind of analysis, which is insufficiently

included in the strictly mental process is used, t4 given problem tannot be

solved.

It is clearly apparent at the thrd stage that at a certain point in its

realization, the generalized conception is still unconnected with the theorems
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and does not include them in its composition (until they are actualized)..
,.,

As noted abOve, they do not enter into its content even when it is formulated
...

at the starve of the solution. Consequently, no conception in general occurs

here except f r the maximally generalized one.

Not e7ey solution is begun with the composition of a general conception
[9]. Moreover, the conception 'isnot almays the formulatián of a principle

(general statethent, theorem, etc.). In the case in question it appears in
I

the form of a.ry general scheme of operations, geometric constructiods

(i.e.,'in ihe form of an operational'seheme) through which one may connect

elements contained in
4

the conditions and requirements of the problem. Only,

then ca one correlate
1

them and express their correlation through some geometr

propos tion (a theorem, for example). Only the general basic relationship of

objects (the intersection of Apes). is considered in the conception. This is
,

a unique method of ,initial generalization of the essential connection§ and

interdepdndericies of the problem and is basic to the exposition of the subse

quent thought process. The vague values ("some figures") of this scheme

are gradually replaced13y different particular propositions (concrete figures)

Tho--aext attempt at making the conception concrete was underehken at

Lhe fourth Stage of the thought procpss. .S. began to examine closely the

sides 'and angles of figures AM C, AM
3
B, and AM

1
C, actualizig several

theorems in which properties.of parallelograbs, angles with correspondingly,

parallel sides,-etc., were generalized!" He ascertained the equality of

1'1 segments AM
3'

MC, and BM
2'

as well as the equalit§ of the sides of otlger'
\-.\

parallelograms. Then he examined the two triangles ABM
3
and ABM

2
very closely

"Their common side is AB. . .... Since AM
3

and BM
2
are equal and parallel,

theirauglesareequal"(heisolatesangles4kand AM
3
B, ABM

2
and RAM'BM2

3'
and many. others). As a result, the subjgct draws "supplementary line M

2
M
3
"

and analyzs the parallelogram ABM
2
M
3

thus formed, correlating it with the

conception (this is the most interesting point in the solution). The theorem,

'however, is reproduced in a unique fomulation: "The diagonals,of a parallelt

gram intersect at one point and are bisected." (The correct statement reads:

1
Now one may predict that if in the future the subject picks out one

parallelogram of Ihe three that are possifile and neceSsary fOr the solution,
this-one will be parallelogram ABM

2
M
3'

which seems to be composed of the two
triangles already.analyzed, ABM

3
and ABM

2
.
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"If a qnadrangle.is a parallelogram, then its intersecting diagonals are
N'

bisected.")

The theorem is thereby broken\down into two seemingly equivalent

"parts" (intersection and bisection), but since the analysis Of the problem,

according to the conception, is directly aimed at isolating only the features

of the intersection of segments, only.this first "part" is included into the

44thOilight process. Then the sub.ject picks another parallelogram (AM
1
M
2
C) in-

which "the diagonals also intersect at one point." "I think this iS the

solution," he says, not even Mentioning the bisection.

Thus, at this stage of analysis ef heproblem the second "part" of

the theorem, the statement concerning the bisection of the diagonals, is

excluded ("thrown (we') ftom the thought. process. At first subject V. 3.

,(as well as the others) assumed that for the solution it is sufficient to

be convinced of the interseption of the diagonals of each of the two

parallelograms. He still did ndt see the need,to prove the coincidence of

the points of intersection of the diagonals of both parallelograLs (for

which on2 must use the feature of bisection dt'Lhese pdints). The real,

objective role of the generalized conception cbmes forth most distinctly in

this feet. Formulated at the first stage of the solution,this conception

expresses that level of analysis of the problem at which-only the properties

of the intersection of segments within "some" figures are essential Zor the

subjeX., Determining correspondingly the general direction of'the subsequent

thought process (at first directly with the,intersectiorvof lines), the

conception becomes a means for further analysis of the problem (on the means

of analysiS,"see [4]).

Therefore at first glance there seems to be a paradox. The two parallelo-,

grams-arid their diagonals, objectively necessary for the solut2on, have

already been ascertained, and the necessary theorem directly indicating the

bisection of the segments haS been actualized, bnt nevertheIess,their

division is still overlooked and the main content of the theorem is discarded
(

as something inessential. The new data, geometrically quite pertinent, still

have no value psychologically (for.the subject), in the Ceursalof tlie solution.

With the aid of the analysis thus conducted, the subject, as we saw,

separated a series of essential properties of objects (parallelograms,

diagonals, etc.) th4 were necessary, but insufficient, for the iklution.
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As he continued"tdexamine the intersection ofethe three segments,,the

subjeCt also began to understand that a direct,proof fhat the three lines

intersect at one pointwithout considering the di/ision Alto halveswas

impossible (the fifth stage of the thought process).
4

We cite a relevant excerpt from the record:

Here are rwo parallelograms. The diagonals are AM2

and g
3 '
B intersecting at point K. Diagonal AM2again the

.

same one--and diagonal M1C, they too intetsect at some point
Kl. Now we need only prove pat both points coincide. .

[after a pause the other "pai-t" of the theorem, the bisecting,,

is secondarily analyzed], But fndeed the diagonals are bi-
sected into halves by the intersection [this then leads to the\
solution].

At this fffth stage Wite content of the conception was reorganized.

The subject acquired a new goal--to prove that points K and K1 coincide--

and took into consideration the biseCtion of the diagonals. As.a result he

.solved the problem.

Discussion
We,

4
/ Thus, using a typical problem, we have briefly,examined, how thought
0

proceeds as ii leads to the solution, and we have observed its fundamental
4

stages.

The first stage is formulating a conception; the second is makijig The

conception concrete; thithir.d is a sensory analysis of predominantly par-

ticular prkerties of geometric object ts (creation of conditions for later

concrefization); the fourth stage i he second)concretization; and the
14

fifth is alteration of the csonception)and the solption. ApprOximately the

same,stages were noted in other subjects, hut they were expressed somewhat

differently (for example, there could be three or even four det'ailed con-
.

cretlzations of the conception, a less developed stage Of visua13analysis,

etc.).
ir

Thus, in the case in question, the thought process is a realization

of a maximally generalized conception to direct the course of solution.

The direction (selectiveness) of the thought process of a person who is

realizing a generalized conception ot a solution becomes concrete principally

when at a specific stage in the'aialysis of a problem, the suBject first
t
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conslders directly only the intersection of the segments, overlooking

complettly their bisection, even if he himsel.f selects the features of

this bisection.

V.

t

This basic faet appeared distinctly, in aline form or another, in all

16 subjects of this series of experiments. All of Aem, after their concep-
.

tion, fir'st discarded as inessential the properties of the bisection of

the intersecting segments, althoughthey themselves 41ften seemed to "come

across" them directly and isolate them.
ov. ,

j,et us cite some more examples. Subject N. N. reprdoduced the necessary

theorem fit the course Of the solution! "., . .in a parallelogramthe diago-

nals are bisected at the point of thel.,r .1.ntersection," but at first she made
. . ,

,

no-of it at all. Thesubject's analysis of the problem was.theit
i

/

directed only toward the intersectIon: "Which lines intersect ifi the

triangle? Whioh other lines intersect atla point in general, in whatever

figure? Perhaps lines interseet at a point in all hexagons?" Subject

T. M., about to mention the division of the segments, Immediately disre-

garded this idea: "But what else intersects at one point and is divided

into halves? Not divided into halves, but intersects at one point. The

altitude of a triangle? .The medians?"

These cited cases, ekpressing a certain direction ok human thought,
,.

allow us to conclude that in the cases in question a person's thought

process occurs in the form of4reglization of a maximally generalized or
,

conception of the solutioh'which arises at the early stages of the analysis
.

of a.problem. Conception of the solution is the device for original
.

..

generalization of the f,undamefltal relationships of a 2roblem, on the basis

of.which its subsequent analysis.is developed:
.

44, .

This fundamental coaclusion also stems from subsequent experiments.

In some of them the subjects.were ProTpted .(at early stages of the thought

.

process) in the theorem on which.the solution was based,'or the parallelogams j

. ,

including the intersecting segments were directly indicated. In both cases,

after being prompted, the subjects firgt, according to their conception,

examined only the intersection,of the diagonals of the parallelograms,

comple ely overlookin their bisection.

,
T us, the realization of the generalized. conception is one of the forms

I .

of the thought process of_the individual. The conception of the solution as

a means for the further analysis a a problem concretely express'es the defilV.te .
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'direction (selectiveness [izbiratel'nost'j) of h *ought. This halris to

. extlain why, in the course of the solution, the 4u jects use and analyze some
, -

propert1e6 ofr.objects but disregard others (excluded, at least temporgarIly,

from the tgought pro.cess) or do not notice them at( all..

.

4:
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S OF THE PROCESS OF SOLVING

LE ARITHMETIC PROBIVS

G. P. Stichediovitskii and S. G. Yakobson*

Report The Sublect and Goals of This Invesigation. 4

Indirect Problems

Introduction

'Ole development of modern meehods..of production makes ever higher

demands on the individual. %A worker needs to ach,jeve an increasingly

high level of education, for the scope of knowledreded for work

is expanding. AThe constant turnover in industry ossopiated with a
A.

change in the professions of many people, demands an increasingly

high'level of general education. With the present state,of our know-.

fedge and Methods of teachlng, this high level of general education

can be attained only over a significantly long period of instruction

or by overloadinvthoupils. Neither condition is practical. Thete4

fore, the solution for this quite acute situation'must be sought tn-

different methods.

One solution A.S. to restructure knowledge Itself and alter content

of school subjects. Knowle4 should be "condensed" or reduced', but

it should encompass a broader and continually expanding range of

objectiVe phenomena. The sCructure of knowledge should be simplified*

and'algoritlims for its use should be'less cumbersome.

Another way of'Shortening inStruction time is through maximal

success of the instruction process. Of major import here is the
1

transition to the so-called active methods of instruction And training

that would allow the pupils to..master the neCessary knowledge and

skills in the shortest time and with the least effort (see [6]).
e

. %

*G. P. Shchedrovitskii is a member.of pre tnstitute of 'Preschool

Education of the Academy of Pedagogical Sciences of the RSFSR;
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Finally, a third way to solve the problem consist's of tryl7ng to
A

"pull down" some sections of the school curriculum into preschool

instruction--.that is, to use preschool instruction for preparing a

specific base that would facilitate assimilatiOn4of the school

curriculum. This approach is very realistic, and it would be difficult

to overestimate I.

But implementation of any of these measures is hindefed by our lack

of knowledge of the structure of riuman activity-- of thought processes

in particular. Therefore; the first condition and prerequisite for

all attempts at a practical solution of the problem ±s the development

of a wide range of logical, paychological, and pedagogical investiga-

tions into the strUcture of humalw actkvity.

%

Statepent of Theoretical Principles

These considerations determined the aims of this investigation.

In Selecting the specific empirical material and in outlining the

general plan of the work, we began trom the following theoretical

Principfes:

Principle:l. The basis of a child's intellectual development

. is the assimilation of the cultural elements accumulated by mankind,

and mastery of socially developed knowledge and" methods of activity

that ConfronNlim.in the form of work production, l'anguage (understood

broadily as'an aggregate of symbolic systems), and everyday practice

in the environment (see [4]).

Principle 2. In, view of the foregoing, everyone's knowledge and

methods of activity (incling mental operations) must be considered

on two levels that, though interrelated, are nevertheless essentially

different.

a) In a standard composition and structure, whieh
%

alone can facilitate the Solution of specific problems:

this respect they appear as a "work norm" and do nut

depend on the subjective means of individual persons.

This is what is assimilated, what is mastered.
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b) From the standpoint of the operktions that persons

can and should perform so that, beginning from Wpecific,

previously mastered information and methods of operating,

they can master a new complex of knowledge and operations,

a new."nore (for more 'details on this, see [4]). .

Principle 3. Knowledge and methods of operation (including mental

oPerations) are mastered only in a definite system: Any informaiion

'and mental operation can be mastered only on the basis of others,

and they' in turn fori conditions and prerequisites for the mastery
, .

of still'othr.more complex information and operations. -The result

is that during instruction, information and mental operations form a

singla system in which all elements are mutually connected and linter-

dependent, each preceding "layer" determining the eharacter of the

next, and all of them as a whole depending,on what requirements we

make for instruction in its entirety.

From this last principle it follows, in particular that presthool

education must not be viewed in isolation; it is the initial element

inthe entire educational system and hence should be,considered in

...relation to other subsequent elements, especially the system for

teaching primary school children. ,In other wordss preschool instruc-

tion should be regarded as a preparation for teaching primary school

children. In particular, the content of preschool instruction is

directly determined by the content of elementary school instruction.

Therefore, to determine the content of preschool instruction, at

least in a-narrow area, we had to begin with an analysis "from above"--

an analysis of what this preschool instruction prepares the child for.

We singled out.processes of solving arithmetic problems in the first

grade, asSuming tha.t these processes are included in a type. of

"synthetic" mental activity, a concentration of much of the abilities,

skills, and information that the child must master in the:preschfol

period.

We had to analyze the processes of solving arithemtic problems so

as to single out not only the structure and composition of the completed

activity, but also the information and mental operations pr requisite

for "putting it together," i.e., mastering it. This first
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problem. The second problem was defining the subordination and

coordination of afl knowledge and.operations raideiled during,the

analysis. It thus outlined (approkimately) the sequence of the

relevant study material. Later, a third problem was to.be presented:

to determine th structure of that "subjective" activity of the children

by which they master socially fixed knowledge and methods of operating

'the "norm." The fourth problem, which arose after the first three,

consisted of investigating the educator's activity In teaching all

this information and mental operations. The resolution of these

four problems would permit construction of reasonable and effective

methodologies of preschool instruction, taking into account logical,

psychological, and didactic factors in instruction and training.

Observing Problem Solving Children e

First and often second graders have great difficulty with roblems

in which the process described by a material situation seems to

"diverge" in content or "sense" from the operation that must be done

with numbers to obtain the solution. Consider, as an example, a

situation in which certain number of things were obtained by combining

two sets but, it was required to find the number of one of these sets,

and subtraction was to be used. Or. conversely: Suppose one separated

or singled out a part of a set c4 objec s and the student was asked

to find the number of the original set b using addition.

We decided to give special attention to such problems, since

anal zing them would undoubtedly help to explain the peculiarities

of standard methods of so tion as well as shortcomings in the
4

instruction. For a whole seri of children, answers like these were-

typical:

Serezha B., .second Tirade, October

Experimenter: Someone took 6 buckets of water from a
barrel, and 9 bueketn'were lcfL. How mapy buckets of
water had been in the barrel?

Serezha: How many did they take out?

E.: 6
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P.: [whispers] 9 and 6 . . I don't get it . .There were 3

buckets, right?

Valerik Kh., second grade, September

Experimenter: There were 14 balls in a kindergarten. Ten

of them were bl -k, and the otimiirs were white. How many

white balls we here?
.

Valerik: [aftertreading the problem] It's clear that 14 4- 10,
a

Correct?

We notice immedidtely that these same pupils have no trouble

solving problems In whItch there is no "disparity" between the "sense"

of the ses in a material situation and the "sense" of arithmetical

operation For example, they can solve those problems in which a

part is separdted from a total quantity and one must.subtract to

find the number of the femaining part, or when two groups are com15ined

and one must add to find thp number of the whole set.

One may conclude from this that the cause of difficulties with

problems of the type indicated above is not that the arithmetical

operations cf addition and subtraction are not mastered, nor is it.

that these operations are just formally mastered, without understanding.

At any rate, if Nse operdtions are not 4castered or understood, it is

only in problems of the typ indicated above that the deficiency is

noticeable.

44110tViews of Metho logists and Psychologists

The pupils' dif iculties,in solving such problems have interested

educators and psycho ogists for a long time. These 1A-oblems have

even been given a special name; indirect problems.

Galanin [2] discusses especially those difficulties that children

may have with problems which require finding the "unknown item"
i

by subtraction. His explanation for the difficulties is that in
. .

problems on finding the "unknown itei" there is no word (!) that

could be replaced by the minus sign. Hence this sign must be positioned

by the pupil "according to the sense of the problem" or, as Calanin
I

wTites, "according to the definition of the operation as the opposite

s

of addition [2; 64]."
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To clarify this explanation and, in general, the whole course

of Galanin's thinking, one must set forth his interpretation of pupils'

activity in solving ordinary, not indirect, problems. Several paragraphs

earlier, considering instruction in "the concepts of addition and

subtraction," Galanin writes that to solve direct problems one must

subsume the Verbal.expressions denoting changes in sets of objects

("became," "obtained," "poured out,"'"won") under one of the mathe-

matical concepts --"addition" or "increase," and "subtraction" or

"decrease"--and must associate the designation of this concept with

the corresponding mathematical sign [2: 58-59].

The ability to solve problems, from the standpoint of this

interpretation, is.the result of inductive generalization of the meaning

of different:verbal expressions denoting a chaWge,in the relation-.

ships between parts of object groups (or.ioperations entailing such

changes). Correspondingly, the teacher's work should consist in

helping the children, through appropriate selection of problems and

indications of the similarity of various operations (from the stand-

pOintof whether they lead to a declease or an increase of the original

quantit..y), to complete this eneralization and thereby master a

particular device for solvin problems. .

It is quite obvious that solving indirect problems in this way

is impossible--incidentally, just as it is impossibSe to Aolve all

other problems in which there are no operatVs of increasing or

reducing the original quantity and no words designating them. Then

there appears this portentous statement to the effect that indirect

problems.must be solved on another basis, that the sign, and

correspondingly, the mathematical operation in indirect problems should

be chosen "according, to the sense of the problem." But one may ask

what the "sense of the problem" is. On what is it based? What must

the child know and understand in order to &rasp the "sense" of an

indirect problem?

in Galanin's opiniori, indirea problems should be solved on the

basis of understanding specific mathematical relationAtps. He w0te'

that these problems must be explained "in order to create in the pupil

a conception of the fact that he is given oni, quantity and the sum of,
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that quantity and another, to obtain the other he must sUbtract the

fi4pet quantity fr011atiae'sum. Prom this comes the second of

given above, Whien testhat in such problems subt action

defined as the opera which is "the opposite of a dition

In connecti61 e plan of the further analysis we

take special note of,threpoints in Galanin's conception.'

our comments

is

[2: 64]."

want to

First. In anatyzing the process of solving ordinary, nonindirec

proble_mA,,Galanin says nothing of. understanding. There the entire

Anstruction process is apparently build on the development of particular

atsociations, and the process of solving a problem appears to be

the applicaiton of these associations.

I- Second. Understanding, required for solving indirect problems,

is characterized by Galanin only from the standpoint of content (one

laust know that the sum of two quantities and one of the quantities

are given): he says,nothing of the mechanism of this understanding

'and does not shoyllhow one is,to teach this underttanding.

Third. ,For solving direct and indirect problems Galanin proposes

two different methods. But if the first method he proposes has such

narrow application and is inapplicable in solving indirect problems,

they. perhaps it is hat a real method at all. Perhaps it is completely

erroneous, and one must seek ancilber method that would be applicable

to solving all arithmetic problems.

Kavun and Papova [3] dleelop the interpretation of the mechanism

of.the chill's activity, which Galanin only skimmed over, quite distinctly'

and sharply. The authors miintain forthrightly that in arithmetic
,

iproblems an operation and the sOlution,are chosen on the basis of the

,creation,of "an.association between the terms,add and subtract and

those diverse expressions characterizing addition and subtraction

in problems [3].

of course, around

Sk:tkin [10]

interested in and

classification of

ik indirect form,'

on-finding the sum

Their proposed methodology of instruction is built,

this principle.

also gives special attentiop to the problems we are
. a

stresses their diffiCulty for children. In. his

siMple problems he calls\them "problems exPresse,

or "mutuEklly inverse" with respect to simple problems

^

or the difference..
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In solving simple problems, the operation is chosen, in Skatkin's

opinion, "on the basis of the pupil's life experience, by analogy to

the way in which he learned how many objects were obtaindiftliegn

several objects were to be added or taken away [4: ,12]." --in solving

indirect problems, the necessary ope'ration, on the other hand, is

found by reasoning, which permits deep penetration'into the sense of the

problem and, on this basis, its solution. The cause of incorrect

solution of probleT ms, accordingly, is the pupils' inability to reason

and penetrate the,sense of the problem.

If c..T try to imagine that theoretical interpretation of the
a

child's activity in solving problems froM which one may advancp such

statements, we must admit that it coincides e'ssentially with Galanin's

theoretical interpretation, differing from it "only by being less clear

and comkete. True, Skatkin apparently recognizes the insufficiency,

of this interpretation. In particular, he criticizes the statement,

quoted above from the methodology of Kavun and Fopova, correctly

noting that it.isthe use of the above mentioned association that

leads to misthices ,by the Children in solving problems expressed

indirectly. But tit, does not deny this principle altogether; he does

not ,say that the problemsolving mechanism should be essentially

different. He accepts it in general, believing that it need only

be suplemented by the children'S"deep penetrat-lon" into the sense

of the problem.

Finally, like Galanin, Skatkin considers an understanding.of

the "sense" of indirect problems a necessary condition for solving'

them, but he remains quite vague on:. a) what he means,by the sense

of a problem, b) what he means by an understanding of the sense,

c) how this understanding can be'taught.

. Finally, the thesis that .children who solve indirect problems

incorrectly do not understand their/Teaning arouses our doubts fromA

still another angle. As early as l91.5, Ern [L] noted this curiáus

fact: In solving problems expressed in indirect form, some children

answer correctly, but write out the solution incorrectly: Ern himself

explained this by saying.that the pupigssign too much importance

, to the "external form" of the problem's text and are not ltcustomed
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o think about the problem!s "internal sense." It is this, in his

opinion, which prevents them from fully undstanding the operations

of addition and subtraction..

In our opinion, this is a very important observation, but a

completely incorrect explanation.. It is quite obvious that one cannot

obtain a correct answer.to a problem without thinking about it and

understanding the "internal sense"'of its situation4 Moreover, since

the child solves the problem correctly, we may conclude that he not

only understands its sense, but also has a dgfinite.method for the

solution. That the child here cannot select the arithmetical operation .

correctly and thexefore cannot .write out the solution correctly speaks

for the.existence of soMe phenomena, More complex than mere lack of

Understanding of the\.4ense, which requires more careful analysis.

The Role of Understanding.'

In his'remarks, Ern [1] describes a_gxoblem in whicb the "subtrahend"

and the "remainder" are given, and the minuend is to be found (by'

adding). First, we decided to ascertain whether there are similar

disparities between the answer and the arithmetical notation of the

solution in indirect problems of another type. We also wanted to

check whether the inability.to solve a problem, involved a lack of

understanding of the sense of the problem's situation.

Even ourT first observations here indicated that the incorrect

solution of a problem could be completely unrelated to a failure to

understand its situation.

For example, second-grader Serezha B below average in arithmetic

ialls given this problem:

To decorate a fir tree the first-graders made 20 toys.

Six of them were paper and the others were cardboard. How

many cardboard toxs did they make? .

Serezha solved it incorrectly: "20 + 6 ='26." .However, subsequent

conversation.showed that_this incorrect solution was by no means a

donsequence of his not understanding the situation described in the

problem.
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Experimenter: How many toys did they make?

Serezba: Twenty.

E.: What were they made of?

P.: Cardboard and paper.

E.: How many were made outo

P.: Six

paper?

E.: What were the rest made of? -

Car dboard

E.: Which toys were there more of all of them together, or only
cardboard ones?

P.: There were more of all of them.

E.: How many toys, then, were made of cardboard?

P.: [writes]: 20 6 26.

Thu the boy not only knew.that the cardboard.toys entered',

into the total nymber of toys made, hut he also unarstood that the

total number of toysLwas larger than the cardboard ones 'alone.

That is, it would seem that he even Understood that the pardSbard

toye constituted a,part of the total'made. Nevertheless, he continued

to'solvn the problem incorrectlY

Very many records

thesis advanced above.
4

the children solve the

like these could be cited, all confirming the

Even more striking are the cases in which,

problem correctly and write out its solution

or select'fhe Arithmetical operation incorrectly.

In December the first-graders were gi'ven this problem:

"Kolya.had to make 8 flags. He made 4 flags. How many
fl,ags did he still haveto make?"

The problem was read twice, and then three children
\recounted its situation to the, ciiass. The teacher asked
how many flags Kolya still had to make. The next question,
asked only of the above-average pupils, was: "How can we
find out'how many flags remained for Kolya to make?" The
answers mere:,

Vitya.K.:' Add 4 to 4

Lena F.; Add 4 to 8.
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Sasha S.: Add 4 to 4.

..Ira 0.: The number 8 consists of 4 and 4.

Tolya B: Add 4 -units to 4 units.

Alesha L.: To 4 add 4 more, giving the cOrrect answer, 8.

Tanya S: He made 4, he still'had 4 to make.

Vera K.: To 4/units add 8,

Qena Z.: 8 talce away 4.

That these children'aanswers are by no means a thoughtless

repetition of a classmate's,random wrong answer is shown hY the

following curioUs episode. e eyal days later the problem "erezha B.

had (above) was'given to thi class:

To decorate a fir tree the first-graders made 20

6337s; six of them were paper and the others were card-

board. How many cardboard toys did they make?

When the teacher asked how to find how many toys were madof

,cardboard.. one'bf the children ahswered, "Take 6 from 20." But

all the other pupils in the clasesaid "Aha!" in a friendly way

and in unison, "Just the opposite." The corrett (to us) method of

sofVing the problem, given by the first boy, had seemed quite absurd

to the rest of the class.

These observations, first, makeit Possible to maintain that

the inability to,Choose the correct ar,Athmeticaroperation cr'to

J

write out the solution pretlsely is not necessarily connected'with

failure to understand the text of the problem. Second, they permit

us to assume that the children,have "their owns' strictly defined

Methods of solVingaproblem, but these methods differ from those with.

'which we adults solire these problems. Thi,rd; they force us to break

down the very concept ot "understanding." If the children thoroughly

understand the situation described in a problem and the relationships

between the parts of the object group and are,still.unable to select

the proper arithmetical operation, there apparently are several

different "understandings" of" the situation in a problem and naturally

several different "senses" in the problem itvelf. Some of them

correspond to those methods the children use to solve the problem and

others correspond to a socially fixed mathematical method,,the

kind that we adults have already mAitered and with which we solve these

problems.
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Conclusions

The'se'conclusions present tip with three fundamental problems

, for investigation. We must ascertain:'

1) What are these methods of solving arithmetic problems

that the children use? Under what conditions'and for solving what

kinds of pl-oblems are they formulated?
P

2) Whet ip our contemporary mathematical metpod for solving

these plOoblems? .Under what conditions and for solving what kinds

of problems is it formulated?

3) liow should,childrii be tadght this `socially tixed method

for solving arithmetic problpmq?

M,pthods of Solution and the Content

,of Arithmetic Problems
41

. f
,

Methods of Scqution Used by. Children Before They Have Mastered
Add,ition and Subtraction

t lb 1 -
k

"We know that in solving "indirect" aritImietic problems, many
$

first- and.second-iraders make certain standar# mistakes. When the

sense of the Rroble indicates that they should add, they subtract,

and when the mathematical sense of the probrem demands subtraction,

they will add.. When we analyzed the prodt4ses of problem solving,.

(See Report 1), we became convinced that it would be superficiaf

to attempt tq exulain these mistakes by saying that the children

do not understand the subatance of such poblems. 'Mbreover, we ficited

rather frequent instaAes where children would give the Correct answer

to a problem almOst immediately ut, would still write out the ,

solution incorrectly and follow t with a second, incorrect answer,

surienderi to ihe logic of what they had written. We thus concluded
Igo

'that children have "methods of heir own" for solving such problems,

different froT our socially established method of solving them by means

of addition and subtraction. We confront the task of analyzing the

children's methods.
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'It ie.often rather difficuit'to disclose a-method` (or mechanism?

prbblem so1vig 'Such responses as these are typical.

Kosya B., 'first gradg, September

Ekperithenter: Ira had 8'stamps, some yellow and Some
blue. There were 4 yellow ones. How
many blue.stamps did Ira have?:

1.

Kostya4 Twhispers to himself] 8, 4. (A few seconds later)':

'I L%now - I just forget: 4 and 4 is so there

wgr .blues onesi too.

't

first grade, Seztember

Experimenter; There are 8 rabbits in two cages. In one

cage there are 5 rabbits. How many are tAlus

'in the other cage?

Sashb: Thr.pe.

E.: How did you find out?

thought a minute and knew.

Did you wok it out?

No, I -ehoughe a minute andAnew.
-

o
,

, pearly, such remarkspre of nolielp in clarifying the actual
-

mechanism of the.act4.vity.,:. Theiefore, we must find instances wIrre

a ,problem.causes a child difficulty, where he is forced tO

extb.rnalizehis method ot stlutionfin order to solve it.

SometiMds, to disclose ehe method of solution, it,works

Welt to make use of.supplémenlary accouAts by the children.

We analyieajore than AO cases where children verbalized theit
4 ,

problemsolving,ald-,in'them we fopnd three categories.or variants

of soution methods hich children,use: .

. N'
: ,,Atariapt A. The-childreh'reconstrqqt the grOups of objests

, devribed.ig the probam(most Aquently on their fingers, sometimes
1

.-

with blOcks, countisg Sticks, or oiher, ob4ects), and then Solve the

Problems with bhe aid (Li' counting. These exampl s are typfLal:,
1

.
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%- Sasha'Sh:, lqrst grade, September

Experm Thienter: ere %.1 e some plums on a plate. A
s girl at,6 of them, and then there were 3.
How many plums had there been,on the plaee
at the heginning?,' .. '

,

Sasha:-.Thatis hard. I don't understand it. ,

E.: "(Repeats the, problem
'4

,

P.: .(He'holds up 3 fingers, Then, flolding-these.three fipgers
aloiig his nose; 41z:holds up,6 more.. kla looks af them.).
Nine,

Misha U.,4first grade., pctober.

Experiienter: There',were 7 dumplings:. Some children ate
scime of 'them, and then there were 4. How
uOny dumplings, did the chilaren eat?,

1

Misha: (He had helil up 7 finaters as soon as 01 eXPerimenter
7began.) They ate 3..

E.: HOw dld you find that out ?.

r.; I. had 4 fingers together like,this (he held up fingers
, pressed together)and 3 like this (he hboks-the,thumb;

'of
one hand around the thumh and forefinger of the other

1 %and).
,or

'Variant B. 'The children do not.use anythIng to reconstruct the

gi-oups of objedrs descrihed in the proble.m. They count the:figures,

ir

At
a'numerical. sequence.. Here are'two exampres:

r

Sasha B:, first grade, September

' Experimenter: There are 9 ,pencils in a b&x. Five afe red,' -
and,the rest, are green. ,How many greenpencils
are in the box?

SaskaP (Whispel's something tO himself; then after 4i seconds):
Four,

E.: How did,you find that?

P::,' I counted.

E.1 II w?

P.: 6 - .1, 7 -' 3, ar 9 -.4.
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Vladik A., first grade, October

Experimenter: There-were 7 glasses on a shelf. Then

several of them got broken, and 4 were left...
.How many glasses got.broken?

P.:- (In p seconds) Five.

E.:' How did you do it?

- P'.4 I counted 1, 2,3, 4,, 5.

4)
E.. How d'id yoUlchoir when to stop? ACio yoti think maybeyou

,

4:shoul,d go on?

P.: But 6 and 7 would-be next,..i

._ ( .

.

(This example is somewhat different_from the first; but' we are.
.

. , .

.assighing it to the same.catégory. Thiswi11 be,disetssed in greater
, . :P.

' detail in'a later report,)
. . '

,
'1

Variant C. As.in. the preceding'category, the"dhildren mqye ...-
)

. ,

0 .

%soleIy,along the numerical sequence; yet they are noteceeinting hut
*._ .

ete'dding something which resembles.additiOn-andubtetion. Here

is an example:

. Plenya G., first grade, uecember

Experimenter: A girl had.5 pencils; she,utas given several
more and then,she had 9. How Many was she'

givel?

Zhenya: Four.

E:: How dad you work it out?

P.: 1 started with.5 4nd added 2 and then 2 more. .

There were several,cases of,addition an:pl subtraction by twos and'

one child added and subtracted by threes.

.Having obtained several,variants of children' Welhods.lpf

problem'solving, we had to determine with whiqh of them:lo begin the

inveStigation: Only eertain considerati9n6 concerning the,genetic

connections among these methods apuId be the basis bor this. ,We

..assumed.that variant A vas genetically primary, and that varkahts

B and C were Wbsequent trahSfortations and developments of It.
. a

Furthermore, we assumed that the first method ofbehalaor cid:gest n,

N

g
1.
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to a simple count of collections of,bb'jects and therefore could

be a natural and direct outgro& of itl We thus faced the task

of analyzing the.method of,solvsing ,Arithmetic problems that is based

'on first reconstructing .(or making a model of) the groupS of objects

described in the probley, and then counting.

Counting and Transforming Objects in Groups: The Structure of the Problem

).
*

>, The theoret"ical bisisof,our analysis consisted of the cancepts

and prinLples of subptanti've-genetic logic [7,8], and specifically

th'e,idea of Lhe organic connection betwben the two ways of regarliing

thought-7-- as cognition and as'a process [5,8]. rn this view,

a
knowledge is considered as thi, substitution of signaor Operations

with dtjects I; 9: IL and by virtue of.this,..as a two-dimenSional
.

steucturb that-does not come under the principle of paralleljsm

of form and.coAtent [9]. A logical analysis gUided by.these

principles permitted us to examine.behavior in problem solving as
4

the "norm" or "method" of solution. This observation of behavior

is 4 secessayy premise for a psychological analysi s of all chillirdn's

learning activity [63 and, indeed, for a:pedagogical ana sis (in

the narrow sense of the word) of the educator's teaching a tivity.

The.initial component of pr oblem solvin s variant counting. :

This assumption served to qualify this method as genetically primary'.

The special problems involved oin analyzing counting as a special

mental activity and of the logical structure of the numerical

sequence exceed the limits of this.study. Here we wish to provide

a cursory review of ,only those issues that are absolutely indispensable
.

,

in the
1

present context.
.

Coupting is a socially elaborated aild socially established
4

method of solving certain problems on the level lof objects.
1

The probleMs themselvesire epressed in questions pr tasks of a

particular sort, and they necessarily assume the existenci f the

,o4jectS' themselves. We recognize thts when we say that thesc problems

are on the revel Of objects. There arc only three types of problems

here two 2grtia1 and one integral.
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_

'4

The first partial problem, ,"iow many objects Ve,there (on

this table, in this room, etc..W.a*tys includes.a precise fndication

of the spatial and:Itgroral boundaries of the given field, the

objects being immediately_perceptible. The problepONElving process

itself is a substitution,in g particular order, of figures for

.the objects in the group (or for the cou5ting operatidns), a

part!Cular figure replacing each:

2 it, 5 6

and a particular figure for the Whole aggregate. In schemat4 form,

this process .can be represented: ryp
(A)

, w4erOX is
, .

the aggregate of objects, (A) signities.the figures'of.the sequence,

and At -- the "delta-arrow" the counting'eperation, including

the series of comparisons [8: 44-45] and movements depicted in

..the foregoing scheme..

The second partial problem is: "Take or choose so many objects

from the given aggregate." The solution process is again counting,

'but with a sonewhat different connection between the objects and

the figure. In thAkfirst problem the actual number of objects'in

the particular aggregate determined the figure one would get, but
#

hei-e the figU?e given at the start determines a chosen or ilieated

aggregate of objects. One-might say that in,a certain respect the

operations employed in the first and second problems-are inverse.

The first one we,shap call counting up the objects and the second,
er

cou3ting them out. SchenatiCally the second.operation can be depicted:

-4- 5 --40-

(2)

0 0 0 0 0 0

or
(A) 4 Y, where (A) signifies the figures of the sequelce,

is the aggregate being counted out or reconstrected, and 4-cir (the

"inverted arrow") is the operation.of 6untpg but.



The intvgral problemjs: "Set aside or choose from among the

objects of the given aggregate the same number as there are in thg

other Aggregate:" The solution of this problem assumes botH counting

operations -- counting up and cOunting out. The-whole process can

be depicted by a combination of schemes (1) and (2), or by the
(A)

formupi"., xt4 vyv

Let' us emphasize that from tke point of view of logical origins,

'it is tH*e latter, integral problem that is the original ones It

occurs purely on the level of objects and is formulated approximately

, this way: "Set up an aggregate of okiects Y equivalent to the .

aggregate of objects X." priginally it is solved not by Otinting.,

but in essense purely with objects. This operation might be
4

depicted schematically in this way:

In diagram form the solution of such problems can also be depicted

as X -4 Y. Only in certain condition, in so-called 'rupture
-

situations: wheniphe problem cannot be aolved by this method, it

begins tp be solved in another, indirect way, using substitutes

(objects or symbols). Counting makes its appearance as a separate

,activity in precisely these situarions, and process is

transfo'rmed into process X 41 ('" 1.V Y. But even when the structure

has been complicated in this way, the process of solving. the primary

probl,em -- of "setting Up an aggregate of objects Y equivalent to the

.aggregate of objects X" -- remains originslly an integral unit, a

single operation, one might even say, and only subsequeAtly is it

separated into two;

seemingly, largely

first operation is

operations that are relatixely self-sufficient and,

independent of each other. The product of the
1

a definite number, which originally had no practical 1

meaning of itself, was only an intermediary means for solving a practical

wroblem with objects, and thlis appeared insignificant and hardly necessary.

Rut now, when the operatilns are separated, this number is transformed
P.

'into a thing of independent vadue;.it becomes the result that is

sOught after for its oWn
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This change in the significance of the symbol -- its transforma-

tion from an intermediary means inlo a special product -- at the'

same time isOlates (and highlights) new problems which become just

as important as the original practical ones. "Aetermine the number

of objects that are here",and "Set apart the number of objects

indicated by this number'fare the wordings of these new problems,

and they differ substantially, although at first glance only slightly,

from the wording of the original problems. Isolating such problems

completes the process of separating cogpitive operations from

practical ones (in this area):, The former yield as their product

certain knowledge, i.e,, X Af We, while the latter yield ascertain

aggregate of ob ects assembled on the basis of .that knowledge,

+ V Y. In the case under consideretion, the cognitive operation

is counting up,'and the yqctical one is counting out.

This whole process is als)kery closely linked with a division

A of labor, i.e., the distrfbution of the various parts of the original

operation to (Afferent persons. One person counts up the given

aggregate of objects, and another, when he has learned de results

of the first\l`Terson's actIwity -- a number - unts out an

"equal" aggregate. One might say that only w en the activity Is

apportioned to different persons in this way are intermediate results
N,

isolated and the separate tasks of obtaining these results distinguished.
A,
'Counting, as a special activity directpd toward solving the

problems descriBed above, "applies" to another kind of transforrnat1on

of aggregates Of objects combining and dividing them. It

accommodates itself,to this activity and be'gins4to "wOrk" in its

context:

These two transformations of objects -- dividing and combining

*
them -- can be depicted thus. 4

)< and' (It)

alley structure reality in.a definite way, creating two situations

sharply separated from each other in time. Whi:le one situation

is in existence, before the beginning of the transformation, let us

say, the other One cannot exist, and when the-se.cond situation has
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come into being, after the transformation, then:the first one can

no longer be.. For exmnple, say we are dividing aggregate X into

two parts; when there is a whole there will be no parts, and-when

the parts are formed chere will no longer be a whole. It would 'be

the same if two aggregates were joined. Diagrammatically the

relationships formed here can be depicted this way:

)(3X X (5)It
.

(The vertical dotted line in all these formulas represents the

spatial-temporal boundary of the situations. The last formula

corresponds to the case when the original whole is divided into

parts, but dle part disappears and.only the other part is acNally

involved in the second situation.)

In actuality, however, there is a whole series of problems requiring a

definite comparison of the results of the second situation with those of the

fIrst. For instance, in the first variant of the transformations (5) such

a necessity could arise in connection with the question of what.part of the

whdle X was contributed by participants A and B or in connection with

whether the general quantitative character of the aggregate changed when

y and z were joined to it. A similar question.qould arise with the, second

variant, too, but now concerning the pvision of X into parts, and so on.

In all of-these caLes the first and second situations must be compared in

otraet to answer the questions.

But such a comparison iNossible only when something remains

from the first situation and is carried over into th6 second. In

principle the impdssible must happen: The whOle first situation

must be preserved and transferred to the second. This is imposs4sb1d,

for if the first situation exists, then the second cannot, and

vice versa.' The solution is to introduce substitutes (objectq

or symbols). The first situation cannot be preserved; it disappears

'when it is transformed into the second. Substitutes or representatives

needsto be retained and carried over into the second; they need to

be such that the necessary comparison of situation can be made.

This, it is'important to remark, is exactly what defines the
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relationship in,a situation between objecta and their subsfitutes.

. The substitutes are such pnly relative to the problem, and th67

reflect, talie upon themselves, or convey only those properties of

6the objegts that are neessary for-the particular comparison called

for by the.problem:k

Depending-on wiiiatihe question is and which of the possible

substitutes for,thp.firstfsituatiork we have, different probitems

can result from the same transformation of objects. The substitutes,

for the first.situation and the elements of the second one form

fhe conditions of the problem in.a given instance.- Thui the
-

conditions of a prac4ca1 problem dealing with objects consist of

1thbse objects of the second situation and of the Substitutes for,

the first situ4ion which permit a comparison, sO that the problem.

can be solved. Comparing the ob-jects of the second.situation with

the symbolic substitu es for the first is a speiial vtivity,
o

and not such a simp one at that, for it is impossible to compare

a number and ah aggregate of objetts directly. Thus, this activity
0

obviously depends somewhat on the problem. Diagrammatically if' can

. be depicted this way:

IA))
.4,.

fProbkriv

z Ac. vil
,

)

(Hete (A) is the number determihing the quantity of elemenls in

aggregate X, and the bracket before the word !factivity" thdicates

that a comparison i eing carried out.).

But the substitutesipeing carried over from the first Situation

into the second had to be obtained there first. 'And this, too.,

was a definite activity of a ..special sort, intended from the outset

precisely for4Creating substitUtes which could be tarried over

into the second situation, if we take this feature into account,

our formula will fOok like this:

ACI 7-1/

;.~(A)

}
A(h

'
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It is importan 'o note especially that "activity-2," by

means of which the objects and symbols 6f the second situation are

compared, depends on three featuree% 1) the character of the

transformation of he objects in the aggregate, 2) t e problem;

which is determined by the broader, reaX-life situation, and

3) the nature of the substitutee obtained from the tirst situation

and transferred into the second. "Activity 1," by means of which

the substitutes are obtained,in the first situation, in turn
-

also depend on three features: 1) the qharacter of the transforma-

tion of the objects in the aggregate, 2), *the possible character

of "activity 2," and thus indirectly Che problem, too, and 3) certain

incidental circumstances determined by the broader, real-life situation.

For instance, if it was impos&lble to devise a substitute for all

of aggregate X, an obtainable substitute for part of -y could makce up

for it, or the like.

In this system of relationships it is especially important

for us to emphasize: 1) the dependence of "activity 1" on

"activity 2" or the dependent of what is done first on what will

follow, and 2) the mediating role of the part of the conditions
A

presented in symbolic substitutes. These problems serve td.cohnect

activities 1 and 2 into a single integrated actielty for solving

the ?articular practical problem, and consequently thfy must be set

up so as to provide this connection. In other words, this part of

theconditions of the problem fulfills a certain function in the

activity,sand it should be,tailored to this function.

If theconditions of the problem can assure a connection,between

activities 1 and 2, then in principle it becomes possible tosdivide'up

or distribute'these activities.to dif9erent persons:

One person, then,tcan be creating substitutes for the first

situation, while another person, in another time and place, doing

nothing but comparing these with the aggregatc of objects in th

%etond situation andlblving the .problem. This becomes dompletely

feasible if we further supplement:the conditions of the problem by

including a description of the transformation of the objects in the

aggregates. This will permit the.second person to reconstruct
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.the object part of the first situation, to relate correctly h
d

aggregat5 of objects tolthe ones fh the tirst sftuatioh,1 and 'on

this basis to choose the Correct type of comparison betTleen the

aggregates of objects he has andA.he symbolic substitutes for the P

others. If the practical agtivity is divided between different

people without such a supplemen4t, the problem cannot be solVed, as
S.

. the, second person, not having directly observed the transformation

of objects in the aggregate, cannot even qualify the aggregate

assigned to him. It could just as easily be a part as the entire

whole. Supplementihg the conditions of the prob$em-by describing
4

the transfor7tion of objects in the aggregates brings the problem

clOser to i;s textbook form, with which we are usually.conderned

(altliNgh-E this approximation is not complete,,,since the 'object

element z is still.present).

'1441"i

Report HI: Variants 'in Solving Problems

Presented with Ubjects

Introduction

When we analyzed the causes of first vaders' difficultieS in

solving simple arithmetic problems, we'discovred that, in'additione

to the custo4ary Irthod of solving them,oby adding and subtracting

numbers, they use at leaSt three other methods 6f-so1ving tliese

problems: a). by using objects to make a model of the aggregates

described in the problem and then counting 'them up, 0.:by conntiog

4.

'uptthe figures in the numb seguence,,and c) by,"adding" or "aking

away" figures in the number s9quence by twos or th'rees. Th6 first

method of solution bY making a mddel with pbjeets'and eountiig
#

0

them 7- we singled out as being geneticallz, primary; from it (in
toe .

the toad ions of existing ingtruction) children move on to the second

and third ngtheids or directly to the.socially accel)ted, standard

met od. But this genetically-prthary method of sollition is itself

suf iciently complex. The children arrivetat fi gradualIy' too,
\
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- through even simpler modgs of activity. Much knowledge and many

7*nta1 operationa are Wrappe4 up in ito too, .and therefore-it ig

not eas tosanalyze its,structure* In grder to overcome these

ddlficulties andita Analyie thd seructure of Ole solution procesees,,

we introduced a special (in a certain sense fiCtitious)model.of an

'arithmetic'problem Puoblem presented With objeCiS." In its
-

'design, this ig 'problem which codid crop up directly in the Context

of. practical activity, whewactual aggregates ate being broken down

and, combined,;and it presupPloass.the actual presente of certafn 'parts

, of these aggreg-the latter, aS 'it 'Ward, 'enter into 'the conditions' '

of problem' iiSelf along'Wit4 the. symbols. 'When A analyzed

ihe e genetoically.simpliAied r,;odels, we were able to issjate a nur04r"

of i portant asppctA-of the Present,daY textboolt. arithragtic problem

mine theffioapart from other seeondary aspects: Three.frorsan4 e

in particdlar emergtdA.n especially sharp relief as ones.on which

probf6 solving activity'depends:

tiOn of 041,jects in the.aggregate,

and cY.the charactr of the subst

.1conditiona (RepoVt II).*
\

h).the.charact6r of .theitransforma-
.

b)-what the problem is asking,

ituteg (symys),Pound in'its

tut its'Oarned oui at the same time that th'eSe MODdelt, introduced

originallY, we rapeat,, hs S kind of abatrant? ,ficritious prefiguring
.0 *

of real arithmetIc

which are '(or fn t
t. .

,.probleme.ile,test

problems, correspond to Colpletely re4,1, Trolkers
ft

eaching can be made) genetically primary arithmetic

ed this thesis inlexperiments with preschoolers

ind.obtained'l numbermpf imporinnt resultt
...'., .!

1.
But here: having simply nO,tedthis fact,of

vertficatiOh, we need'to set lk)rth the ba

: theordticel analyais of the.
IO

possible Atho
., '4

tq be presented elsewhere.

subsequdnUexRerimental

sic features of the ,

ds of solving problems .

presented with objects. .,,As we tofthis, we want to pay special
. 4

attention to the method we use of diageammingM'the proeeAses of

problem soiving (Report 11). s a matter ofjact, for us the

diadams emerge.as abstract
lrode4

ls of the actual solution procepses.
,

. ,.
. .0

'When we analye them we get all kinds,of information about ;he

peCuliarities Of. children's problem solving. Withdbt consulting the.
,

w '

rit

8.0
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N
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empiricar material'directly, we anticipate the results of the

experiment, ;This information, obtained in the diagram-models,

was subgecmently conf#med by the experiments with preschoolers.
,

/ ATariants for'Problems Presented witi; Objects'

What,flr'st become clear from.the scileme of the problems

presented with pbjeots is%that-the solution.of _each of its variant

can proceed.on two pla4es offobijects or numbers and correspondingly

'.the,solution processes Will 8iffer sul)stantially in both the opera.

tions involved and the "Understanding" of the conditions which'these

operations determine. 4'i

'.By way of iklustration, lei us take,thefirst type
, .

wheh the two aggregates y and zw45ve been combaned into one;. Fe

'have the combined aggregate X'idirectly before us here, we know the.

of problem,

ATumher charadterizigg the quantIty of:.41ments in orie of its parts,

antwe must either t4e,away the seand part physically, A'express

. the 4uantityAbf elements in,it;by aAnumber. Tpis type of pro?lem

..'can be-eXpressed-schematIcally.in FormA'kcl..;

AL?)

.4

where'the veitical,tot.t.ed line represents..the tempdral division of

the situationsA27

4 counting up, and.(z?) is what the problem-is. asking0Repor' II).
#

,

. ,

l' If WILart goingto 'Use
objects4

4to solVOrthe problem, then froM..

,
.

. .. ' .
, .

ih'e aggregate X directlar before %is 'we will have to count out the
,

. .

aggregatelcorretgondiqg "tohe number (B) , i.e.,, aggregaft Y, at

'the same time ,take eway aggregate z frpm,a and, if the questiori..

calls for it4 cbunt it up and obtain number (C)., .This soiution ,

%,1

(the "delta one-arrow") irthe operation of

*
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C)

i.x Y ZL
Z.

r`I'r LA la .2

process can be represented by Formula:2. The symbol for counting out

(read iinverted arrow") in this lormbia, taken together with the
\

symbol for dividing aggreghte X, signifies the removal of part y

from X.

But if we. are going to, be using mainly numbers in solving this

.problem, then we will have to count up the aggregate% Immediately

before us, subtract number (B) from the number (A).thps obtained,

'and then count out aggt-egat6 z if the problem calls for,it. This

solution method can berepresented by Formula
$

1:(N; (A)) (A)-2 (0) (a),`

For n't it 10- 3.

lancpFbrmula 3) of
. When we cogpare these two mathods;(

solving the.saMe problem (preSentecf. aa in'rl emPhasize,'

with objdcts), we can i-es44y see that.the firet 'Method (Fdrmula 2)
. -

based on movirig the objects themselves, is Iniquestionably eaSier,

more natural,and economicalthan the second. It contains just the

on'e operation of countineut4 if we larant to obtain the aggregate

s! objects z,.and two operations counting out and counting up --

if we want to oCtd'in the number characteriang aggregate z.

The second method (Formula 3) contains either three operations -.2- .

codhting up, subtracting, and counting out, or t4wo r- counting.up

and subtracting. It .should be added that, in what it comprises;'

the operation of counting up in the second case is equal to both the

counting oat andZ.9.7;Iting up operations.in the first case, i

IL is quite obvious that from the standpoint of the logic of

of problem sOlving, the Second type of problem, where the numerical

4
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evalue of aggregate'z is known and that of aggregate y un own,

.
.

coincides completely with the preceding variant. Thie similarity

of the projlem types is substantially.what distinguishes preblems

presented with objects from purely arithmetical, textbook problems..

Let us examine the thirdstype of problem, when we have both

of tTle partial aggregates directly before us, and we must either
,

-"*...) orm a cambined aggregate or determdne its numerical -ralue. It is

".
represented schematically in Fdtmula 4:

I (X ? )

. I

X 1 y z t..0,14411
ii 4,

a In essence:this variant,' if it is presented with otj;cts, does not
.

,

,

.
yield a*really arithmetical problem at all. :There are,two modes

.

.
1 ^

of activity po'ssible here: 1) We can,combine z.aggregates y and

(either actually or in a representation, on an "Understood" level)

and,Fount up the'aggregate obtained;'or 2) we can,00unt up.the

aggregates presented,separately and then add the numbers obtained.

Yhese two modes, of activity can be represented by Formula's 5 and 6:

y 7.,74X Li

Form th

vz9 t- te), (6);+.

( yA1 Az1

-Foni.4. (c)

I*

It is readily evident that here too., just as in the fifst and

second types 9f problems, tlie solution using the objects themselves.

turns_out 'to be eaiier and more economical than the one based on the

manipulation of numbers. It will suffice to point out that the

operations of counting up iggregates pand z are equal, in effort

reqUired, to the operation of cOunting up all of aggregate X, whereas

in the second instance addition, too,'Ia required.

Let us turn now to the followin g. types of problems,' The

, aggregate has been divided and we have only one part immediately

before uslc Two situations are possible:. 1) We know the nUmerical

value of the second part and must determine the whole;, or 2) We

know the numerical value of the whole and must determine a part.
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essence these,sreitwe completely different tasks, and solving

them requires differe9t. activities. We might call these the fourth

and fifth types oi probi'ems. Let us examine them in oder.

The fourth type of problem'. can be represented- by F2rmula.7:

(8)4 (13), (X ?)

14 . y

iati. la, 7
i

la

jIf we wish to use objects to so ve the problAm, we mustirst

A. ntrbduce, as g supplement-6"the co itions, an auxiliary aggregate

of objects (sticks, fingers, etc.)0from which we will take objects

to reconstruct the missing.parts of the original aggregate described'

in the conditions of the problem. I
Then the solution of problems 0

this type will proceed tinis:, Firstwe will count out aggregate

then physically combine,y and z ingto one aggregate and-.final .

count ii up: The solutia process can be represented by rmula 8.

I (B)

I

Vy, Zjitk X Zaz
F C ala 12'

But ik it is going to be SolVed mainly with numbers, then we

will first have'to Count up aggregate z, then add the number we

., get to the.one we.had, anA fib4l1y, if the question calls.for it, ,

count out the combined Aggregate,. DiagramMatically,this process f

is represented by Formula 9:
.

( ) t (c) (8)* = ( A )1

1

F. This is the only type

with objects and with numb rs -- are approximately equivalent

X

rtti4

problem where bdth methods of solution --

.1
Let us emphasize hat we are not doing to examine the modeling

operations themselves ere. Subserment reilorts willtbe devoted to a
more detiled analys4 of these. Thus -- and it is important to keep
this in mind depiv ted thi,s 'way, the problem-sol,ving process is gti 1 k
being considered wit out its full complement of mentV. operations.
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4.

from a general standpoiht. The ifirst method gains yne advantage

When the solution to thesproblem is tile formation of an aggregate

of objeCts, but the second does if the answer is to be given in the

form of a number.. In specific cases the superiority of One orthe

-cither also depends on the correlation between the AUhntities of

'2.1'1;117Milirlmr-tbe,aure ates y and z.

The fifth type of p represented by Formula 10.

I.

y- ,-f-

_--1;4

FornItia. 10

it is the most.complex type: At.least two eubstantially different.

'methods of solving it with objectsdare possible. hi the one instance,

using auxiliary objects, we first need to.cOunt out an aggregate of

objects X in accordance with number (A), then count up dggregate I,

which is given in the conditions, and havdng obtained the number

characterizing it, coudt o4t*an egual aggregate witm aggregate X.;

in the same way we will set apart aggregate y within X and then count

it up. DiagrammatiCally thi very intricate process can be ..;._.-

repre6ented by Formula 11.

I (('t) (c) (c)i t(6)

3 2

Ii
/71X

5,z
A2,1 X 4c72' y A

Fo ryn

A method.of solving-the same problem, which is simpler in teals

of the number oroperations but At the same time tore "profound".

-(frOm the point of view of "understanding" and the.mechanisms of

activity involved in it), consists of counting out aggregate X;

then'a continuatioR of the counting out, beyond the limits of

aggregate z, 1.e.1 wilth auxiliary Objects, will yield an aggregate
A

of objects y, which can bg counted up- afterward. This problem-

solving process can be represented by Formula 12.
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.x

Forrn

The third method of solving thii problem, with humbers, will

consist of counting up aggregate z, subtractinfi the number obtaiaed

form the given. number (A), and, if the qUestion calls for it,

counting Out aggregl.,te y. This process can be repreaented by

Formula 13.
(A); l (0) 60 (8)) (81.

A 1

Formula. 13

It is readily evident that this is the only form of the problem

which'is iore compliCated to solve wilh objectS. .(the first 1,1) than

with numbers. The second.way of solving it with objects turns out,

from the standpoint of the.number of operatione, to be simpler than

ape method using numbers, but it assumes a very,high level of

"understanding" of the relations between aggregates of objects (we

'shall discuss this In a subsequent report) and therefdre will

4,Vya.

undoubtedly prove difficul- for children.

Summary

-As we complete this analysis of possible bethods of solving'

arithmetic problems presented with objects, we want:to emphasize

one.feature in particmlar. -When we compared'the proem-solving

methods using objects and numbers, we always worked from the assumption

thattthe person performing the:activity actually had the.objects

necessary for making a model Cf the aggregates. This assumption is

compli%ly justified when we are analyzing abstract models of problems,

done at school. For at'school, children at the first stages very

oftertmake use of.object models counting sticks, things used as

abstract objects, etc; We'found,it Important to ascertain that the

methods of problem' sol,ying using objects turn out o
*

be more .

advantageous in thesconditions than salving problems through the

use ot numbers. But if we abandon this.'_initial premise, if we assume
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'..that the person'has no auxiliary objects but only ehe matter

of the,initial aggregates that are being transforMed, then it will

.t,i..i.ra-ent"'ISTICLAIsTiirri°7theree-9,r-the first, second, and

thir ypes -- can be solved with objects..at all, and the other -7

two -- the fourth and fifth -- absolutely require a solution using

numbers.

This observation has very important implications for teaching:

It.speci ies more precisely the conditions necepsary for

organizi children's mastery of the modes of activity described above.

In particular, it isolaCes the problems that can place children

in a ruiture situatign.*

Report IV: Problem Solving by MakinA a Model with Objects and'

.Counting: General Characteristics of the Method and the Basic

Problems Which Arise in Investigatin2 It

Introduction

In the preceding report we examined models of arithmetitc

problems presented with objects: Parts of the actual aggregates

of objects to be transformed entered into the conditions of.these

problems along With the numbers. The presentation of,these problems

14qth objects made,it possible to use counti.9.g in solving them and

to transform the objects in the aggregates. "Contemporary arithmetic

problems are totally different from those presented with objects.

They are completely removed from the plane of objects; their

conditions include only numbers (at least two) and descrip-

tions of the transformations.undergone by the aggregates of objects.

These changes in the conaitions entail a change in the activity

by means of which the problems are solved, as well. In the problems

presented with objects ,it was possible to count up the aggregates,

*A rupture situation is one where a child is confronted

with problems for which he has not yet learned appropriate modes

of activitY to solve the problems (Ed.);

sr
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combine them (or separate them), and count them up again while

'determiaing the numerical value of the aggreWes thus created or

destroyed. In a textbook arithmetic problem it is unnecessary --

ypossible in fact -- to count anything up. Everything needed for

the solution is already counted up, and there are no objects as

such at all. The mode of activity adequate for this problem

consists of the' formal mathematical operations of addition and

subtraction. Man worked these out at a certain stage in his

historical development and has since handed them down from

generation to generation: Learning to solve,arithmetic problems

means mastering the method of solving them by addition apd

subtraction. This method itself is 4 complicated matter and

consists of more than the fOrmal operations of addition and subtrac'-

tiolt (as will be shown in subsequent reports; see also footnote

2 on the next page).

dp, Furthermore; mastering addition and subtraction is complex,

too, with its own particular laws. can scarcely discuss these

laws at present with confidence. We do not even know whether

Ve learning Involves the transformation of nodes of activity

Qie chAld already has into a new mode, or the "pure" aCquisition

of a new mode brought in, as it were, from witho t, largely

irrespective of the modes of activity he alreadI knows. But every .

time a child is confronted with a problem requiring 'a new pethod

of solution, he trles to solve it first through the methods he

already knows. Thus, independent of what the "pure" mechanisms

of-actuial mastery are, the new problem is always "refracted"

through tfle prism ofdavailable methods of solution, and we

should take this into account in our investigations.

This applies fully to the processes of solving arithmetic

problems as well. When children are given a strictly/arithmetical

problem for the first time, in essence they are put into a

rupture situation: Solving the problem calls for a new mode of
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activity which the children do not yet have.
2

In this situation,

cirith,the teacher urging them to solve the problem:r try to make

use of the modes of activity they already know -- counting, in

'particular -- and adapt theil to the new conditions.. But to do

this they must turn from the.arithmetic problem presented with

numbers'to the problem presented with objects and supplement it

with aggregates of objects. So the cnildren introduce auxiliary

objects (their fingers, for instance)
3.
and use them to reconstruct

the aggregates of objects corresponding,to the numbers giyen

4the problem, thus making models of the original aggregates of

objects.and their transformations.

But in doing this they do not simply use a mode of activity

that they have already mastered -r counting, for example
4 4r\

but nather they work out what in fact is a new mode of activity,

2
So that children will not be in a rupture situation wheh they

are first given arithmetic problems, ana so that they will not
"invent" their oft methods of solution, they,are being taught the-
operations of addition and subtraction often even before they are
given'the first arithmetic problems. This is instructIon in sorviAl

sci-called "examples." But our observations in Report I shoW that
children who can solve the arithmetical example§ well are still
unable to sole many problems. This permits us to conclude that
how we Solve arithmetic problems is more than additiod and subtraction.
Even those children who have mastered these formal operations get
into a rupture situation when tl4y confront problems.

This copclusion determinpsthe problems to be investigated

further. How are the solution of examples and the solution of
problens connected? What else, besides addition and subtraction
proper, enters into the method of solving problems? When we have

,1711.0inswered these questions, we will then be able to ask whether
nstruction in solving examples might not be organized to provide
simultaneoubly for mastering everything needed for solving problems.
Clearly, these questions should-be answered by analyzing the method
itself, based on addition)and,subtraction, but analyzing he
genetically simpler methods of making models with objects will shed

some light on them, too.

3The conditions in which Chey do this will be discussed in

subsequent reports.

4See the more precise degtription of this in the final section

of 'this'report.
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a combination of previous ones, with the initial elements of the'

activity somehat modified and-transformed. Quite typical,is Sasa Sh.'s

behavior discussed in Report II, when he is givsn the problem:

"There were some plums on a plate. A girl ate 6 oethem, And then
,

there were 3. How many plums were there on the plate to begilkwith?"

First, he says the problem is "hard. 1 don't understand it," and

then he solves it, by holding up.first three fingers, then next

to them, six more, and finally counting them all up. His dipiculty,
.

.

obviously, was not in reconstructing an aggregate of objects

accardin*g to tht specified numbers, but in reconstructing the

. aggreghtes in the relationships that correspond to the conditions

of the problem. The fact of the matter is that making a model 6f

the situation described in the. conditions includes two onsecutively

performed countingout operations, afid even in elementary cases,

when the first aggregate of objects has been reconstructed according

to one of the numbers, it is,then necessary to determine how or
4
where the aggregaege corresponding to the second number is to be

reconstructed. Let us illustrate Allis with a very simple example.

--, A problem is posed: "There were 7 birds in a tree .

immediately the child holds up Seven fingers, but then, depending .

on what happened in the situation described -- whether more birds
t

came or some flew away -- he is going ,to have to count out a second

quanti y either side b_y_ side with the fillOcontinuing and

supplementing it, or in the "opposite".direction, "within". the first

aggregate. This choice, depending on the nature of the problem

and assuming a éertain "understanding" of its conditions, is precisely

'that new feature which distinguishes this activity fron the simple

counting of objects that waspnostered earlier, and this is just what

children initially have,dilficulty grasping. (All of this is only

A superficial description; a more detailed and precise analysis of

all the points mentioned here will be given gradually in the course

of further analysis.)

44.
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Solution laz Making a Model

'A majoi circumstance, specifically,1 is that this method of

problem solving is based on a special sublititution -- making a
ii

model, in the precise and narrow sense of the word. If we diagram

It e child's'activity when he is solving any elementary problem, ip

wi 1 appear approximately this way: . 4

1

.
)

,- - 4-

X A 1 ya62, 7.1 vt7X i V Y / 1,63

s."---.....,-------- __----7 I

. 1\...............

1
_-------

(X, y, and z designate hire the aggregqtes of objects-, the 'symbol Alt

-- the "delta arrow" -- signifies counting them4up, the symbol 4 Nir

-- the "inverted arrow" -- signifies counting nut the aggregates by
I

number, and the curved arrows represent the decomposition of aggregate

X into parts y and z, More detailed explanations of these symbols

.
were given in Reports II and III.) III the first Etituation the

numerical value'of aggregate z was not gixen. This constitutes
,

the question being asked. To answer it, the child must reconstruct, '

in accordance with the numerical value of (A), whe Is/hole aggregate,

X which ivas divided in the first situation, but now, with other objects,

i.e., agsregate X', and then within it reconstruct with the new

objects the partial aggregate y/ according to number (B), thus

essentially repeatini-in the second situationand with new objects

the same division of the aggregate which took place in the first

slituation. The aggregate z/ obtained as a "remainder" will correspond

)to the original aggregate z, and therefore, when he has counted up

z/, he will be able to transfer the number obtained to the original

aggregateSz. The question is answere4 though not as a result of Ili

counting up the original aggregate z to which the question.actually

'pertains, but as a result of counting up another aigregate, z/.
_

But this other aggregate is such (actually, it is so set up) that

the results abtained with it can be transferred to the original .

aggragate. Another important feature here is that precisely the same
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operation of counting up is applicable to the newly created aggregate

z/ as was to be applied.to the originalaggregate'z. These two

features: 1) the application to z." pf the same oPeration as was

to be applied to z, and 2) the transfer to z of the reaults obtained

from operating with z', Lorm thes.04fic character of the model

as a special type of substitute. Precisely by virtue,of these two

circumstances, z' is a model with respect to.z, while z is a Pattern

with respect to z'.

If we extend this definition from the result,to.the whole activity
ft

by means of which the result is obtained, we can say that this whole

activity is a modeling of,the original aggregates of objects described

In the problemiand of their,transformation. But at the same time

it must be remembered ,that this definition has as its basis a comParison

of only the.final operations of this whole activity, whach as

a whole, is model-making insofar as it is directed toward obtaining

a Model of what is asked about in the.problem. It would however,

be incorrect to look for s model-pattern relationship in all the

elements and components of this activity. In particular, it would

be wrong.to attempt to interpret the successive operations of

0 reconstructing the aggratgates of objects according to the numbers

in the second situation as a modeling of the object transformations

,that took place in the first situation; as ehe problem variant we

Citeddbove suggests. Later on we will see that, depending on the

fort of the'problem itself, the relationships between the operations

of modeling aggregates of objects and the object transformations in-

these aggregates are quite complicated and variable. vertheless

and this, too, will be shown later on -- chisldren unw ingly, but

very frequentl37, perceive precisely such ielationships and begin

to pattern their activity on Am. Therefore, it becomes quite

important to try to prevent such a misinterpretation.

learning the'Method of Making a Model

also need to discuss the degree to which children learn the

above-mentioned method of modeling the conditions of the arithmetic ,

problem, and the degree to which the "invent," "discover," or construct it.
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. Just as with'any other mode of activtty, the solution of

;arithmetic protneMs through makinia model with objects'haseaS its

basis the, learning of definite modes ofactivity.worked out by

,mankinVand'iMparted",to the child in a special way.

These AssertiOns apparently-are indisputable with regard to

Counting. But do.they. extend alsa.the the "addition" specific'

'to suth a solution of an arithmetic'problem -- the modeling with

-. objects, and the 4ptermination of the order of reconstruction operatione7

After all,' as special operationsy counting Up and counting out take'

shape in Connection with'the solution of somewhat aifferent problems

related to the object level laoper.. Likewise, children master them

through other problems. In.order to use these methods of operation

here, in textbook arithmetic problms, the child must transfort

them radically. Not only that, but the very "idea" of usingobjects

to make a model of the conditions is a substantial addition thaC
,

apparently must also be "discovered" or else learned in specially
1/4

organized instruction. Special research is needed to give a

well-suhgtantiated answer to these questions. In particular, it is

necessary td clarify in detail the way counting is taught, and

whether situations are not alreadcreatea that lead teessentially

the sathe problems, but on .the level'of objects. Are not the elements

and the general scheme of making models with Mects worked,out even

before we come to arithemtic problems prdper - Tor ivtance,

problems'presented with objetts, or even in ordinary counting? ,If

this.is found
,

to be so, then of course we cannot speak of the ,

child's "discovery" Of modes of activity here either; but will

have to talk about direct mastery:

But right now we are interested even tore in another side of

the matter. In principle we apparently tannot and should not deny

the possibility of the child's constructing solutions to problems.

Moreover,. this i what we should strive for, developing in children

the ability to construct solution processes on their own and then

to turn such processes into solution methods. The actual problem,

therefore, cons'ists of finding the limits of this activity of the
.7

. chiles on his own and in seeing.how his construction of solution

9.3
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:processes is related both to the0modeS of activity he has already

learned and to new modes he has found on'the basis of the 4.onstr edi

solution. ;1i essence we shall be concerned with this rartge of

'questions throughout all our work,ut in addition it will be.the

topic of a special discussion in otm of the subsequent reportS.

4

Report V: Solution ,ja. 1* a Model with ObleCts.

and, Counting: A Theoretital alvsis 2f:the Problem Variants

Introduction

/

In the prrevio, us report e dxamined the relationship between-
,

. ,

textbook arithmetie proble mS and so-called problemk"presented with
J .

.

41'ob16.cts" and gave a general/description of the method of solving
i,

textbook problems by, yakin4 a mOdel with ob'j'ects and counting. ,AS

we showed,.the heart of,this solution method is the'use of sOMe ocher

ky,e xif auxiliary aggregates to make a model df_the situation'described
V

in the problem. And_the eondition for Ilaking a model i4 to use

traditional tetminology for the time b'ding

of the text of the'problem.,.Only ondrhe basis

can the child choose the directfoli.in which to

aggrega/. ,

a certain understanding

of ehis understanding

ciaint out the second

An analysis of the experimental material from this standpoint

reveals what at first 4Jance seems strange: The samd chladren who

fully understand problems of some types'(accordingly,-they, know how

to solve.them) do not understand problems oi*other tyres at all.

Here is a pertinent set of observations:4

Sveta M., first grade, October

Experimenter: A boy had 7 pencils. He lost 2. How
many did he have left?

Sveta: (immediately) Five.

E,: There Were two white goslings and some yellow ones in
the courtyard. There were four goslings altogeeher. How
many2yellow ones eere there?

P.:"- (thinks for a long time) Six.

N.
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- E.: A catfflad some black kittens and two gray ones.
Altogether'there were.five. How many black ones
were there?

P.: (counts on her fingers) SeVen.

Lyuba L.,-first grade, December

.Experimenter: Grandma pde dumpaings. Vera ate two.
,

(Lyuba holds up two fingers of bne hand.)
And there-were five left.-for NAM4
(Lyuba holds up all the fingers Of the other
hand.) How many dumplingsdid 'Granedia
make?

yubai . (counts up her fingers) Seven.

First there were some birds, and the four more came.
(Lyuba holds up four fingers.) And theli there were
Seven: How many birds were there to been with?

1rst there were, our and then there were seven altogether.. ,

' . c .
Seven .bird6, righ . . .

,

E.: (Repeats,the problem.)

S.:0 (aWn she holds up four fingers) What do you mean?
1 don't.understan There, were four, but seven.didn't

, come:

E.: (Repeats the prOblem for the third time. Again Lyuba
does not solve the Problem.)

E.:).,First there were some books, and somebody brought two
more, amPthen there were five. How many books were
there to begin with?

S.: (hqids up two fingers on one hand, then all the fingers
of, the bther, and then counts them all up) Seven.

It appears as though the children being tested understand the

,first problais and do not understand the second cazoahird. But

what iS the difference between these problems? Why do these two

girls (and manyother children, whose records we have not cited)

understand problems of one type fully and not understand problems
/

of another type at all? What is the essential difference between

'these problems that makes for such a strange disparity in children's

reaction to them? And what actlially is this understanding?
4
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- While the.child is hearing an arithmetic 'problem being read such

as, "There were some birds in a tree. Six More came, and then

there were'll...," he can imaAine a real tree with birds fluttering

.'around in the branches (or a picture of.a tree with bivdt sitting

in the branches, of the type frequently provided of late-in textbooks).

Then he will imagine, birds flying towards the tree and alighting

on its branches, finally, in accordance with the text, the tree with

the birds setlling down after their flight. This entire process

of imagihing different situations in succession is undouttedly a

definite uAderstandingdof the teit,and the events described there.

But it this the kind of understanding needed for solving arithmetic

probltms?* Understanding the problem is, after all, only one step

in the solution process. Certain operations -- problem solving

proper must be carried out on the basis of it. In the cases

we are diScuSsi4nt this will apparently consist of making a mode , out

of certain aggregates of objects, of the situkion described in

the problem. This activity presupposes understanding. Not only hat,

but it Is apparently po,pliple to say that this understanding is

itself achieved thiflugh.the model-making activity. It is needed

only in Order that?'the solution be obtained with the model, and

it should be such that this function it has is guaranteed. We can

present this schematically:

Uaderstanding of the con-
ditions of the problem

model-making ;

But one might ask whether the understandp\g-imagining described above

is that understanding which guarantees subsequent modei-Making

ability, and if not, then what must it be? In order to answer these

questions, we mustanalyze the structure of the model-maylg activity

needed to solve various arithmetic pfoblems.

Variants of Solution by Making a Model

The process of making models of simple arithmetic problems

with objects has its own strict logic that d6pends on which of the

Aft
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.41 aggregates in the conditions of the problem are known and which are

not. If we dinsider all the problems from the point of vieW of

ihe character of the transformations of ple obieCts described in

thelconditions and theisequence in which/the known and ulikown

quantities are.presented, there will te seven.variants in an. If

we nee the symbol y ("thesymbol of union") AJo.represent the cotbining

ef aggregates as-described in the conditions, the aymbol A V'the

symbol of intersection") to represent the division or isdlation of

aggregates as described in the conditions, the symbolj(A) .tb repreiQnt,
..,

kliown whole quantities, the sytbols (B) and' (C) to represent known

quantitfes of parts, and the sym1;o1 (?)'for unknowns,Ithen these seven

variants of'the conditiens can be diagrammed this way:

(d) (c) (

2) (A) A(2) (?)
3) (A) A (2) (C)

4) (2) (C) -- (A)
5) (n) (?) (A)

6) (2) A (u) (e)
7) (?)

(C)

he

*

The seventh Variant can conditionally be called neutral. It

does not show how the aggregates are transformed in it. It'simply

strates that there are so many objects altogether and some are of,

one sort and the others are of another sort.

Let us now examine.these problem variants frOM the point of

\dew of the possibility of' solving them bY.making a model with objects

and counting. As we do this we shall be paying particular attention '

to two matters: 1) the relationship between the sequence in which

the known and unknown quantities are presented in the conditiona,

on the ode hand, and the Rossible sequence in which models of the

aggregates .wf objects can be made, on the otherl' and 2) the character

of the transfermation of'the aggregates described, on the one hand,

and the character of the transformation of the models, on the other.

In the first'4and second problem variants, the sequence in which

the known values are presented coincides completely with the sequence

in which the models are made with aggregates of objects. As the
A

child hears the conditions of the problem, fle can immediately

form an aggregate of objects corresponding to the first number. Then

he must determine the direction in which to count out the second

4gregate. The'words "flew away," "came," "altogether," 'of them,"

etc. can serve as points of reference here (we are leaving asille now
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V.

the question o whether this way of solving 06,problems is

j tified,an acceptable from a broader point of view.- What is

rtant I th4t with these variants the- children are able t
, ,

perste th . When.he has formed the second aggregste,,the child

autOmatic lly gets a third one -- the wtiole or A part-- which he

can co These problems are Øviously the simplest ones, and

an a ysis of the difficulties hat they'can cause children should
,

eiihe be done with the weakgs cW.ldren or brought down considerably

to t e preschool level.

The third variant evidently shokuld not.cause particular

di ficulty either. He e, ioo, the child begins by forming an

gregdte of objects c esponding to the first number, then simply *-

kips the unknown and, guided hy the same words -- "flewaway,"'"altogeiher,"

"divided," etc.,--forTils an aggregate corresponding to the second

humber, obtaining as a remainder the aggregate.correspending to

the unknown nuMber. Thus the third variants should be solved in the
/

same way as the second.

The sixth variant, if we take it from the point of view of

the sequence in which Models'of the quantitieS are made, should not
0

cause difficulty either. As the child hears or reads the problem,

he will skip the first unknown, thw in succession form the aggregates

torresponding!to the first and second numbers, and as a result ol;tain,

the unknown number. But if it is easy from the stanapoint of the

seq-uence In Wbich the aggregates are iormed, this variant should

present a cqtain difficulty from the s'tandpoint,of choosing the

direction i /which to count out the second aggregate. Herg the

words "flew away," "ate up," "altogether," etc. can.no longer be

points of. eference. The child must perform'o certain'transformation

in the co itions of the problem. He must begin,to proceed in

reverse o der as it were. When he has formed the first aggregate

he must en ask ,himself how the second one should relate to it.

This tra sformation or, in other words, the answer to such,a question,
a

shoutd.o viously comprise the' understanding of this problem'variant.

But in the foOrth problem variant' this aspect of the Matter

emerges ith particular clarity. The child skips the first mention
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of an aggregate, fOrms an aggregate corresponding to the first number,

and.tben finds himself confronted with a terrible difficulty, He

does not know What,to do with tAe second number, hoW and"where to

form an aggregate corresponding to,it. Making a

in which the knqwn 11144-pricer values are presented, pres

exceptionally deep (and indirect) understanding of the r

between the oortesponding aggregates. Inasmuch as the.ag

In the sequence'

poses an

lationships

regate just

connOid out, ,corresponding to number'(C), is a part 9f e second

.aggregate, dbrresponding to number (A), the child should have begun

to count it eLut.a second time. piagrammatically it would;look this

way:

Another way is tonsiderably more natural: that of turning the

conditions of the problem around.

an aggregate correspondin&to the

(A), and then.within it count out

-first. number (C).. This sequence- of operations can 'be diagrammed th4s:

Here.one,wonld begin by forming

.second of the.numbers given -.-

an aggregate corresponang to their

r

4*

a.

But this procedure as well presupposes quite a special "understanding"

of the conditions of the problem. Even before beginning the actual

operations of model-making atid countingout4" must determine

,the relationship between the aggkegates corresponding to the first

and second nunbers. This is the relationship between whole and

part, and inorder.for the child to understand problema of this type,

he needs to.have already formed a concept of this relationship..

In addition to this, we must emphasize especially that when he has

ascertained tis relationship on the basis of an understanding of

the transformation of the objects in the aggregate , he us# t)en

completely reject what wouId seem to be the logical operation with

the objects union-- an& construct his model by dividing the aggregates
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of objects, submitting eXc usively to the logicJ31"the relationship

of whole and part. Thu in.the fourth problem variant, if we take ; ,c.

the,ideal case, the del-making sequence will be the exact opposite

. of the sequence in ich'-the knownies are presented, while the .

oharaCter of the

the model-maki g willfbe the oppostie of the one Stated in the.
.

-verbal desc ption. Obviousli, ,this problem variant would present

-the great t difficaty.for

T fAfth problemvarlant, like .t4e fourth, can.be" solved in

two cvn.leely,-different ways. if the child has already graspedI.
thei elationship between wholg,and part and can subordinate his

5441-making/to it, he can solve the fifth variantdn preciselwy.le

elationship established betwden the aggregates in

same.Way as the fourth(following the seccind melhod).
, But lf the

cAild has not mastered this method, he can solve it another way, and

the second way of solving this variant turns out to be easier than

the comparable way of solving the fourth variant. One could say

thee/this method is suggested by the very sequence in whichyle nuMerical

values are presented in this variant, as was at the case in the

:fourth .variant. When the child hears or reads the/problem, he forms

.an aggregate corresOnding to the first number, and then he is

given a second number which characterizes the whole, and along with

it the information that this second number was obtained as a supple-

ment to the first. Therefore, stimulated by the conditions of, the

problem, the child can simply continue counting on up to the second

number ana then quite naturally cenantlup this'supplement. In'the

fourth problem variant, as we already indicated, it was possible

to operate kri the same waY, but there this mode of action conflicted

with the déscription.of the transformations of the objects. 4

reinterpretation was needed, a.transformation, in fact, of approximately

this type: "Ifwe say that such-and-such a quantit4y was APplemented

by anether, 'then this is equivalent to saying-that this other ope

was supplemented by the first.tI
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Table 1
. -

Problem Vatiants for Solution by Making a Model

Seguence
'iu.which
Numerical

, Values are
'Variants Presented

CharacXer-of

Sequence Transfqrmall

of tion of

Makina Dbjects

6

Character \cl-f_.

Transformations
in Mode141aking

.
, . .

,

. '
\

- .

.

Y

2 :

. .

A
_

.

.

1 -
v

..

di

4,'-- I

,

. _

-)

. I

4-11 --", f"--

.

Y A- .--)

5- 1 .

111
,

'-

.
.

A-*

5 -I1 Y Y
'

--?.

6
...

. Y-) -)

.
. ^ts

ill

not indicated

In the seventh variant there is no indicationof the character

of the transfofmation of the.objeces in the aggregates being described,

and tkerefore when models are being made,,operations can be chosen

"cky with the aid and on ihe basis of,the concept of whole and

part. For children whoshave not formed this concept it should present

conOderable difficulty.

The results of the theoretical analysis carried out above are

presented in Table 1. The "arrow" represents the direction of the

sequence in which the numericalivalues are presented and in wtlich

the,models of them are Made. . The inverted sy191 of union in variant

4-1 indicates that in that instance this'correspondence between the

operations of transforming objects and of making models of them is

attairied through a, certain transformation in the meaning.
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AN ATTEMpT AT AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGAfiON

OF PSYCHOLOGICAL REGULARITY IN LEARNING

, B. B. ,KOSSOV*

Report I:

The Aialyis 'of a, Practical Si'tuation

From StandnointAa_)kAssumed Psychological Regularity.,*

Iven the dimple obserVation of.Vractical situations catO.ead to the'

identification of certlin psychological regularities: 'It is'nCt unusual 6
s

that, under Certain conditions, a peTson will succeed at an actiVity.

If the conditions ariiit changed slightly, however, difficulties arise and

he will make Mistakes or perhaps even fail in tyle very samellactivity.

Therefore, pedagogical and psychologicaljnvestigations.qf incotrect

as well as correct operations are completely valid. A recent and most

thorough comparative analysis.of correct and incorrect oi,erations (And

their underlyingassociations), in conformity, with.instructional condi-

.tions% was undertaken in a monograph by.SheVarev [18].. We followed this

same method of comparative analysis in an'attempt to understand the

causes of the so-called*"switching errors" observed by Kudryavtsev in

his detailed experimental investigatiOn [11].

Kudryavtsev studied the peculiarities of,the transition from one

arithmetical operation to another, for example, from addition to subtraction

and vice versa. Pupils in the first through fourth grades were tested

individually (the firkt graders were tested at the end of ihe'school year.

Of the Institute of Psychology, Academy of Pedagogical Sciences of

the RSFSR. Published in Reports D)oklady of the Academy of Pedagogical

Sciences of the RSFSR, 1961, Vol. 3, pp. 65-68; 1961, Vol. 4, pp. 85-93;

1962, Vol. 2, pp. 89-94; 1962, Vol. 5; pp. 85-90; and 1963, Yol%1,

pp. 85-88.

* *
Translated by Patricia A, Kolb.
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The problems assigned for solution did not in themselves present difficulties

for the pupils. At the time of the.testing, the pupils already possessed

.firM calculating'skill and rarely made mistakes when they solves such

'problems under normal cOnditions. But the author slightly altered the
-4

conditiona:v He presented the same problems in an unaccustomecioequence,
-

and,"as a result, the number Of mistakes rose sharply. The usual conditions

had been changed only in that a4er a large number of problems of one type,

two examples of'another 'type afTeared unexpectedly. For example; seven

addition .problemL of the type 6 +.2 = 5 + 4 . , were followed by two

subtraction prohaems such am 7 3 = ,', 5 1. 2 '= . Thus, the only pe-
-

culiarity in the situation was that a "supercharging" of addition operations

preceded Ns he subL-action examples. M'a inypupls did not switch to-the new

operation; stead of subtracting, they continUed to add the. numbers: 'let

, us call such mistakes "non-switching.errors" (in his book, Kudryavtsev .

called-them "switching error$).
.

Many experiments in pedagogical psychology have confirmed the fact

that non-switching errors are widespread in practical instru'dtion [7, 12,

13, 20, and others] . The school syllabus for arithmetic correctly notes

that equipping pupils with sound calculating skiiiithe most important

task in arithmetic insCruction [4]. The significance of this requirement

has increased greatly in connection with the current school reorganizatin

and drawing of the school closer to life and to the 0110.1s' solution of ..gf

practical probleMs. Unfortunately,'in speaking of calculating skills, one

usually overlooks mistakes in operaLon signs- Suppose a.pupil solves the

problem 7 2 = by giving an answer of 9. Heobviously has a souad

calculating ability to add 7 and 2, but,he does not consider all the pecu-

liarities of the situation and therefore does not perform the operation

required for solution. -Such "sign" mistakes occur most often when there

has .been a change in certain of the usual calculating conditions, and are

manifested particularly.in non..switching errors. It is well known that

sign errors remain rather frequent\in algebra inst,ructiah. The pupils'

carelessness alone is an inadequate explanation for' the occurrence of

these mistakes. It is apparent that there are serious methodological

shortcomings :in the formation of calculating abilities and skills.
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A number of assumptions have been made in the literature about the
,

causes ofenon-switching errors. Various authors suggesting explanatiqop

for these errors have proceeded, consciously or unconsaiously, fliom the

comparison of two types of situ4tions. In one of these, Ion-switching
,

errors occur and in the other they are almost absent (the switch is made).

Comparing the two situations, he investigators decided that the frequency

f
. .

of the first of the,twaloperes ions catased the mistakes. If the first

operation was not repeated a sufficient number of times--for exampli, if
,.

both operations were altersaied fcri the very beginning--there would be

ma\ (or almost no) mistAkes. Rut no unified Opinion exists in the litera-

ture about the more profound causes for the errors.

Some authors see the formation of a direction in the completion of

the first operation as the cause of non-switaing errois (Bzhalava,

Khodzhava, Eliava, and oihers). Others consider the cause to be inertia

in the psychic processes, such as thinking (Menchinskaya, Lyublinskaya).
. 0

Thus, the sutiprs consider different factors to be responsible when an in-
.

adequate transition from one situation to anotherfoccurs. le the first

case, the factor is a lack of narrow direction (that is, broad direction),

and in the second, the factors are flexibility and mobility of thinking.

Kudryavtsev associates successful switching with the presence of k4pre-

liminary analysis of the situations as a whole, as well as with the

phenomena of direction. , He also observes that non-switching errors may

be connected with inertia of the neural processes, and successful switching

with their liveliness [11:367]. '

Unfortunately, not one of the assumptions Made in the literature abou

the origin of non,ewitchi errors has received yigorous experimental studI)

and can be considered pr ven. Similarly, the nature of the psychological

regularity that conditi s sucqessful switching also remains unclear--

despite all countervai1ng tendencies, whether of'direction, inertia, or

something eiSe.

Through preliminary theoretical analysis it is possiblb to form a

different conception of the causes of non-switching errors and the mechanis

of the corresponding correct operations.
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In the-seatch for another and possdbly more adequateeconception, we

turned to the works
,

of Asratyan and his followeT, who also sVdied the

phenomena of switclOg L21 But thair teit situation could not serve as

,even a remote model for the situation which interested us--the ti-ansl.tion

from one arithmetical operation to another. In the first place, a tonic

conditioned stimulus (from the test room, from the experimenter, and so

on) was ysed as a siinal for switching, and second, there was a fixed

stimulus in thebackground for initiating an operation (the tap of a .

metronome-, a flash of Aght, and so on)..,In-the.experimenes of Kudryavtsev,

a switch .(operation'sign "+" or "-,") was produced simultaneously with

other attributes of the arithmetic problem conditions.

Apparently, it is simplest and most efficient to congider the

notation of the conditions.ofindividual arithmetic problems at4 complex

stimuli that prompt defined response operations from the pupils. Each.

such comple %s made up,of two basic components=an operatiOn sign andnumbers upon wh h the operation must be performed. Both components

essentially influence the operations produced and the final result. That

is, each component possesses a known signal activity or "signalness."

The occurrence of non-switching errors indicates that the signalness of

the sign component has failed. In this situation, the number component

can still retain its signalness. For example, suppose a pupil solvea;

the problem 7 2 by responding 9fr He adds instead of.subtracting,

but the result of the addition is corrgct. In order to clarify the

causes of such errors, let us analyze the situation in which the "super-

charging" of an operation (such as addition) precedes examples in which

the pupils substitute that operation for another (in this case, addition

for subtraction). In the case of.the "supercharging" of addition, the

numbers change but the sign is always the same (for example: 4 + 3 ,

442 + 5 = , and so on). The numericgl result--the answer..-also changed

in accordance with ,the change f numbers in the conditions of the problems.

40onsequently, for tsuccessjive domplexes of stimuli with varying nuMber and

. identical sign components, differing response operations are.required.

This is the type of situation that preceded the errors. Hence our assumption:

The given situation causes the' subsequent non-switching errors. It is
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apparent that thd gradual decline of the signalness of the constant

sign comonent underlies the errors. A question arises: noes the

' constancy df a component in similar conditions always lead to a aecline

in its signalness? In otherwords, how regular is the change in the

signalness of components in the'conditions indicated?

'The investigation of Kudryavtsev does not prove that non-switching

errors heye a regular conilection'Ulth g:17 defined cause'or eAn a

:general situation. His work mentions thesupercharging of one operation--

and ehe possible formation of a direction to alwayi perform that vime

.operation-as the causes of subsequent mistakes. Yet-theite same errors

are sometimes made without supercharging, and even occur in cases where

tvio operations pre intermittently counterposed [(11:384) . It is clear

that without the complete'statistiCA1 processing'of data from appropriaiely-

constructed experiments, it is impossible to prove the presence of a

regular connection.

The pregtical significance of the questioqopposed above becomes clear

When one considers thepecull.ailties in the construction of arithmetic

texts and problem books for the first gradel15]. In the introduction

of 41most every new operation, the authors consciously avoid presenting

it simultaneously and in contrast"with a similar or opposite operation.

For example, in'the study of the addition and subtraction of nudbers

between 1 and 10, the exercises are all arranged so that, the addition

of a certain number is treated first, while the subtraction of the same

number and-t4e contrast between the two operatione-are introduced only

in succeeding lessons.

If our assumption about the origin of non-sWitching errors is correct,

then it must be recognized that the textbook authors create conditions

from the very beginning conducive to a reduction in the signalness of

operation signs, and that they then attempt to correct the situation as

far as possible. The widespread occurrence of non-switching errors is

eloquent testimony to the fact that, in the end, they do not succeed.,-1

Tests aimed at overcoming non-switching errors and organized in a

different pattern (for example: 4 4- 2 = 6, 4 - 2 2) are the most

adequate check for the existence of the regular relatiOnship (formulated
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'aZove) between the signalness of a prOblem's sign component and its
1

Gvariance. In these tests, it is no,longer the nuriber component tflat
,

is varied, but instead, the sign omponent. .,As befare,'successive

complexes of stimuli will demInd ifferent operations. Since,the'only
.

distinguishing feature Of the complexes will'now be the sign component,

one might anticipate an -flicrease in its signalness. If prObl.ems are

then given according to the fitst

ition, the increased signalness,of

decrease in non-switching errors

methodology for the tests will b

pattern, With A supercharo,ng of addi-

the sigtcoinponent should result in a

The development-of an appropriate

the theme of the next report. Positive

resuats to tests constructed according to this methodology would strengthen

the case for the regularity that we have assumed in the conditions of '

arithmetic instruction.

In our first work [5, 10] , the regularity under consideration served

as the basis for one of the most effective methods of strengthening the

weaker component of complex stimuli. With this method, various reactions

were.developed to complexes of stimuli with identical

and difierent weak ones.
1

In two other works [7, 9],
00-4
trace the same regularity in conditions of elementary

The choice oesituations studied in all three of these works was not

accidental. We were interested in manifestations of the desired regularity

along two parameters and in two ,basic typ(of situations: 1) when the

features of the complex stimuli were parts or properties of the complexes

(an example of a part is a table leg; examples of properties are the color

or shape of'the table), and 2) when the test was conducted with the presen-
.

tation of.particularly artificial stimuli, or under more natural conditions--

strong components

we attempted to

geometry instruction.
2

1
The method of "leveling" components proposed by Vatsuro [19] might

be considered.to be alparticular case of this method. In such "leveling,"
the complexes are also distinguished only by weak components: A positive
reaction is produced to one complex, an inhibited reaction to the other.
For a more detailed evaluation of this method, see another of our works [7].

2
Shevarev has proposed the following letver scheme for designating

the situationch in which the indicated regularity can occur: AF-411; AG-4S;

AN-10U, where A is the constant component of the complex stimuli; F, G,
and H are changing components; and k, S, and U are different reactions
to the complexes [18:169].
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such as those in geometry instruction. In the works.mentioned, mani-

festations of a reguliarity in conditions of instruction.Were not studied

when\t4F, features of the situation constituted its parts. Situations

of solving arithmetic problems whose sign and number features are its

-parts (and which features, therefore;'can be easily distinguished from

one anothei) present a convenient case for this.type of study. Another

peculiarity of thearithmetic protlem situation CoMpelling its special

study is the particular nature of its features. In our investUations

in geometry [7, 9], one of the features of the sijuation did not have

essential significance, and it was not necessary,to determine th examinees'

operations if these icperations were correct. (For exaMple, in ev lusting

the perpendicular relationship of lines, their position on ehe plane is

not essential if the angle between them always remains a right angle.)

In arithmetic examples, however,,the'two basic features of sign and

number are both essential.

.Report II:

On the Varied Use of the

Regularity of Differentiating Complex Objects

or the tlimination of Sign Errorg in Arithmetic Problems.

In th'e previous Report we discussed the following regularity:- If

the complex objectS perceived a person are identical in some features

but different in others, and readtions to,these objects are developed or

strengthened, then the identical features either become non-signalling or

their signalness
3
decreases. For brevity, let us designate this as

"regularity A."

Translated by Patricia A. Kolb.

Ale shall saylthat a certain feature'has signalness (or valency) for
the person if reactions somehow Vend on the presence or absence bf this
feature.
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It must be assumed that in pedagogical practice regularity A can have

positive or negative consequenceswherein one or another4of its effects

may be determined by certteMupplementary conditions. Ihe purpose of

our investigation wao to test this assumption. This report presNts the

first part of the completed investigation.

Four series of experiments were conducted with first- and second-grade

pupils. The first graders were tested at the end of the school year, the

seond graders at the beginning. All the series employed addition and

multiplication problems of the types 4 + 3 and'Cx 2 .."rhe

problems were not difficult for.the pupils and they solved them correc ly.

Difficulties arose and mistakes sharply increased only under 'certain

conditions especially cr4ated in our experiments. We shall concentrate

on the basic features in each,problemsign and number.

Study I - Background Experiments

Letut agree to call the first uperiment of this study the basic

experiment. In it, seven addition problems (with sums not exceeding 10)

were interrupted by two multiplication problems (also very simple--with -

the answer 12), followed by one more addition problem.

The basic experiment was conductO with 141 pupils in four different

classes of three schools in Moscow. EaCh pupil received a prepared card

On which the indicated 10 problems were arranged in a column. The first

assiznment was to "copy the column of problems on your clear card." This

task was done at the beginni of the arithmetic lesson anti took from te,n

to.twelve minutes. The cards c leted by the pupils were then collected.

The second

It solve all

card." To

copying,of

example of

results, we

assignment, which wa: given at the end of ehe lesson, was to

the problems in'tirder and write the answers on the experiment r's

some degree it was thus Possible to separate mistakes in t

signs from sign errors in the operations--or answers. An

a sign error in the answer is "4 x 3 = 7." In processing he

were interested primarily in non-switching errors, that is,

sign errors in the signs and answers of the last three examples in the

column. In a second experiment on the following day 41et'us agree'to call

it the control experiment), no special changes'were made in its conditions,
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and all of the, conditions of the first experiment frOm the previous

day were repeated as exactly as possible.'

The transition to other arithmetical operations in the column's

last three problems caused a significant number of the pupils to make

non-switching sign errdrs in both the basic and the,control.experiments.

From 6.6 to 7.6 percent of all the signs copied by the pupils in the '

indicated problems were copied incorrectly (discounting whether the

errors were corrected or not). The corresponding percentages of mistakes

inwriting down answers varied from 7.8 to 9.9 percent in different

experiments (see Tables 1 and 2). A comparison of all the mistakes made

by the examinees in the two consecutive experiment6--the basic and the

,control--showed that no statistteally reliable change in the number of

sign errors made in.copying and in roperations" (answers) was observed

(see Tables 1 and 2).

Table 1

Correctness of Signs For $asic
and Control Experiments in Four Studies

.
Study

IV

Total cases 423 303 567 483

Percentage of mistakes in the
basic experiment . 7.6 8.9 10.2 8.7

Percentage of mistakes in the
control experiment . . . 6.6 10.9 5.1 3.5

Difference in percentage of the
mistakes in the basic and
the ,control experiments. . +1.0 -2.0 +5.1 +5.2

ReliNbility coefficient* of the
difference between the re-
tults of the basic and the
control.experiments. . . . 1.1 0.8 3.2 3.5

This is the ratio of difference to the stAndard error of the
differenae--a t statistic (Ed.).



Table 2

Correctness of Answers for Basic
and COntrol Experiments in Four Studiest

Study

IV

Total dases 423 303 567 483

Percentage of mistakes in the
basic experim4nt 9.9 8.6 13.6 14.1

Percentage of mistakes in the
control experiment . . 7.8 11.9 13.9 5.6

Difference in percentagg of
the mistakes of the
basic-and the control
experiments +2.1 -3.3 -0.3 +8.5

Reliability coefficient of
the difference between
the results of the basic
and the control experi-
ments e 1.1 1.3 0.2 4.5

.

The results,obtained 4n each of the two experiments in the first

study were in complete conformity with regularity A. 'The operation sign

(+) remained the same-in the first seven problems; only the numbers

changed. Therefore, the operation sign (the sign feature of the problem).

lost signalness for some pupils'. Only the numbers, which varied, retained

signal value. As a result, when these pupils encountered the last three

problems they made sign errors in copying or in the answer. Here we

observe the negative influence of regularity A in the completion of.a
e-

school assignment. The,nature of regularity A's'usage completely deter-

mined this negative effect:. All the essential criteria'were not varied

in .t4 first seven problemv in the'column (the operation sign was constant).
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Studies II, III, and IV.

In are three succeeding studies the,plan described for the two experi-

ments,temained unChanged except that a training experiment was conducted

between these experiments (usually immediately before the control experi-

ment and during the same lesson)--the pupils had to copy and solve some

"praCtice4 problems. The results of the solution of the practice problets

were immediately checked and corrected. All the succeeding studies were

conducted each time with new examinees in different'class groups. There

was no preliminary selection of whole groups or of individual examinees.

In Study II, the 10'practice problems Were of the type 5 x

and Rix 1 = Only the, numbers were varied in the practice problems

of this'series.

changed- that i

In comparison with the basic experiment, the sign liad

, a multiplication rather than'an addition sign was

constant. (Sucii sequential contraposing of different operations is widely

employecritin the first-grade,arithmetic.text.book by Pchelko and Polyak

[15]. The experimehts with 101 examinees grom 3 new classes) show the

results of this.) 'Neither mistakes in the.wtiting down of signs nor

sign errors in the.answers decreased in the control experiment when cora,-

pared with the basic experiment. On the contrary, there Was some tendency

toward an increase In both types of mistakes (although4tatical1y this

was not completely reliable--see Tables 1 and 2).

It could be conjectured that the positive influence of regularity A

would be manifested in the conditions of Study II. In the basic experi-

ment of this,study the pupils dealt with 8 addition problems, and in the

training experiment, with 10 problems in another operationmultiplication.

In other words, there was a situation of sequential contraposing. The

prOblems in the basic and in th training experiments differed only in

essential features (signs.and numbers). Consequently, it .could be expected

that the signalness of the operation signs would increase after the basic

and the training experiments, and that the number of both types of sign

errors would, in turn, decrease in the conerol experiment. Actually, as

stated above, mistakes did not at all decrease in the contfol experiment,

and even had s6me tendency to,,increase.
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Apparently, there were certain additional.condition operating in

the described experiments that disguised the anticipated positive in-

fluence ofregularity A. The age peculiarities of our examinees might

have been such supplementary conditions. They weve primary-school

pupils for whom sequential contraposing.did not facilitate the differ-

entiation' of problems according to their essential features, and

likewise'did not ensure the positive influence of regularity A. In

order to test the role of the indicated factors in Studies III and IV,

we introduced intermittent contraposing.

Ten practice problems of the type 4 + 2 = and 4 x 2 =

were used in Study III. Here the numbers were constant and only thee

signs varied. The seqgential order of the signs ensured intermittent

contraposition (+, x, x, +, x, +, +, x). There were 189 examinees in

six class groups. In the control wor,k there was a decrease in the

number of mistakes in copying signs, but no change in the number of

incorrect answers. This conclusion was statistically reliable (see

Tables 1 and 2).

In 10 practice problems in Study IV, both of the essential problem

felitures w&-e varied: tbe signs and the numbers. For example:

4 + 2 = , 7 x 1 = . There were 161 examinees in five classes.

A comparison of the basic and the control experiments showed a statis-

tically reliable decrease in the number of both types of sign errors in

the control experiment (see Tables 1 and 2).

The results of Studies III and IV fully confirm the influence of

regularity A on young schoolchildren in the conditions of intermittent

contraeosition. Correctness in copying signsppresupposes the signalness

of the sign feature. We varied the operation signs in both series,

which caused their signalness to increase for a number of examinees and

led to a regular decrease in the number of mistakes in copyAig the signs.

Writing down answers correctly further required the signalness of both

essential problem features--sign and number. Therefore, when we used

regularity A to increase the signalness of only the number feature (ag

in Studies I and II), or of only the sign feature (as in Study III), it

did not result in a decreased number of incorrect answers. As we would
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then expect, this positive effect was observed.in Study IV under conditions

where the problems were immediately differentiated according to all (two)

of theessential features.

Our research has thus Shown with statistical reliability that, first

and foremost, regularity A has significance in one areaelementary-school

.1. arithmetic instruction. But we can also now assume that this regularity

has broad significance and is relevant tO the most varied areas of human
,

R

activity. This research.has further demo strated that certain supplemen-

tary conditions can have essential signteicance. In particular, both

Fthe positive and the negative influenca of regularity A--as well as its

.
lackof.influenceon the:pupils' completion of a school assignment were

observed to depend on suCh conditions in our experiments. The results

we obtained in these experiments depended on such variable supplementary,

conditions as:

1) The choice of perceived objects ("problems")

a) which individual, essential features of thecibjects
being differentiated we made different or identical; .

b) whether or not the objects being differentiated differed
in all essential features.

2) Th teiliPor,a1 relationships between the objects being presented:

the equential or intermittent contraposing of these objects.
..,

certain.v iable conditions in our work were only outlined. The

sign and number features of the problems in our experiments were separable

(they could be separated from one another). In our earlier work o school-

!children's mastery of elementary geometrical knowledge [7, 93, th varying

and the constant features of the geometric featurestheir form and their

spatialpositionwere inseparable.

Thus, we are able to ascertain the effectiveness of regularity A in

changing thesivalness of both separable and inseparable features.

Further'study-of this regularity will be required in order to identify

its specific manifestation(s) under different conditions, with separable

and with inseparable features. Deeper study of all of the conditions

namedand possibly of the many other variable.ones as well--is necessary.

Without' such an accounting, the expedient use of regularity A for prac-

tical goals will be impossible.
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Report III:

The Use o'f the Regularity of Difierentiating Complex OhAects

in the Teaching of ArithMetic Operations with Sums Less than 10.

In the previous report involving experiments with pupils from grades

1 and 2, a regularity was verified and tentatively deSignated "regUlarity

A." We studied that regularity primarily fri-the stiengthening of differ-
. -

entiations that had beencelaborated in the past. Under those circumstances

the signalness Of identical signs decreased while the signalness of dif-
.

ferent signs increased. Our"current work will Japclude the study of

regularity A in the conditions of the formation of new connections. If

our earlier workswas directed at clarifying methods of removing pupils'

errors, our present task will be to prevent errors from arising from the

very beginning by finding methods of uslng regularity tA in the formation

of new connections.

In analyzing the textbook in arithmetic for grade 1 [15], as well

as methodological handbooks for teachers [1, 17, and others], we observed

that an obvious preference is given in both the textbook and the handbooks

to the method of sequential contraposition. Examples and problems are

selected, there in an appropriate fashion.
4

Thus., inthe textbooks's

introduction of two opposite Japerations (addition and subtraction, ciulti-r

plication and division), exercises are first given.on working out one-
operation without the other. As a rule, the illustrative lesson units in

the metha4g.logical handbooks follow the textboOk. These operations, in

the coverage of each new topic (adding and taking away 1,,2, 3, and so

on) are not only introduced separately, but also are introduced in dif-
.

ferent lessons.from the.very beginning of systematic study of the section

called "Addition and Subtraction." The gap between different operations

is subsequently increased still more by the-appearance in the textbook

of entire topicsConsisting of several lessons each under the immediate

Translated by Harvey Edelberg.

4In this report we will not spt forth the results of our investigation
into the application of regularity A to instruction in problem solving.
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headings of,"Addition without Passing through the Bounds of Sums Less

Than Ten" [15:65], "'Increasing by Several units" [15:67], and so on.

Thus, from the outset, there is lacking the differentiation of problems,e

on addition and subtractioh, which could have been distinguished according

to all essential features (they should be distingUished not only by

numbers, but also by operation signs). Only after one operation on a

certain topic has been reinforced are exercises on the other operation

and intermittent exercises on both operations introduced, with many

fewer lessons allotted to the latter than were spent on the individual

study of ,one operaiion or another.

Apparently, under the influence of textbooks and methodological

handbooks, there is a widespread fear among methodologists and elementarr-

school teachers that the "simultaneous" (intermittent) introduction at

the very beginning of opposite and generally different operations can

only mix up the pupils, gtve rise to the confusionsof-different operations,

and make difficult the whole process of learning. One cannot consider

this judgement alone, but must subject it to.expbrimental-testing under

the actual conditions of instruation.

In the previous investigation conducted-with pupils in grades 1 and

2, it was shown that the i'mtermittent contraposing of arithmetic problems

requiring different operations better promoted the isolation of features

necessary in the perception and solution of these problems than did

sequential contraposIng. One can assume that the indicated advantage of

intervittent contraposition is also preserved in the formation of new

connections. In sequential contraposition two series of objects (for

example, two columns of problems) 'are presentea. Within each series the

objects do not differ in all of their essential features (for example,

they have identical signs); only the objects of the two different series

differ at once from one another in all essential features (for ex' ple,

in both number and sign). Apparently, the r:eason for the ineffect eness

of sequential contraposing lieS ip the following two peculiarities o

regularity A when it is manifestedder such contraposing: 1) the objects

of one and the same series are identical, even if only in one feature.

Therefore, regularity A must act,here in a negative direction--identical
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features may become non-signalling---I 2) the objects of different

sequential series are distinguished by. 411 essential features. This

must foster a positive manifestation of regularity-A in the relation-

ship of all of these features, although the time interval between

the objects of the different series does hinder this. The latter

interval is significantly greater, on an average, than the interval

betmeen objects df one and the same series, and it is possible for

this reason that the positive effect of regularity A maskA the negative

effect (see.the first peculiarity enumerated above). Our task consists

of veriryi)g our hypothesis concerning the advantages of intermittent

contraposition in the formation of thdse new connections that form the

basiS of calculating operations within the:limitations orthe natural

numbers with sums less than ten.

Experimental instruction was organized in. grade 1-b of School

Number 672 in Moscow. The control grades were 1-a and 1-C of the same

School.
5

Until the tenth of October, 1960, all three grades were

instructed strictly according to the textbook and the'teaching methods

in general use--which were adapted to that textbook. On October 10 we

conducted background control work in all_three classes, before going on

to the systematic section entilled "Addition and Subtraction." The

children had to copy and solve a column df five problems: In the first

three, they had to add 1; in the fourth, subtract 1; and in the fifth,

again-add 1. All of these operations were already well known tO the

pupils. Thus, the-summary errors they -made in the answers did not

interest us nearly as much as those which depended on the incorrect

copying of signs. According to the number of sign-copying errors made

in working the, column's last two problems, grade 1-b made the greatest

number of errors. Grade 1-a made three mistakes, 1-c made five mistakes,

and grade 1-b made eight mistakes. (Relative to the total number of
4

observations made in each class, the percentages were 4.8, 9.3, and 12.1,

5"I express' my deep thanks to the school's Director, S. G. Amirjanov,
and to the foi,ewiug teachers for their great help in conducting the
investigation:t T. N. Akhapkina, L. V. Maksimova, and N. I. Titova.
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respectively.) Since the number of errors was greatiat-in 1-b, that

grade was ct"n to be the aperimental class. In what follows, the

control classes were instructed, as before, according to the textbook.

They were used as a basis for evaluating the effectiveness of the method

of, sequential contraposing. In the egfe-rimental class, addition and

subtraction were studied "simultaneously" from the very beginning or,

more precisely, through.the method of intermittent contraposition.

The results were used to evaluate the effectiveness of our-earlier

introduction to.intermittent contraposition.

In order to achieve a better realization of the principle of

intermittent contrapesing, we decided to start from a logical structure

of numbers. we shall take as an example-problem the number 3. The

children successively mastered the knowledge of all cases of addition

and subtraction within the limits of this number by first taking real

objects, effecting real operations with these objects, and then con-

. sidering them in the abet-rect.
6

+ 1 3, 3 - 1 2 (this latter

operation was introduced immediately as the inverse of the first),

1 + 2 3, and 3 2 - 1. Different operations in'the study of the

structure of the remaining numbers in the first ten were contraposed

in an analogous manner. (It is possible to repzesent the logic of

our consideration of all the cases by the set of formulas: x + y a,

a - y x; y:+ x a, and a x = y --where x ,,and y assume, con-

secutively, all values from 1 to 9, and a < 10. In 'each successive

topic, the quantity a increases by 1.) As a result, a table of

addition and subtraction for the numbers 2 to 10, ighich the children

understood without particular difficulty, was put together step by step.7

6Here it Is important to emphasize that such general principles as

"from the graphically active to the abstract," and others, were not
objects of special study; we therefore tried to put them into practice in

equal measure in both the control classes and the experimental class.

7It is true that such instruction logic almost completely excluded

the possibility of using the textbook for home (and class) assignments

which, of course, gave known advantages to the control classes. We were

not able to use even those sections of the textbook in which examples or

problems on both operations were alternated. However, the advantages

originating for the control classes in all other relations except the one

being' studied (the use of regularity A), could only increase the reliability

of the results of our investigation.
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Calculating exercises for each topic were set up in the textbook

according to the,principle of sequential contraposition, as indicated

above; but this, in turn, excluded the possibility of prbceeding from

the logic of the number structure. In fact, the order of studying

operations in the textbook is rflect.e.d in such headings as "Add and

Subtrgt'2" (at first only add, and so on), "Add and Subtract 3," and

le
so on. According to this orde r subtrahend and second addend remain

constant each time, and all of e remaining components (numbers and

signs) change. (It is possible to generalize the siven principle in

, the form of two formulas: x + a -,-- y 'and y a .. x, where x and

a change from 1 to 9 and y < 10. In each Successive topic the

quantity a increases by 1.)

The following question may arise: Does not this Study of number

structure constifute that supplementary factor by which experimental

instruction was distinguished from instruction in the control classes,

and which thereby caused the difference tn results? Here one must bear

in mind the fact that the study of number structure is also given a
,

. great deal of attention in the ordinary teaching methodology. Specifi-

'cally, the pupils in our control classes answered questions about the

composition of these or those numbers with as much succesS as the pupils
,

in the experimental class. The difference consisted mainly in the fact .

that in the control classes the structUre of numbers was 44udied primarily

in connection with the synthesiase.numbers,by means of addition, while

in the experimental class this savle composition was revealed equally by

both synthesis and analysis, by addition and by Subtraction. As we can

see,.the possible influence of the indicated supplementary factor

apparently boils down to tbat basic difference in ways of combining the

contrasting operapions (which' has also served as the fundamental subject

of our investigation). Thal is, it reduces to the difference between

sequential and intermittent contraposing.

Approximately two months after the new instruction in the experimental

class, three identical control tasks were introduced in all three classes

(with two .4r1ants per class). In each class theSe tasks were cOnducted

at the time of transition to the study of the_second ten natural numbers;
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that is, roughly at the same time in all thve classes. In the first

control work the pupils had to copy and solve three columns of five

problems each. The problems were arranged alte tely in two operations

(in random order, but with no more than two repe tions of one operation--

either addition or subtraction). Problems on all types of operations--

within the limits of the natural numbers up to ten--were used, including

those with the answer 07

In the second control task the examples in columns two and three

were more complex trinomial problems (of the type 10 - 2 - 5 ?).

Table 3 shows the difference in results between the experimental and

normal methods of instruction in both control task.
8

This difference

it

*Table 3

Errors in the Answers to the
Problems of the Two ControLTasks

Results'

...... 0...w.W,..-
Total numbei of

. problems solved 495 915 384 660

1

Percentage of incor-
rect solutions 3.6 7.5 7.8 13.6

1st Corilrol Task

Exnerimenta
Class

2nd Control Task

Control Exterimental
Class Class

Control
Class

The difference in per-
centages between the
quantity of mistakes
in the experimental
class and that of the
control classes

The coefficient of
reliability of this
difference

3.9

3.3

5 8

e

)1/4

8
Ln the two control classes the percentages of incorrect solutions were

rouhly equal to oae anotaer, werc always :114;:lcr tilax ia.tile experimental
class. This allcwer 1q to combine the re4u1ts from the two control classes

,

in our reliability computation.



in favor of the experimental instruction was completely reliable statis-

tically (the' coefficient of reliability, that is, the ratio of the dif--
P

lerence in results to the mean error of this difference, exceeded 2.6).

hi the.general mass of incorrect answers the number of sign errors in

the answers was negligible: i In both the-tasks the zontrol-class pupils

committed 7 errors, while the expriméntal-class students did not make

a single mistake--even a rrected one. Meanwhile, we could apparently

judge more simply the me ts of different kinds, of contraposing of

arithmetic operations the ratio of sign errcirs in the classes. A

third control task (as 1ways, with two variants per clasp) was conducted

for the purposes of further selecting appropriate facts. The pupils

had to copy from the board .ind solve three columns of nOrmal, binoiial

problems--with five problems per column. The difference between this

(the third) and the first two control tasks consisted in the fact that

here addition was repeated four times In the first column:and then was

Dfollowed bY a last problem (in the same column) in subtraction. As

was, shown in Report II, this device promOtes a negative manifestation of

regularity A. In the given case it was bound to help show the .Stability

of the differentiation of various operatiOns under different methods of

instruction. The superiority of the experiMental class appears particu-
,

larly distinctly against a background of the very first control tak.--

mentioned above As backgroun'd contiol work, and conducted in all.classes

before experimental instruction was.begun, And used to select the experi-

mental and control classes. l'he experimental class went from last to

first place in the number of mistakes made in copying signs (see Table 4).

The difference in results in this last task between the experimental and

the control classes is statistically completely reliable (see Table 4).

One can ,add that all of the errors in the eXperimental class (and there

were 3 of them) were correeted.by the pupils themselves,'while in.the

control classes precisely half of all the errors were uncorrected ones

(17 and 17-34 in all).

Included in the examples of the third control task was a special

addition problem containing a transition past the sums less than ten

(for example, 8 +.3). The successful solution of such a problem during

,
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, Table 4

Sign Errors in Copying Probleps Before
and After VarioUs Methods of InAtr tion

Control Work,

10/10/60.,

6

Control Work
10/13/60

Experimental ,Control t Experimental
Class Class Class

Total number of problems
solved '

Cases of sign errors in
copying (in percentages
of the general number

,of problems)

The difference in percen-
tages between the quantity
of, mistakes in the experi-
tal class and that of the
control.classes

. The coefficient of reliability
of this difference

66 116 '450

12.1 6.9 ,0.7

..

12.1 - 6.9 5.2

1.1

,Control
Class

960

3.5

3.5 - 2.8*

3:9

414.

this period, when the classes had yet to begin studying the second ten natural

numbers and their corresponding operations, served as an indicator of the

pupils' degree of auxiliary preparation at home. In this case it turned

out-that the experimental grade had no advaqages over the control classes.

The number of incorrellit solutions afid refusals to complete the problems

proved to be identical (4) in all classes. From this point on it was-possible

to judge, to a certain degree, that the difference in fundamental results

was not determined by a-difference in home preparation between the experi-

,mental and control grades (which, in any case, would have beenunlikely

before checking), but depended instead, on the differene use of regularity
4

A in these classes.

'Thus, we also observed the manifestation of regularity A in the develop-
% .

ment of new connections on complex objects (Er before, we saw it here in

terms of the strengthening of connections). Moreover, intermittent c9n-

traposing better promoted the development of correct apd strong connections

thali did sequential conttaposing.
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Report IV:

The Relative Difkicuity. for Pupils of.Three Types/

of Indirect Problemp on Addition and Subtraction*

51With this report we begin a presentation of the results of an inves-

tigation of the regularity of the differentiation ef complex objects

- (regularity A)
9 under conditions accompanying the solution of arithmetic

problems expressed in oblique form (more briefly, oblique, or indirect

problems). The choice of these conditions was determined by two serieg

of ednsiderations..

First,these problems have peculiarities not taken into.account in
7

the earlier studies of regularity A:

a) the aifferentiated objects in this study are characterized by
a greater complexity, in view of which even the essence of some
partiCular features, i.e., their connection with the required
operations, is not entirely obvious:.

b) the objects are completely or partly presented:in verbal formiL

c) the pupils' response activity is significantly more Complex:

d) the degree'of the distinction of Objects according to a given
feature is varied.

Second, it is common knowledge that these problems are of kreat

difficulty for the,pupils. Ag early as 1958 they were completely removed
. .

from the first-grade.curriculum. At present some indirect problems are

studied ih Ole second grade, e.g., problems On finding the minuend or

addend. Even her4.however, matters are unsatisfactory [14]. 'The existing

methods of.teaching how to,solve indirect problems undoubtedly need per-

. fection. Until now we have had no psychologically based answer to questions

of such primary importance to school practice as:.

Translated by David A. Henderson

9Regularity A may be formulafed -briefly as: If the complex objects

perceived by a man are identical in some features and different in others,
and various reactions are redeveloped or strengthened in these objects,
then the different features acquire Tredominant significance (for more
details see Report III).
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a) What is the relative value of the method of contraposition among
'the other methods of singling out theleatures of arithmetic

problems?

b) What types of indirect problems is it expedient to teach firlpte

c) When Should the contraposition of direct and indirect problems

' be introduced--before consolidating abilities to solve direct

,
problems or at the very time'puch abilities are being developed?

What should be the form of concrete methodological devices for

successful instruction.in the solution of indirect problems as

opposed to direct problems?

We assumed that consideration of regularity A was of no little im-

portance in answering these queStions, at'Ieast in the first approximation.

AlSO, in answering these questions by experimental means, we hope to as-

certainthe peculiarities of the phenomena of regularity A in the new

circumstances indicated above.

Before approachinghe study of these four questions, we should do

some preliminary work,on the classification of indirect problems in their

connection with direct ones. The major goal (and the basic difficulty)

of such work consists in finding the objective criteria, features, on

which a classification can be founded. Then we must ascertain, ai least

hypothetically, how the various types of problems relate in difficulty for

the pupils. This.is necessary to establish any sequence for teaching the

devices for solving problems of the various types. Such are the main

tasks of the present report.

To determine the general principle for the classification of indirect

problems we can limit outselves to problems'on addition and subtraction.

Problems on the other oPerations may easily be included in 'the common\

scheme of problem types that is obtained by the classification of indirect

*addition and subtraction problems.

All varieties of simple direct and indirect addition and subtraction

problems can be solved identically In one of two ways:

I. A -I- B = ? (S)

II. S - A = (B) or S B Q (A)

where S (sum indicates the "whole" total number, and Au and B are

parts of this whole.' The two plans for solving problems (number problems

represent, essentially, the notation of two algorithms of addition and
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subtraction problems. But in the 'framework of these algorithms it is

still impossible to differentiate the direct and the indirect problem.ag,

The specific features of these problems lie outside their common algorithma;'

these features come forth when the actual texts of direct problems are

compared with each bther and when those of indirect problems are compared

with each other, on the one hand, and flso when the texts of direct

problems are compared with text's of corresponding indirect problems, on

the other.

Let us compare generalized texts:3f all the basic variants of direct

and indirect problems, e.g., of the type:

1. Direct problems:

a) There were A objects of the first kind. There were B more
of the second-kind than of the first kind. How many objects
of the second kind were.therev?

b) There were S objects of the first kind. There were B fewer
objects of the second kind thdh of the gfirst kind. How many
objects of the second kind were there?

2. Indirect problems:

a) There were $ objects of the first kind. There were B more
objects of the iirst kind than of the second kind. How
many objects of the second kind were there?

b) There were A objects of the first kind. There. were B%fewer
objects of the first kind than of the second kind. How many
objects of the second kind were there?

The concrete formulas for these problems will be:

1. a) A + B = ? (S); b) S B = ? (A)

2. a) ? (A) + B = S; (b) ? (S) - B = A.

A.

As we see, the direct problems differ in only one component.
lp

This

component is the word more or fewer. Similarly, indirect.problems differ

in only one component. This is the same two words, more.and fewer. Let

us call this component distinguishing the direct and Andirect problems

given above Distinctive Feature I. In our example this feature has

variants '(the words more and fewer).

10
Here S always denotes the whole, and A and B denote its parts.

At the same.Lime, different literal designations of data in the texts
of problems (A, B, S, B) do not denote differences in the numerical
quantities of,different problems. 'In particular, A in one of the
problems can denote the same quantity as s in another of these problems.



A second essential feature of direct problems: is 'the feature that

allows the distinction of an indirect problem from the corresponding one.
11

-Let us agree to call it-the distinctive feature of the direct and the *
.indirect problem, Feature II, for short. In our example (see the formulas

,.

for the fonr problems, above). Feature II will be the position of the

unknown in the problem's.structure.

Here one variant of Feature.II--the unknown--is in the unsigned part
. .

oi the equation; this variant.characterizes direct problems. rThe second

variant of the same f A ture objectively characterizes indirect problems.

The unknown stands in he.signed part of the equation.
,

I 'solving a previously unknown iNbleM, be it direct or indirect,
,

the pupil' operations shoulalpe determined by both features, I and II.

Let us call this.set ob the tiro. fienieures Rtather, of variants of these

features) a complex feature. N., :

Using Featurys I and II then, we obtain the..following clapsification

of simple arithmetic problems on addition and subtraction:

Direct problems

Formulas: 1) A +'B = ? Tfl 2) S - B = ? (A). The unknown is in

the unsigned part of the equati . Feature I can be distinctly expressed

in a verbal formulation of the pro lem owing to special lexical units:

more, fewer, added, took away, was obtained. In the actualtexts of

problems all these words may be represented by their equivalents:

more =more expensive, higher, longer, . added = flew together, gave

more, .; was obtained = was, remained, was.altogether, etc. In the

following formulation Feature.I is lacking: "There were A objects of one

-Jltrind and B objects of another kind. How many objects of the two kind§

were there?"

sc,

*4 11
n,e will call prolylems 4hat are not differentiated by Feature I

flc orresponding" direct and indirect problems.
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Indirect Problems

The unknown in the formulas of these problems is in the signed part

,of equatiens.

Type I--indirect problems. Formula: B + ? (A) = S. tFeature I is

absent from the verbal formulation of the problem. One possible variant_

of the formulation is: "There were S objects of two Lnds. There were

B objects of one kind. How many objects of the other kind were there?"

Such problems may be transformed into direct problems with the addition

of several words--carriers of Feature I ("they took," "the rest," etc.)
12

Type 2--indirect problems. The second type of indirect problem

includeS the following variants of formelation (in general terma):

a) There were some. When B was added, S was obtained. How many were

there? b) There were A. When several were added, S was obtained.

How many were added? c) There were several. When Bwere taken away,

A was obtained. How many were there? d) There were S. When several,

were taken awaY, B was left. How many were taken away? The concrete

formulas of these four problems will be: a) ? (A) + B S;,

b) A + ? (B) = S; c) ? B = A; d) S ? (A) = B.

.Type 3--indirect problems. arhe third type of indirect pToblem

includes problems on increasing and decreasing. The generallermulations

of the two possible variants of such problems were given above (? (A) + B = S

? (S) B = A).

Since a characterization of the unknown is required for solving the

problem, we can transform indirect problems of types II and III into

direct problems where this 4haracter1zation is given, i.e., turn the

12
The carrier of Feature I in indirect problems of the first type

-may be real operations with objects. In teaching such problems, the
teacher usually accompanies the text of the problems with actual operationp
with objects, gestures, etc. Independently or with the teacher's help the__
children name these operations with the appropriate words which, of course,
is equivalent to transforming an indiect problem into a direct problem.

4
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in irect problem intó-a direct one. As a result of such transformation,
,

instead of the four formulas we obtain the two basic algorithms (given

above) for Simple addition and subtractionl;roblems (coinciding with

the formulas of direct prOblems): 'A B = (S); S = B = ? (A).

The difference between the second and third types of indirect problems

consists.in: 1) a different number of possible variants (2 add 4); 2) two

quantities figure ip problems of the third tyPe, and in problems of the,

second type we are.dealin, with changes in a single quantity; 3) Features I -

and II are lexically more fully, expressed in problems of the second type.

For example, in a problem of the third type there is only one word, the

carrier of Feature I (=tie or less or their equivalents). At thç same

time, in problems Df the second typg there are more.such words (in actual

texts besides the word added, as in our generalized text (see'abOve),

words like there were altogether, still, remained are also possible).

Practical school instructibn shows that with the existing methods

of instruction, indirect problems are more difficult for children than

direct ones. This statement scarcely needs further checking. The cauSes

of difficulties arising in children when solving indirect problems derive,_

we must assume, from the methods of instruction. Existing methods of

instruction do not ensure proper utilization of regularity A when the so-

lution of simple problems is beitig taught. Even in the first half of the

first year of instruction there develop.in the pupils firm associations

between the variants of Feature I apd the arithmetic operations being ,

perforMed: between the words "added," "more," or their equivalents and

addition, and betwee94the words "took away," etc.: and subtraction. The

subjects do not differentiate problems by Feature II. This is understandable

because this feature does not have signalness--instead of the comple,i feature,

iis Feature I which wholly determines the children's operations._ It is

no accident that the most typical and very stable mistake of pupils is that

thec' solve inditect probl4MVAS2Airect ones.
13

The incorrect Solution in

this case is determined only-by the variats of-Feature I,

-1'

13The tremendous difficulties'in overcoming these errors occasioned;
unfortunately, the removal of indirect problems of all three types from
the first-griAue curriculum, and problems of the third type from the elemen-

tary school curriculum altogether.
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We decided to compare the aifficulty bf the three types of' indirect

problems. It may be assumed that problems of the first type should be

least difficult and problems of the third type, the most difficult. This

assumption Is based on the following considerations.

Success in solving all simple problems is determined by the signalness

of the complex feature (see above). The vatiants of Feature I (mere--

fewer, gave--took,,etc.) are opposed to one another. The variants of

Feature II ("both quantities in the signed part of the formula are known"
II

one quantity is known, the other is not") are not in an opposing relation-

ship; in other words, the variants of Feature I differ from one another

more than the variants of*Feature II. We conducted earlier laboratory

experiments [5, 8] with two complex stimuli whose peculiarities were:

a) each of the dtimuli, characterized by two features, had one of two

variants of one feature and one of two variants of the other feature;

b) the variants of the first feattire were opposed to one another, the

variants of the second feature were relatively little different from one

another; e) when showneone of the complex stimuli, the subject was to

perform one operation, and when shown the other complex stimuli, another

operation; d) the variants of both features were more visual and simpler

thau variants of Features I and'II, with which we are now concerned.

Hence, we may consider thpt the processes occurring in these laboratory

experiments are a model of the processes occurring in the solufion of

arithmetic problems of the types we are now considering. The laboratory

experiments showed that under the described conditions the variants of

the first feature became dominant, i.e., the subject reacted in some way

contingent upon the variants of this feature. The variants of the second'

feature, however, are recessive, i.e., the pupilsJ react ons are not

contingent upon them. It is possible that the processes of the perception

of the first featuritpede the processes of the perception of, the second

featUre. Bearing this in mind, one may also'presume that, in the solutiOn

of the arit.,hmetic problems we are examining the variants of Feature I will
...-

be (at 1,east in some pupils) dominant, and the variants of Feature II will

recede into the background. Rut, as we already said, the solution of a

problem, correct not only in its,results but also in its structure, should
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bq determined by the variants of both the features. Consequently, it is

to be expected that either the. pupils will err in their solution of._problems

where the required operiation does not correspond to a variant of Feature I

(when, for example, the word pore is.in the conditions, bUt the true

operation.is subtraetion)or the solutionprocess will be delayed. But

Feature I is absent Trom the conditidhs of the first type of indirect

problems, so the phenomena just described canpot occur. With this as a

starting point, one must assume that the first type will be easier, i.e.,

the pupils will make the least number of errors here.

In the conditions of indireci problems of the third type the difference -

between the-variants of Feature I is greater than in indireCt problems of

the second'type. Hence we may expect indirect problems of the third type to

be more difficult for the pupils.

To ascertain the relative difficulty of the three indirect probj.em

types and to check the above stated theoretical proposition of the unequal

difficulty of these problems, we conducted two variants.of control work.

for all types of problems. The texts of problems,pf one variant were:

1), "Nine trees were growing at the 'entrance of a school, birches
and poplars. There were 7 birches. Hoi:i many poplars were

there?"

2a) "Vasya had several acorns. _When he planted 3 acorns, lie had

6 left. How many acorns did Vasya have to start with?"

[16: problem 224]

2b) "Sasha had 5 stamps. When he was given several more stamps,

he had 8 altogether. How tany stamps was Sasha given?"

3) "Seryozha had 5 apples, Seryozlia. had 2 apples more than Misha

had. How many apples did Misha have?"

.
The control experiments were conducted at tha end of the first or at

the very beginning of-the second year of instruction. Before this time,

the usual instruction following the curriculum aud the workbook had not

included a single bne of these three' types of indirect problems (in the

classes we studied).

In working out the resultA, we considered the-percentage of pupils

who completely solved the problém correctly. Moreover, to best delimit

the different types of problems according to difficulty, we also added

together the percentage of pupil's with wholly correct solutions and

pupils who made one specific error--incorrect notation of the operation.
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Here the unknown number was found correctly, but it figured in the nota-

,tion not as the result (the ansWer), but as an alreadY known quaniity.. -

An exaMple of this kind of error, in the solution of the first of the

4 problems given above is: 7t 2t 9t '(the unknown is 2t).

Table-5

Relative Success it Solving
the Various Indirect.Problems
Before the Special Instruction

Total NuMber Solved Completely . Correct and Partly
Problem of Pupils Accurately Correct Solutions
Type Wirking In ' of the Total Number of Pupils

1 54 59.1 68.5

2a .44 31.8 59.1

2b 26 7.7 53.8
0-,

3 108 9.3 11.1

The results of the cont/ol work (see Table 5) confirmed our expecta-

tions. The most difficulties arose for pupils when they were solving

indirect problems of the third type, and the least, in solving problems

of the first type. The statistical elaboration of the results showed

the reliability of this statement.

Report V:

Schemes for Sblving Direct and Indirect

* Problems and the Planning, of Experimental Instruction*

The isolation in a problem of at least two essential features is a

necessary condition for te successful solution of direct and indirect

problems in a single'operation. Feature I is a feature by which the

Translated by Harvey Edelberg.
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generalized statements of both direct and indirect problems are distinguished

from one another in various arithmetical operations. The "symbolic" words ,

more-fewer, Aave7took, etc., appear in problemsHas variantm*-17of Feature I.

The gerieralized stadments,of those direct and indirect problems that are

not distinguished from one another by Feature I are distinguighad from one

another by Feature II, An example of Feature II is Where is there more?

or Who has more? Generalized variants of Feature II were defined in

Report IV in the following manner: In one variant the unknown is in the

unsigned part of the problem's formula; in the second variant the unknown

stands in the signed part of the formula. For example:

1) A + B X; -2) A + X w. S.

In order to facilitate the future comparison of various methods of

teaching the solution of problems, it is important to present the solution

of the problem diagrammatically. By way of illustration, let us take the

generalized statements of direct and indirect problems containing a single

operation and the words more and fewer.

I. Direct problems:

1) There were A objects of*the first kind. There were B more

objects of the second kind than of the first kind. How many

objects of the second kind were there?

2 There were A objects of the first kind. There were B fewer,

objects of the second kind than of the first kind. How many

objects of the second kind were there?

II. Indirect problems:

3) There were A objects of the first kind. There were B more

objects of the first kind than of the second kind. How many

objects of the second kind were there?

4) There were A objects of the first kind. There were B fewer

objects of the first kind than of the second kind. How many
-

objecis of the second kind were'there.

The corresponding diagrams for solving these problems will be as follows:

I. Direct problems:

1) (I - a, J1 -.a) Oa;

2) (I b, II - a) 0
s
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Indirect problems:

3) (I - a, II - b) Os;

4) (I II - b)

In all fdr diagrams'the following notations have been used for the

features that form the Statements of the problems, and for the operations

that must be performed in solving.the problems: I - a, I - b are two

variants of Feature I; 41,-;....2,and II b.are two variants of Feature II;

0 denotes the operation of addition; 0
s

denotes the 4eration of subtrac-a

tion. A comparison of the diagrams shows the follow2ng: a) direct pro4ems

1 and 2 differ in various arithmetical operations only by Feature I;

b) the dhme may be said about indirect problems-3 and 4; e) the direct-

indirect problem-pairs--1,and 3, 2 and 4--are distinguished only by
A

Feature II; d) finally, the direct-indirect problem pairs, 1-4 (requiring

identicel operations) and 2-3 (also requiring the identical cperation)

are simultaneously distinguished by both Features I and II.

According to regularity A, in the differentiation of complex objects,

it is the different feat res of those objects that acquire predominant

significance, th t is, a person's reaction ate determined chiefly by the

different featu es rather than by the -s ilarities. At the same time,

the identical 'features" become-ineffective, that is, they do iaot themselves

determine a person's reactions? In this connection, it is not only variants

of the feature encountered eAlier that become ineffective, but all other

variants of the feature as well.

According to iegularity A, in order to isolate a certain feature in

problems and to form operations according to .71q feature, the differentia-
,

tion mUst be such that the problems would be distingnishedonly by that

feature. Isolation of Feature I requires the juxtaposition and differen-

tiation (that.is, the generation of different reactions) of direct problems

by different Operations (see diagrams 1 and 2 above), or of indirect

problems by different operations (diagrams 3 and 4). Isolation of Feature II

must occur ifthe direct and indirect problems denoted above (in diagrams

No. 1 and 3, as well as in 2 and 4) are differentiated. In order to guarante

the effectiveness of both essential features of the problems, the differen-

tiation of all of the pairs of problems listed here is apparently required.

1
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ye should npte that noi every solution of p40.fs of different proble

is responsible for the advisability of using,regularity A and of isolatfig

necessary features. Here those problems requiring identical arithmet cal

operations-7Numbers 1 and 4 and Numbers 2 and.3 (see diagrams)--may serve

as an exaMple. The preservation of the same operation in the probleMs will

be a modification of unessential features only if the essential features

of the program do not vary. The conversion of a problem with diagram 1

to a problem with diagram 4--as with the conversion of type 2 to type 3--

does not mean a modification of unessential features, since,-in this

connection, Features I and II both change as well. Another example would

be a pair of problems composed on the principle of variation of only the

unessential features (an alteration of "plot" or numerical dataY.

Report VIi

A Comparison of the Effectiveness of Some

Methods of Teaching the Solution of Indirect Problems*

The e;t1Ing methOds of teaching the solution of problems in the

primary grades do not ensure the effectiveness of all the essential features

of the problems, In Report V twO features were pointed out whose isolation

indispensable for direct and indirect problems to be solved successfullY
.,

in one operation.
14

The general deficiency of exist4ing methods of instructior

consists, in part, of the inexpedient utilization of re%nlarity A in singling

out the above mentioned features in problems.

*G. M. Bakhromeeva and E. I. Galakhova of Moscow School No. 4 were
coauthors of this reWort, along with B. B. Rossov. Translated by
Harvey Edelberg.

14
Feature I--This is a feature by which the generalized statements of

both direct and indirect problems are distinguished from one another into
various arithmetical operations. The "symbolic" words more-fewer, save-took,
etc., appear In problems as variants of 'Feature I. The generalized statemenU
of those direct' and indirect problems that are not distinguished from one
another by Feature I,are distinguished from one another by Feature II. An
example of Feature II is "Where is there more?" or "Who has more?"
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In fact, according to an arithmetic textbook [1:5] and the current

cuiriculuq, first-grade pupils solve only direct problems. But since

direct problems can be distinguished only by Feature I (see Reports IV

and V), the differentiation of direct problems into various operations

can and does lead to the predominance of variants of Feature I. Feature II .

has only one variant in direct problems, and those_problems are not .

distinguishable from one another by this feature. ,According to regularity

A, the variant of Feature II in these circumstances is not supposed to

determine the pupils' operations, and actually does not determine them.

This non-signalness of Feature II in direct problems is also transferred

to the feature's other variant, contained in indirect problems. For this

reason, variants of Feature I also predominate in the indirect problems

wiith which 'the pupils first come in Contact; and it is no accident that

pupils solve indirect problems the same way they solve direct ones.

In the second grade the pupils turn to indirect problems on finding

the minuend and addend. Their problem book introduces these problems

without sufficiently contrasting them with direct ones--or.making any

connection at all between the direct and the indirect--and there are

sections of that book in which problems of only one type are selected.

Such headings as "Problems on,Finding the Unknown Mnuend" and "Problems

on, Finding the Unknown Addend" are typical of these sections. Iniifect

problems differ among themselves just as direct problems do--in Feature I

only. According to regularity A, the concentrated solution of indirect
,

problems alone promotes the dominance of Feature I. Moreover, the very

same variants of Feature 1 that call for a single arithmetical operation

in direct problems, correspond to the opposite operation in indirect

problems (addition instead of subtraction and vice versa--see the diagrams

of problemsolutions in Report V).. In circumstances where.Feature I is

t
dominant, an alteration of connections occurs among the pupils between

operations, on the ohe hand, and the variants of Feature 1, on the other.

After such an alteration the reintroduction of direct problems--and this

\is demonstrated by current instruction practices in the schools--is

(

frequently accompanied by errors in their solution.

\
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DeVices usually employed by teachers anerecommended by methodologists

to make the sOlution of indirect problems easier for students amount eitheT

to a Variation in.the'verbal formulations of Features Is and II, or to the.

conversion of indirect problems into direct,. ones by the insertion of the

corresponding sYmbolic words. A principle known in ehe literature as the

variation of unessential features forms,the basis.'for these devfees, which

may be useful at:specific stages in instruction. By theMserves, however,

they cannot guarantee the effective isolation of all the essential features

of the problems or the development ofthe necessary associations. The

authors OT arithmetic textbooks follow precisely the logic of the variation

of unessential featury when, in the first-grade problem book, they offer

only direct problems while, in the secoridrade book, they list 14 problems

in succession on determining the minuend an\i then 21 1.1ceess1.ve problems ,

on finding the Addend. In eath4of these cases only one variant of essentia

, Feature II is given. Instruction practices In$the schools indicate that all

of this contributes little to the isolation of'all the essential features

of problems and to the development of the Ability to solve problems.

Finally, many authors point to the opposition itself of direct and

indirect problemsAs one measure for overcoming mistakes whtn solving
,e

indirect problems:- There is no doubt that this particular method hUs

been'underestimated up to now. It is usually doiseussed superficially,

and then only after other methods; it is no accident that the method is

ignored la textbooks And,curricular guides on methods.

One mayAssume that the number of common features in the differentiate

items is significant for the success ul Isolation of the essential,

distinctive feature. It is possible that the necetsaryfeature can be'bet

isolated,under conditions in which minimal mumber of other common feattArl

exist, i.e by removing all sdiperfluous, distracting components and by

"paring" the two.essential problem-features ment 4d above. In order to

verify this assumption, an investigation was cried out in which the resu.

of '.to methods of teaching the solution of problems were to be compared:
4'

k

1) the method of iimnediately differentiating complete statements of the

probiems,,2).the method of at first-differentiating only some simplified

models of the problems.
P
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Report IV showed that, of the three tyPes of indirect problems,

those of Type 3 with the words more-fewer gave4pupils the most trouble.

'At the same time, there were grounds to expect that, with appropriate

instruction, problems of Type 3 would be entirely comprehensible to 1

first-grade pupils. In both methods of teaching, therefore, we decided

to begin instruction immediately with the more difficUlt indirect problems.
A

'to Type 3. We also thought it possible that, with successful instruction,

the ability to solve these more difficult problems'would be a positive

.factor in the solution of the easier problems of Types 1 and 2..

Our instruction by the first method adpered closely to the methodology

of Bantova, who achieved good results in the second grade (although-she

did use a sufficiently large number of exercises to solve the problems [3]).

Unlike Bantova, however, we began instruction in the first grade, and

therefore, limited ourselves'to one variety of the:Type 3, indirect problems--

problems of increase and diminution. The number of'exercises used in solving

such problems (and therefore the total amount of time expended on instruction)

was smaller in our case. We tried to create other, equivalent conditions of

instruction in the two grades while preserving ehe fundamental differences

between the methods of instruction. In this way we hoped to achieve

cqmparable conditions for charact izing the two methods.

In the first method of i uction the teacher would fully explain the

solutlon of a pair of problems such as the following (one direct and one

indirect):

1) Six mushrooms were growing under a fir tree; three mushrooms
more than the number under the fir tree'were growing untier a

birch tree. How many mushrooms were growing under the birch

tree?

2) Six mushtooms were growing under a fir tree; three mushrodhls more
than the number under the birch tree were growing under the fir

tree. How many mushrooms were growing under the birch tree?

The solution of these problems is diagramed as follows:

1) (I a, II- a) A-0 0; 2) (I a, II b)-i0g.15

The second pair of problems (numbers 3 and 4) differed ftom the first pair

in only one word: Fewer was substituted for more. Thus, the solution

15
I - a, I b are two variants of Feature I. II - a, II b are

variants of Featurd Ii. 0
a

denotes the operation of addition, 0
s

denotes

SubtractIon.



diagrams for the second pair are:

3) (I- b, II - a)--f0s; 4) (I - b, II - b)--,0a. The contrast

between the problems in each pair, in accordance with regularity A, promoted

the isolation of Feature, II; uth..ile the contrast between problems 1 and 3

or problems 2 and 4 had to'contribute to the isolation of Feature I.

Indirect,problems were solved by converting them into direct ones; for

example,.if a ) b, then b 4 a, and, in accordance with the word fewer (4)

subtraction was required. Moreover, the juxtaposition of a direct and

a corr Aponding indirect problem should have protected the pupils from

erroneously converting the direct problem. Thalteacher accompanied the

verbal explanations and the problem texts themselves with appropriate

drawings on the blackboard, but all of the fundamental relations between

quantities were given, of course, in verbal form.

Such is the peculiarity of teaching indirect problems on the basis

of their convertibility into direct ones. One typical ch;tracteristic of

this ffrst method of instruction is the minimal difference.between problems

with respect to any one feature and, at the same time, the presence of

,a large number of coMmon constituents. Thus, problems1 and 2 mentioned

above fu14y coincide lexically (in nineteen common words) and differ only

in the location of'the words birch tree and fir tre, that is, t.hey differ

only in Feature H.

In the second method of instruction we tried to reduce as much as

, possible the number of common constituents in the problems. ,By coatinuing

to simplify situations, we finally obtained certain models of elementry

situations (problems) in which many featuresscharacteristics of direct and

indirect problems were lost, but the two essential featurea--I and II-- were

preseved. "Model" situations were represdnted by two pairs of assignments

corresponding to the number of simulated problems.

The first assignment was a model of the first direct problem in

addition that was disCussed above: Each pupil had a set of colored mugs

on his desk. Using this set, the pupil had to put n red mugs on the left

side and n blue ones on the right side. Then the teacher asked that the

number of bluemuss be made m greater than the number of red ones. The

children added another m to their n blue mugs.
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The second assignment served as a model of the second problem--an
.49k

indirect one. Once again, the original n,red mugs and n blue ones lay

before the children and again they had to make the number of blue mugs

.m greater than the number of fed ones, but this time not by changing the

number of blue mugs.- Instead, the atudents, with tfie teacher's help,

yemoved m.mugs from the quantity of n red ones. In this way one quantity'

grew larger than the other by addition tothe-first or subtraction from

the second. Here we see Feature I--the word more, and Feature II-- the

color of the mugs to which it is necessary to add (one variant of Feature II)

or from which it is necessary to take away mugs (another variant of this

featuie). Thus, as befits the models, the general diagrams of the situations

coincide with the diagrams of the solutions to the first
e
(direct) and second

(indirect) problems above.

. In the third and fourth assignments the word more was replaced by the

word fewer, and the pupils' work was organized accordingly. Thus, the

model assignments--when compared with the problems--were.distinguished.trOm

pne another by a smaller number of words and did not require calculations

and verbal conversion into Another (mofe customary) form of'assignment.

Such was the first stage in the second method of iustruction.

In the second stage the teacher employed texts of direct and indirect

problems in.juxtaposition--juSt aa in the first method of instructionL-but

without using the principle of reciprocity. It was necessary to build a

little connecting bridge from the first-stage assignment to the solution
4

of the problems, since many of the children (about.407.) were unable to do

this independently. For that purpose wl taught the children to assume first.

that two numbers--a known and an.unknown--were equal to each other (" .

first let us suppose that there are as many under the birch tree as there

are under the fir tree. ."). The subsequent course of work was identical

to the one followed in completing the asignments fn the first stage of

instruction.

Experimental instruction by the first method was conducted in grade 1-A

of Moscow School Number 4 at the end of the 1960-61 academic year;

simultaneously, experimental instruction by the second method was being

carried out in the parallel' grade--1!-B. Before this special instruction

began, grade 1-8 had no advantage whatsoever over grade 1-A in the level

of arithMetic preparation. The number of pupils who correctly solved the
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descriptive, indirect problems of Type-3 did not exceed 9 to 11.5% of,all

,the pupils in the class--a figure corresponding to the average shown by

.the first and second grades in,a number of other schools that we investi-

gated.

The results of instructionSby the two methods showed the.superiority

of the second, model method of instruction (the one employed in grade 1-B).

This was expressed by the following: 1) In grade 1-B 61.8% of theA)upils

were already solving the control as'Signments correctly when doing their

- first control work after a single, first-stage assignment. In grade 1-A .

the fiigt cpntrol work was not conducted until the completion of three

assignments, and,even then the corresponding percentage was only 57.1.

After seven assignments, hOwever, the percent4e reached 64.7--hardly

towering over the Index of 61.8% achieved in grqde 1-B after just one

assignment.* 2) In all five of the corol exercises conducted in the

two grades after the same number of assignments, the results were better

in grade 1-8. 3) With the same amount of time devoted to instruction in

both grades (8 assignments of 20 minutes duration each), the highest

achievement in gxade 17B (90.6% solved correctly) exceeded that for grade

1-A (71%). The reliability coefficient for the difference in results

equals 2.0. 4) In grade 1-A symbolic errors in direct problems were

encountered in all control exercises. The percentages of pupils who

committed these errors in the five control exercises.are as follows:

2.9; 15.6; 8.6; 26.5; 12.9. In grade 1-B, on the other hand, not a single

such mistake was encountered during the same period .

One must assume that the reliability of the difference calculdted

above in pqint 3 actually would be higher if everything that was mentioned

in a(lr four points were considered. Moreover, the model instruction in

grade 1-B could have been even more effective had we made the transition

from the first to the second stage somewhat earlier. By the same token,

it was evidently possible to reduce the total number of assignments in

grade 1-B by roughly one-third withodt damaging the results.
16

16
Several ways for increasing the e

will be treated in another report.
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The merits of the model method of instruction became apparent in the

soiUticin of both direct and indirect problems which had been given only

in verbal form (without vistial support), and which contained two-digit

numbers (rounded tens). In grade 1-8 the percentage of correct answers

in the first solution of such problems was 81.8.

During this instruction, therefore, facts were obtained Ihich relate

to an understanding of dile general mechanisms of the operation of regularity

A. The differentiation of two objects by one distinctive feature (the

isolation of that feature) occurs faster when there is a smaller number of

-other cothmon features.

Report VII:

The Degree of Abstraction of Learning Material
. 0

and Its Role,in the Formation of Generalized Associations*

In pedagogical practice there are often cases where pupils know

verbal formulations ofrules well, but do,not always act in accor

with them.- The pupils' incorrect operations originate i

associations. The first terms of such associations eiter exci de certain

relevant features of objects and phenomena, or includ t features

(or both occur).

Let us call relevant those features which are co
I

rules, and irrelevant those features which are not conta ned in:the,rOles.t

Let us further agree that a feature with signaIness is a feature on which

one's Operations depend in some way. The signalness of a certain feature

has many causes. Specifically, as was shown in Report III, in the differ-,

entiation'of two complex objects their distinctive features generate,

signalness, that is, onet,s reactions are determined by variants of the

',same features which are inherent kn different oNects, .At the same time,

features which are.nor-used to distinguish obdects from each other--r

identical features--become non-signa,ling, that is, 4o not themselves

determinA reactions. This regularitywas designated for brevity,

G. V. Usanova and E. M. Sharonova of Moscow School No. 22 coauthored
this report with 4.'13. KQS$OV .Translated by Patricia A. Kolb. .
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regularity A. If the differentiable objects being used as learning

material pre distinguished not only by relevant but also by irrelevant

features, then the latter, because of regularity A, may have signalnehs

and prompt incorrect operations in the pupils.

Learning material can differ in its degree of abstractness (can-

.creteness). An object's abstractness depends upon the number of features

that are intrinsic to 'It as opposed to other objectsthe fewer such

features, the greater the abstractndss of the object. For example, the

letter addends in the expression a + b are more abstract than the addends

expressed by the concrete numbers 5 + 3. The first expression, the

letter one, cannot be altered.on the basis of the comparative value of the

addends; in a letter expression, we usually abstract ourselues from this

feature. At the same time, this supplementary feature is typically present

for a numerical expression (aside from all features held in common with

the letter expression, for example, the presence of two different addends).

'Let us suppose that we want to make aicertain feature 9f objects

-signaling, using regUlarity A. For this purpose, let groups af objects

of a variable degree of abstractness be used. Then the question arises

of what degree of abstractness must be.preferred. Theoretically, it is

batter to take more,abstract objects. Since the number of their features

is the most limited, it is easy to select those o1)%410% that will always

be distinguished f.rom each other by relevant features only. On the other

hand, because of the negheive mil'estation of regalerityk, irrele,ant-

distinctive features can° ecome signaling in mora'"concrete" objects.

The goal of thi_invti tion is to test the validity of the above-stated

thevetical prousitian on the possible advantages of using more alptract

.learning material in insttuction.Sn the first grade.

During the first semester of the school_year 1961-62, in two first-
.

grade classes of School Number 22 in. Mos,pw, we instructed the children

in the concep.ta of the whole and its parts...L

The chdice of Chese conchts, which were not'included in the elemen.tary

school arithmetic curriculum, was determined by two consi erations.- First,

, as we shall see below, these concepts were convenient for an investigation

of the role of abstract material in first-grade instruction. The degree
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of abstractness of the appropriate learning material could be varied easily.

Second, these concepts were necessary for teaching first graders the

general methods of solving direct and indirect problems.
17

As an example, let us-take direct and Udirect problems in addition

and subtraction in dhe operation, problems in finding a sum, difference,

addend, minuend, and subtrahend. All of these voblems can be written

in the form of"he following equations: 1) A -4-'13 = ?; 2) S A = ?;

3) ? + B = S; 4) A -2 - S; 5) ?'- B = A; 6) S -? = B; where ? is the

unknown, A and-B are parts, and S is the whole.

Proceeding from the concepts ofl thewhole and the part, it is possible

to solve all of these equations wit out resorting to moll complicated

algebraic concepts% It is sufficie t to operate in accord with,one Of

two rules: In order to find a who1, the known parts must be added; in

order to find a part, the other, known part must be subtracted from the'

known whole,. Thus, it is necessary to learn.the concepts of the whole

and the part in order to master the general methods of solving problems

by means of equations.

The general plan of instruction was as.follows;

1) The initial period of forming the concepts of the whole
and its parts with the use of concrete nuMerical quanities.
The methodology of instruction in both classes was identical
during the initial period.

4

2) ,The introduction of more abstract numerical quantities in one
of the classeg. In the other class, instruction proceeded as

before.
Noe*

3) General control work in the two classes in order to compare
the mastery of the concepts,of the whole and parts and the
mastery of Owe neces_sary operations.

The initial perfOd of instruction was divided into two stages.

First, we demonstrated visually to the pupils that a whole object or a

whole set (an apple, a group of children) could be divided_into two parts;

after rejoining (clawing together) these parts, we would again be able

to see the whole. Second, in teachihg the first ten numbers, we encouraged

17An investigation by Kossov [6] showed that suci general methods

were within'the grasp of first graders.
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the pupils to consider each number (except the unit) as a-Olhole tomposed

of parts. As a result of the work, the pupils mastered the following:-

A whole is composed of parts; in orderto.obtain the whole, it is necessary

to add 4 its parts; inorder to obtain one part of the whole, it is necessary'

to subtractdrom the whole its other part.

.The concepts developed efius were used for notating examples in

additionand subtraction:. The pupils were supposed to put two dots under

the whole and one dot under each part. Initilly the children learned 1.

tOplace the dots correctly in examples with concrete numerical quantitits

only. The corresvonding assignments were of two types; they can be illus-
I

trated by two cO1umns of examples: y
I. 3 + 2 m=.1 , II. .3 + 2 = 5

2 + 3 =
5 7 3.= = 2

.5 - 2 = =, 3

In complet4ng,each of these dio assignments it was initially necessary

to copy the first example tn a 'given column, to fill i,i the dots (symbolizing
/

the whole and the parts), and.then so solve the rest of the examples'in.die

column, constantly keeping in'mind wIlet the whole anI the parts were in the
111

first example. The teachers.gave'thefollowing instructions-for assignment I:

"Fill in thnswers for the rest of .the examples. In order,to find the
.

answer more easily, look at,the first example; the whole and bile parts there

are the same as in all the other example " Assigning problem II, the

teacher usually said: "Fill In the empty spaeeSto complete the pcamples.

In the second example, think of how th4 whole 5 can be oblained froM the

same parts (that is, from 3 and 2) as in the first example. In the third
A

and fourth examples, think of how one part can be obtarnedIfirom the whqle

and the other part which you see ill the first example."
A

Generally,the pupils placed.'the dbts cor ctly and solved examples'
A

withiin the limits of the,numbers 1-10 (they h d not,yet begun the second

ten).

On the sixth Iday of the experimental ins uction, we introduced a column of

two-digit examples in both classes: 63 + 29 = 92; -92 = 92 - 29 =

29 + 63 = . (On the previouS day the children .had learned to distinguish

two-di it numbers, to find equals among them when written on the'ltiard, and

to copy two-digit numbers from the board into their notebooks.) In'both
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classes, the isolation of the whole and parts in twodigit examples was
n

coppleted with inadequate but approximately _equal success: Somewhat

more..than 50% of the pupils iv each class placed the dots.correctly in

just one of tke four examples. Thus, despite knowledge of the verbal

rules and correct application of these rules within the limits of the
_

first ten numbers, many pupils had not yet mastered the generalized

method of tinding the whole and the parts. Apparently,'instead of suf-

ficiently broad generalized associations (for'a detailed definition of

this concept, see [20]), most, of the pupils developed narrow associations;

moreover, the first terms of these associations included some irrelevant

features inherent in operations with numbers within...the limits of 1-10.

Further insiruction in one of the classes (I-A) was modified for

.greater abstractness in the quantitiesAised in the arithmetical operations.

Two notations were used LQX the operations: 7 + ? = 4 ? - ? ... 7. Thus,

we made the operation sign the essential, distinctive sign of these note-

tions--all of the other components ere identical. When almost all (80%)

ofthe pupils in class I-A had learned .to isolate the whole and parts in

suCh abstract notations correctly, we conducted control work in both

cIiSses. Let us cite one version of the problems. (all work was usually

conducted in two variants):

10 + 2 = atb--- c
2 + 10 = c b -

12 - 2 =

.
12 - 10 =

The result was that 81% of the pupils in class I+a but only 41% of
,

the pupils in cliss I-8 Completed all of the problems correctly. The

difference in the results was statistically significant: The difference

exceeded its standard deviation 2.6 tines. It was interesting that the
. .

pupils in class I-A who made mistakes in placing the dots were primarily

those who had not yet mastered this operatj.on in the abstract examples.

Cons,equently, the indiLted difference'in ihe results of the two classes

will incrbase because of the positive influence of class I-A's.training

in abstract examples. If one considers the number of mistakes made in

placing the dots, then the advantage of class I-A becomes distinct. As

is evident from the table, the pupils in class I-B made a certain number
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'of mistakes in finding the whole and the parts,, even in examples with

concrete numerical quantities. The nature of the errors in these

examples indicates that theAmpils in class I-B made associations that

Table 6

. isolation of the Whole and Parts
4

Results

Class

-
Number of placements of dots

in letter examples in concrete examples

-correct incorrect . Correct incorrect

I-A (Abstract
Instruction).

I-B (Regular
Instruction)

49 (94%)

40 (69%),

3 (6%)

18 (31%)

:

104 ( 00%)

109 (93%)

0 (0%)

8 (7%)

were too narrow. The most typical mistake waS the use of the\number 10

as the whole, although it was not a whole in a single examplein the
a

control column (see above). For example, 1.2.- 2 ... 10. The origin of

the error becomes apparent when-it is recalled that operations within

the limits Of the numbers 1-20 had been introduced.puly two days before

the control work. Previously, the children had solved examples only

within the limits of pie Titst ten numbers, and the number 10 had, actually

always.been the whole. The incorrect, narrow association (10 as the whole)

causes mistakes in the transition to the next range"of numbers (the

second ten).. The nature of the errors made by class I-B in the control

work and in succeeding days indicates that, in some cases, this erroneous

associatiorlwas somewhat more generalized: In general, fahichever of two

numbers was the larger was.used as the whole. For example: 16 + 3 =

Moreover, sometimes both associations cited here, the narrow and the more

generalized, occurred simultaneously. For example, 2 + 10 = 12 (lest one

of the large numbers be slighted!).
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All of these facts provide grounds for supposing that for many first

graders, operations with numbers within the limits 1-10 are determined

not by the generalized rules for finding the whole and its parts,, but

rather by incorrect associations involved with irrelevant arithmetical

examples. Such associations did not occur when abstract "examples" of the

type (? + = ?) were used in class I-A.

Thus, abstract examplees helped the pupils in rlass I-A to isolate the

essential features in all examples and contributed to the development of,

sufficiently generalized associations according to the general rules for

finding a whole and a part. Consequently, the use of learning material of

a different degree of abstractness has significant value for the development

of generalized associations. It is important to note that the pupils in

class I-A also solved an adequate number of concrete problems. It must

be.assumed that the excluSive use of very,abstract material, without

sufficient use of the concrete, would not have positive results. In fact,

this abstract material (letters, question marks), taken 12/ itself, becomes

just as concrete.as numbers. Thus, the exclusive use of such material

,would,in all probability, lead to the development of narrow and, moreover,

/completely useless associations.
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THE FORMATION OF GENERALIZED OPERATIONS AS A METHOD Eak(A%

PREPARING PUPILS TO SO GEOMETRY PROBLERS INDEPENDEffLY

E. I. hbits*

The pupils' independent solution of new problems, as is known,

is preceded by a state of instruction that dTands the pupils' active

participation. Pedagogical guidance of the pupils' activity should

be basedron the psychological regularities of forming a problem-

solving method. Elucidation\of these regularities is an important

problem for psychology, both theoretically and Practically.

In.order to outline precisely the problems subject to investiga-

tion here, let us present the solution of a mathematical prOblem as

a system of operattons1 Si -1 S2 Sn R, where Si are the

%

givgA Conditions and R the desired result. From the 1.Z.Ital

standpoint, the solution of 'any problem is already contained In its

condition, and the essence of the solution consists in transforming

the information contained in t4e, tondition with the help of supplementary

information7-logicaI rules of th s'transfOrmation. Such an approach,

can liegxplained by' the fact tha gic does not consider the

(implicit oi explicit) form in whic the.condition is.given, whereas

from the standpoint cd psychology"the translation from implicit

to expllicit form means that the person solving the problgmacquires

newinformation. at is clear from this that, for the.subjects

te supplementary information required for the solution of a problem

consists not only of logical rules for transforming the geometric

material, that is, rules for establishing connections between the
%

elements of the chain S -4 R,.but also information contained in

.each element of this chain. .

*Of the Institute of Psychology of the Ukranian'SSR, Kiev.

Published in New Research in the, Pedagogical Sciences, T. yroceedings
.anvestiya]of the Academy,of Pedagogical Sciences of the RSFSR, 1963,

Vol. 129, 73-78. Translated by David A. Hepderson.

1 m
Here the symbol -.4 &les not mean implication, but is used to

in ate a nd'of connection.

4 At.
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Thus, the algorithm for solving probleme (for example, geometry',

problems) contains operations that differ'essentially. These are
k

primarily operations (we call them operations of mathematical:logic)

with which the solver transforms each element of ihe chain into the

following one. These operations are logical tranSformations of ,

mathematical material; they are abstracted from the subSect eontent

'of the concepts and may be applied,to different concepts regardleSs

. of thelfr consent. The second type of operation (mathematical) consists'

of operations performed within each element of the chain S -7-) R.
,

They are defined as the relationships between concePts included 'in

an operation and are always dependent on subject matter.

The pupils' generalized mastery of the syStem of-4mottlematical

operations composing the algorithm of tJhe solution of a problem is ...

a necessary but insufficient prerequisit for its solution. Before

the mathematical operations can be applied in the correCt sequence,

it Is necesOary that the pupils have mastered the operations of

iia thematical logic. Therefore, if we express the process o,f

nstruction in solving problems of a particular type in terms of

a program, we must distinguish in it two subprograms. -The first.One

should contain the system of'strictly mathematical operations that

enter into the algorithm71 solving problems of the given type, and
,

the second should contain the system of operations of mathematical

-logic that enter into this algorithm.

A subprogram is a system of operations (they are sometimes called.

"information blocks" or simply "blocks") each of which in turn consists

of definite-levels differing in their method of expressing the

study material. In principle.there are two,possible approaches to

presenting the study material (in ourJnvestigation, mathematical

operations .and operations of mathematical logic) in one and the same

"information block." The first is with the' use of "logical models,"

that is, mndels.that reveal the structure of an operation by reducing

it to a Bel of other, elementary operations. Such models are called

logical models insofar as they are usecrin computers wherg a "complee

operation is broken down into a set of elementary ones. As applied

to man, we define elementary operationq, as those operations alreadye

formed anci whose performance eyokes no difilculties. The logical
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model may be presented as a formalize?! system of elementary operations

whose ordered implementation leads to completion of the model operation. .

A secona approach js to apply "psychological models" that model

'the relationship'between Concepts at various levels of generalization._

Ta create such models one must Study,the process of operation

formation in the pupils. Because this process had not yet been

sufficiently investigated, we conducted aspeCial experiment.

In this communication we present data relating to tbe first

subprogram, that is, tb the formation of mathematical operations.

the investigation was conducted using material on pupils'. solution

of right triangles. 'This material was chosen because: 1) its mastery

by pupils evokes significant difficulties, 2) in mathematical

structure these problems differ from problems solved earlier,

3)' the necessary operations have not been formed in the'. pupils

4before studying this topic, 4) problems of this type make_po.s4ble

a precise accounting of the knowledge and operations required for

their solution.as. well as the composition of .apractically useful

algorithm.

The first experiment consisted of two series. The aim of the

first series was-to study the process of the formation in pupils of

.mathematical operations under teaching conditions. We formulated
/4

the operations needed for mastering the concepts of the trigonometric

functions of an acute angle, finding the size _of an angle from its

trigonometric function, and finding the magnitude of the trigonometric

function of an acute angle from the size of the angle. We also

formulated the operations for estVlishing the relationship between

the trigonometric functions of supplementary angles.

The aim of the Second experiment was to ascerta,in how pupils ,

apply the bperations learned in the fist series and the information

related ta them and how this formation of mathematical operations

occurs wheill the pupils are solving problems independently. The

pupils have to master the operations necessary for estalishing the

relationships between_the trigonometric functions and the sides_of

a right triangle and for making the transition from one trigonometric

,function of an acute angle to another function of this angle or its

supplement.

153,
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If in performing these operations a pupil experienced difficulty,

te was given an auxiliary problem representihg a mpdel of the given

oplration. The.modeling of mathematical operations was the fundamental

methodological deyice of the experiment. Further, each'operation

.was presented.to the pupil as an independent action. That is, the

means f ttaining the goal (the solution of some problem) became

the'content of the goal. In other words, the auxiliary problem was

required to disclose the relationship laetween the concepts contained

in the structure of an operation. But the r4ationships themselves

in different models of a single operation were presented differently.

presented beloware.Todels of the operation of establishing the

relationships between the trigonometric functions of an acute angle

and the sides of a right triangle.

Isolating the operation as an independent action. The first

model is the notation of the trigonometric function of an acute

angle -(for example, sin a =

side using the trigonometric

In the second model the
. x 0

x, sin._ a (in the expe

for the pupil%to perform an

by.x or

In

a
with the instructions "determine one

function and the nther side.".

unknown quantity is denoted by

riment it was established that it is easiei

Operation when the unknown is expressed

y); the reiquirement of the problem,retained as before.

e third model the given formula was presented as the

ratio- d (thus all its elements were named); it was required

to find the unknown member of the ratio.

fpurth model.presented the'formula as an arithmetical operation

vision;; 4the requirement-was stated as finding the dividend

(divisor) through the quotient-dtd,the divisor (dividend).2

The first experiment was conducted with 27 eighth-grade pupils.
. ,

Ail problems had to be solvedaloud. , The subjects' argumentations

were nyte4 in detail or recordedp tape.

The results of the investigation permitted us to'isolate four

stages:iki,the formation of the strictly mathematical operations in

a1gorithm Of the'Solution of the prpblem.
4,0

2
In formulating the relationship between-the trigonometric

functions of an acutc angle ,and the sides df a right triangle, t
pupil's were allowed to eRe a drawing.
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I. The pupils do not separate the essential from the nonessential

features.of the concepts included in anoperation. They gre hnable

to isolate the relationships between the essential concepts. When

performing an operation, pupils rely on visual and spatial schemes.

When one alters'these schemes (position of the drawing, its notation)

for the forms of expressing the concepts in the operation, the

pupils are faced with significant difficulties that impede their

correct complet,ion of the operation. Even simple operations such

as finding the size of an.angle from its trigonometric function

and finding the trigonometric functiOn (,)0; an acute angle from

its size are not reversible; each is recognized independently of

the other.

II. The pupils grasp the relationships between essential concepts

of an operation_but cannot generalize these relationships. Therefore,

the form of expressing concepts still influences the success of

completing the operations, especially when the alteration of this

form is connected with a higher level of generalization (for

,example, from d = 2- to sin a = ) or when,altering the form of

Nxpression of the concepts leads to significant change in the

structure of the operation, such as omission of some particular

element (for example, the replacement of numerical data by letters

in-the operation, or the transition from one trigonometric function

of an acute angle to another function of this same angle or itp

supplement). The operations are reversible only within a particular

level of generalization of the relationships between concepts (for

example, the pupils can find a and d in the equation d = 2-, but when

d is replaced by ain a they cannot do,this; they correctly note

that sin 370 = cos 530 and cos 530 = sin 370 , but cannot determine

that sin (900 a ) = cos a.

III. Tile relationships between the concepts are generalized

by the pupils, and the operations are carried out correctly no matter

how the concepts are expressed. .The operations are reversib14, and

the pupils are aware of each of their directiOns as a part of the

operational structure. But the structure itself is regarded narrowly--

as two directions (forward and reverse) of a specific operatiorr.
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The pupils still cannot est lish the connection between the
r et

different operations tbat itute the broader operational

structure (111v. ekample', f( *---) a f---)13 i74f
I
( ) ).

IV. This stage is characterized not oniy by the generalization

of the relationships between concepts, but also by the pupils'

establishing the connections between the various operations. Because

of this the operational structure is formed in them as a system of

operations. In addition, the pupils master the reversibility of

not only an individaul operation within the operational structure

(for example, f ( c ) C--)a or 13 ), but also a system of,

operations (for example, f( a ) f
1

( ).

Insofar as each successive stage of forming operations has,

relative to the preceding one, a higher level of generalization of

the relationships between concepts, it may be viewed as a specific

level of the operation. Such.:ilevelS, as our investigation showed,

give a general picture of the operation formation process, but

the presence of each of them is not a requisite. The real process

of forming operations depends largely on the pupils' individual

.peculiarities of their mental activity.

The data obtained throughthe investigation permitted us to

classify subj.ects into three groups, depending on the types of

difficulties they"experience in the formation of operations and how

these difficulties in mastering and generalizing the operations

were overcome. Let us examine the process of forming mathematical

operations (in the conditions of the special instruction and when
sk

the pupils were independently solving problems) in subjects of the

different groups.

It was characteristic of the subjects of the first group (fourteen

pupils) that they could not single out the essential features of

the concepts contained in the structure of'an operation. Hence

complete mastery of even relatively uncomplicated operations such

as finding the leg of a right triangle (either adjacent to or

opposite an acute angle) required painstaking work. The subjects

of this group, when performing a series of operations, at first

3 a and are acute angles of a right triangle; f( A and

f ( 3 ) are different trigonometric functions ofthese a angles;

is the sign for equivalence of the relationships.

/
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based their thinking on visual spatial schemes. Their inability to

generalize the relationships between concepts made it necessary

to give the pupils various models, gradually generalizing the

relatioyiships hetween concepts and varying the form in which they

were presented. ,Spec models wer ;,required that showed both

directions of an operation so to make It reversible Each

direction of the operat wasiirst mastered by the pupils

separately; only later were the operations mastered as a part of the

operational structure.

One may judge how the.pupils mastered operations in solving

prolles4.44y the fact that only two of them mastered the relationship

between the trigonompric functions of an'acute angle and the sides

=of a right triangle after being shown the second model (sin a
c '

nine pupils needed to be shown the next model also, and three hail

to see model 4.

In subjects of the second group (eight pupils) the process of

forming operations proceeded similarly. The pupils often confused

essential features of concept9 with nonessential ones and did not

consider the whole system of essential features of the concepts

that enter the structure of,an operation, but only some of them.

Hence, they made mistakes. The pupils' mental operations were not

flexible or generalized enough. This resulted in the fact that,

for example, when mastering the relationship between the trigonometric

functions of supplementary angles, the pupils, finding equal
A

relationships in the trigonometric functions Of different angles,

could not independently conclude the correlation between the

trigonometric functions of supplementary angles. Unlike the first

group, the members of the second group needed less assistance.

In the third group of subjects (five pupils) generalization of
4

the relationships between concepts was more successful than in

the others. Their mental operations were generalized and dynamic.

Thus, it was easy for them to think even when the form of expression

of the concepts was altered. The subjects also had no trouble

making the transition.from direct relationships between concepts

to the reverse relationships, that is, the operations were developed

in two directions, forming a definite operational structure. The
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subjects of this group were able to master the mathematical operations

while solving problems with a 14nimum of assistance. They easily

combined the individual operations into a system.

The data obtained show that in forming mathematical operations,

these operations must be isolated into an independent operation.

In other words, the operation should first appear not as a means

to an end (the solution of some,problem), but as the content of

the goal of the operation. That is, it should be set apart as

an independent problem. Formation of generalied nathenatical

operations is promoted by modeling the relationships between concepts,

that is, brapplying psychological models. SYstems of such models

should provide for variation of the concepts and the for= of

expressing them, isolation of their individual links in,a conplex

operation,ald the transition not only frpm expanded to abbreviated

operations, but, conversely, from abbreviated to expanded operations.

It was noted above that besides psychological models one nay

also utilize logical ones. Logical models reveal the structure of i

the modeled operation by reducing it to elementary operation. In

our investigation we obtained some information on the relative

effectiveness of the logical and the psychological models, but

.since the criterion of the effectiveness of the models should be

extended beyond the fraMework of one subprogram, these data will

be piesented along with a description of the characteristics o

the formation of operations of mathematical logic that are CQ tained

in the algorithm of solution.
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AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF PROBLEM SOLVING

AND MODELING THE THOUGHT PROCESSES

D. Nk/tavalishina and V. N. Pushkin

As indicateli by Glushkov [3], the external approach to

modeling man's mental activity is characteristic of the contemporary

stage of the development of cybernetics. Basic to it, as is well

known, is the behaviorist scheme, which views each operation as the

probable result of a stimulugand the processes resulting in the

operation are ignored as taking'place in a "black box."

'Yet representatives of cybernetics already take into account

the one-sidedness of this viewpoint and understand that,.for example,

to create computing apparata capable of forming algorithms unforeseen .

by the curriculum, it is necessary to reveal the mechanisms of

man's mental activity [2]. The.regularities of thought important

for cybernetics can be ascertained through experimental investigation

of a person's solution of problems- At thiii; the methodology should

make possible quantitative analysis of data and be appropriate fort

programming and putting into a machine, for transmission to a

machine; the devices and methods of human thought that are discovered
0

during psychological investigation. The methodology will include,

on the one hand, verification of the results of psychological study

of thoughtf and, on the olEr, its practical outlet.

The metho4togy applied in our Work consists in the, following.

On a blank wi h 6 squares (designated a, b, c, d, e, f), five

numbered slips of paper are randomly placed so that one square

remains empty (Figure 1). The problem is to put the slips into

normal order, i. e., 1, 2, 3, 4,,5 (with square d empty) by making

a series of "simple rook's moves," which means moving some

slip of papereonto the adjacent empty square with each move (Figure 2).

*Published in Proceedings [Izvestiyai of the'Aeademy of
Pedagogical Sciences of the RSFSR, 1963, Vol. 129, 139-143.
Translated by David A. Henderson.
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1 3 2 5

r , f

'ti. D 4
1

Figure 1. Figure 2

This problem is a variant of the mathematical "game of 15" [1],

It is known'that certain mathematical propositions and concepts'

haVe been applied to this game, especially those of higher algebra

(permutation, inversion, etc.), which allow one to calculate all

possible situations and ascertain solvable and unsolvable situations.

By definition, permutations of n elements are combinations of

them that differ only ln the order of the constituent elements; hence

each situation in our problem can be viewed as a permUtation. The

total number of such permutations, that is, variants of situations,

can be expressedfas P = n! = 5: = 12.34= 120. But not all of these

permutations are solvable. T)be aolvable, a permutation must lead

to the abovementioned normal position (normal permutation). The

\solvability of a given permutation is determined by 1) the evenness

of the normal permutation and 2) the place position Of the empty

square, or,the "imaginary slip" with the number 6. There are even

and noneven permutations. Whether a permutation is even or noneven

is determined by the number of inversions in it.

Inversion is the term for the mutual positions of two slips

in which.the slip with the larger number stands before the slip

with the smaller number. into the total number of inversions in a

permutation there enter the inversions of the numbers of all skips

making up the given permutation, with the number 6 which is assigned

to the "imaginary slip" in the empty'square (square d in this case).

In our case, the normal permutation is even. Since, for ,

convenience, we decided the initial situation with d-the empty

square, then all even permutations leading to the normaf form

through an even numAr of movements of the-`lipg 'are solvable.

1
In our case there are = 60 such permutations.
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With the aid of this methodology the experiment was conducted

as follows. The subject was presented with ane of the situations

and given these instructions:.

Move the slips around in normal sequence (1, 2, 3, 4;

5), using the free square and moving the slips vertically
'or horizontally only. You cannot change the slips by

switching two of them. You also cannot move them diagonally.
In the final situation seluare d should be empty, as it is
in the initial situation.

The subject's eVery move was recorded. For simplicity of

fixing the moves during the experiment, each move is denoted by

the number of the slip moves. For example, solutioa of the initial

situation of
253

was done by the subject through this sequence
41

of moVes of the numbered slips:

4 5 3 1 5 4 2 11 5 4 2 3 1 2 '3 1 2 3 4 5 3 2 1 (24 moves).

On the basis of.' this notation, if we know the initial situation,

we can reproduce the eourse.of solution with the aid of notation

similar to that .of chess. The firll move is slip 4 from square e to-

square d (4ed); 2: 5be; 3: 3cb; 4: lfr; 5: 5ef; 6:'4de; 7: 2;

8: 3ba; 9.: 1.02; 10: 5fc; 11: 4ef; 12: 2de; 13: 3ad; 14: lba; 15: 2;

16: 3de; 17: lad; 18: 2ba;.19: 3eb; 20: 4fe; 21: 5cf; 22; 3bc; 23: 2ab;

24: lda.

This real course of solution is related to the optimal one,

which consists of 16 moves: 1: 4ed; 2: 5be; 3: 2ab; 4: 4da;

5: 5ed; 6: lfe% 7: 3cf; 8: 2bc; 9: leb; 10: 5de; 11: 4ad;

lba; 13: 2cb; 14: Sfc; 15: 5ef; 16: 4de.

One of the merits of .this methodological device is the possibility

of regulating the complexity of the problem. Thus, for example, the

243 411 235 135
situations and can be solved in 4 moves; and

15 25 14 42

415 124 325
can be solved in 6 moves; and,

53
-in 8 moves; in 14 moves;

41

253
in,16 moves. Despite the complexity of the problem being

41

determined by several factors (interconnection of elements, etc.)

there exists a definite correlation between the compleily of,t'he

problem and the number of move- of the optimal variant of the

solution.

161.
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In creating a machine program that solves this problem, one

may take two approaches. By the first method the optimal solutions

of all 60 situations are registered in Ow machine, which needs

then only to recognize the situation and to produce the,appropriate

variant of the solutiot. This method is the least interesting

from the standpoint of cybernetics. A much more interesting method

of principle interest is a program set up such that the machine

knows only the initial and final situations and.the method of

moving the lips. Hence the machine works from the same instructions

given to th subjects.. Here a knowledge of those intellectual

operations with whose help a man solves this problem becomes
-

significant.

The nresent series of experiments (107 experiments on 14

subjects) permitted us' to ascertain'the meaning of one Of those

operations7-the activity of.establishing connections between the

elements of:the problem situation. It was observed that various

forms of the;solution of a problem are in a direct relationship

to the expressed connectiOns between the elements. An analysis

of the xecords makes it possible to state these three forms of the

solution of a problem.

The first form:i;--anterized by a course of solUtion based

on the expression of the individual elements outsidetheir mutual

Connection. .4

Record of the experiment. Subject V. A.: situation:
235

Sohition process. Moves 1 and 3, then 2.ând 1.
Begins moving the slips at random: 3 2 5 4 2 5.
"It's not coming." Again moves slips: 1 3 5 2 4 1 3 5
274 1.3 4 2 5 4 2. "It's more or less clear that 4 and -

5 are in place." Moves: 5 42 5 1 3 5. "1 dOn't get it.
Let's try it this way." Moves: 1 3 5 1 2 4 3 2. and 5

+have to change places, then everything would be in order."
Moves: 1 5 2 3 4 1 5 2 3 5 2 3 5 4. "Finally! I didn't
have to make the moves, just think up a plan first."

Tbe problem was solved after 56 moves: The optimal variant

is 6 moves: 1 4 5 3 2 1. Because the subject did not reveal the

connections between the elements, the movement of the slips 14as

random and chaotic.
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The special characteristic of the second form of solution is

the transfer of slips On the basis of seeing the connections between

several elements of the situation.'j
47,

415
Record of the experiment. Subject V. A.; situation:

32.

7Solutiop process... Looks at the situation.
4 nI don't

see a plan yet.", Separates all SlA.ps into'tWo groups,'1, 2,
3, and 4., Continues analysis: "1 and 3 can be set up'
correctly, buc 5 makes for confUsion. 5 is between 1 and

3. 1, 2, 3 are in order. We haVe to put 5 on square.e;"
Moves: 4 1 5 2 3 5 2 3 5 4. f

The problem was solved inJO moves. The optimal variant 'is

8 moves': 4 1 3 0 3 2 4. lAs can be seen f'iom the record, there

is no whole plan of solution; all elements of the situation are

divided into two groups, and the slipkyare ukoved on the basis of

the correlation of the elements within these groups. Hence; move-

ment of the slips is no longer random.

The following record can also.serve as an example of how the

expression of the interaction of elementi determines the course
c,

of solution.

51
Record of the experiment:, Subject-N, P.; situation:

423.

Solution protess. "I don't see a plan. Maybe if

we move 4 down then I goes to,its Own place. But in planning
this transfer we observe that in this case 4 an4r5 end up
reversed. HOw can we make it so both groups 1, 2, 3

and 4 and 5 are placed correctly simultaneously? .I'Il

begin with 2, because 5 has to be chased into the corner;
then, I think, it'll be easier--but I still don't see it."

He moves: 2 5 1 3. "I see the solution of the problem, the
plan is ready." He realizes the plan" 5 2 4 1 2 4. The '

problem is solved optimally.

The third form,consists in seeing at one time the entire solution

of the problem from beginning to end. In this:case there is present

the representation of all elements of a situation in their inter-

connections and relationships.

The investigations show that the basis Qf the algorithm for

the machine solving problems of this type should consist of the model-

ing of the process of establishing connections among the elements of
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the problem situation. We can assume that just this establishment

of Connections eliminates the need for a, large number of operations

on sorting out a11-Ithe variants, which is characterltic of

.contemporary problempolving computer mechanisms.

1,2

'V!
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TIE COMPOSITION OF PUPIL S GJOMETRY SKILLS

A. K. Artemov*

Report Auxiliary Geometric Constructions**

Success in solving many geometry probrellas is ,dften attained by

correctly making auxiliary ebnstructions. In actual school Work o

may often observepupils making these constructions by the "trial

error" method.

solved. The pupi metimes become convinced that their attemptS are

fruitless and give up trying to solve a problem. Thus, it would seem

that 'ilccess in choosingauxiliary constructions is Completely acidental.

ly a trial proves successfuland the problem is

In the methodological-literature there are various statements .

concerning the .methodology of teachink Children how to make auxiliary

construcEions. Nemytov [1.31 considqrs difficult to point out any

definite rules in solving such questions; what is neeled is imagination *-

#

and creativity on the part of the pupils. He does nat., however, explain

'wbat he means y these two concepts. Other methodologists try to give
#

some rules (advice) that might help in figuring out what auxiliary .

-

constructionsareneeded.Hadamard [7] recbmmends determining the

"givere by Abnventional notions. Danilova [6] suggests, for example,

continuing straight lines until they Intersect, forming triangles, etc.

However, these recommendations cover only soM'e cases encountered in 7

solving problems, and the remain theoreeically unsubstantiated. On the

whole, the methodology of instruction in making auxiliary constructions

remains undev'eloped, anE the pupils ilosses no special devices. It'is

suggested Oat solving a large number of problems per se will lead td

the formation of a high level of 4lities in making such constructions.
fP

gin this -vlork an attempt Is made,to examine two questions:

.\\
9

*Of the Penzadagogical Institute. Published in Vtoeeedings

[izvestiya] of the Academy of Pedagpi;j.eal Sciencq of the HSFSR, 1963
l96, Vol. 138,54 -5(.1 and New Res:Sarch in the Pedagogical

es-, 1.90, Vol.,5, 34739; 1966, Vol. 7, 56423; 1967, Vol. 9, 0-4'7;

and:1969, y14. 13, 53-513. -

**Translatpd by Henderqon.
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. What is,the basis of,the children's guesses as to the4thoice

of expedient auxiliary constructions?

2. Is an kind of special instruction in making auAliary con--

structions possible?

Ascertainment'experiment

The intent of the experiment was to ascertain students' basis for

guesses concerning the selection of auxiliary constructions. The

subjects had a relatively high level of ability in solving geometry
4

pKoblvts. The Subjects were 17 third-year students of the Ph"ysics

and,Mathematics Department of the Penza Pedagogical Institute. They

h.* average and above-Iverage abilities in mathematics.", and in thein

second year and partly in their third year,-had taken a special course

in elementary geometry, in which they had solved many diverse problems.

The experimental material consisted of problems from the school workbook

by Rybkin [17] designed for the sixth and seventh grades (Problems 16,
;

18 from section 6, and dthers). The experiment was conducted like
-1

ordinarY auditorium examinations. In solving problems at the blackboard,

the subjects were asked to reason aloud. The answers were recordeal<nd

later analyzed.

During their previous instruction in geoinetry, the subjects had

learned no% special methods.for seeking expedient auxiliary constructions.

Results of the exppriment

1. Many subjects made "blind," randoM, aiixiliary constructions.

Often such constructions were inexpedient and did not facnitate

solving a problem. It follows that solving even a large number of

problems is not sufficient for forming a high level of ability po make

,expeddent auxiliary constructions.

2. In individual subjects the selection of auxiliary constructions

was based on-several general operational propositions. Operatibnal

propositions are those in which there are indications of what-must

be done in the concrete situation for solving a problem.

Here are some examples. It was required to prove that (under

given conditions) one angle wa's three times as large as another.
0

Subject L. began solving the ppoblem in this way. , "Here we must compare
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two anglesal They must be taken together."- Then he fulf3.iied this

statement tn.a drawing by making auxiliary construed The problem

was solved correctly.

It waa required ta prove ttiat (under given conditions one chord in

a circle was larger than another. Subject E. dropped perOticulars

. from the center of the circle to.the two chords. *When the experimelfer

. asked why that was done, the subjrect answered, "To make a compariSot. 'We

know that the larger chor4 is eloser to the center." Consequently the

'subject was acting on the basis of a general operational statement--

to compare two chords, one mut compare their distances from the center

T4 the circle..

These operational propoSitions c orrespond to a generarized

assoLation of this type: recognit ion of the initial data of the'

assignment, then recognition of another (seccuidary) assignment by means

of which the given problem is solved. Since making such an,association

enabled the subjects to-make expedient auxiliary construetions'and to

solve the given problem, it follows that the existence Of a large

store of such associations and their actualizat ion is one of the necessary

conditions for succestfulkmastery of skills in making auxbliary

constructions.
`-

Let Us agree to say that guiding associltiona are'those associations

under1yin% the selectien,of an expedient auxiliary oonstruetion that
,.

leads to the eorrect'solution of.a problem.

ie. The experiments showed'that the subjects command a very poor

store of operational propositions'and the guidingasseciations connected
J'

wtth them. This is the essential obstacle'in mastering problem-solving

skills.
7

'Analysis of the correct solutiorT of problems

The analysis consisted of an attethpC to increase theyumber'of

guiding associations revealed in the ascertaining experiment. The

esserice oE the analysis consisted in estab13Ahing the pattern of

reasoning that leads to the auxiliary construction realized as the

problin is being solved correctly. The material consisted of the 1:7ritten-
.

. work of the tenth graders in School Number 4 of Penza, together with the
. ,
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solutions of problems given in Barybin's collection [3] This collic*tion

fras.selected because it containstsoluions of problems on the entire

topic of the school geometry course.

tet us dite a'conCrete example o Uch,an andlysis.

Problem [3: No. 98.]
In garallelogram, ABC),
'(see'Pigure 1): BC 38 2

M is the midpotnt of
-g is thObase of the
-perpendicular dropped from
point C fo, the extension, .
of side AB. Prove that
4:DME = 3LAEM.

Bitybin made these
. constructions:- MN1 EC, ,
6

' and point, M is conftected

to point C. (See Figure
2.).

S

) .

Let, us,dwell on the first one. 'In th4 proof it is shoWn that

Li = L2 =3 Consequently, the supplementary Ldnstruction

based on these operational propositions:

a) to pri)ve thatL_DME,= 3LAEM, we =St divide L. DISE into three

equal Itrfs, each of whfch,would equal/!4':

b) to crnstruct L i L 4 within LIME, iwe must draw through poinI

M the line AE (or MM
1.

1 EC) .

Generalized associations having the abovpmentionFd standard features , I
t

,

correspond ty these operational propositions.

Of course, with 4tch an analysis one can establish only the possible
o

operational,Propositions tivt lead to the given constructions. It is

quite possible for the problem;to be solved on the s of the actual-
.

ization of some other associativls, such as the ons un. lying

blind attempts. This, however, is unimportant for since aim of

the analysis is to, look fur opefational propositions (and their

guiding associations) that can lead.to a gueps at the selection of an

auxiliary consfcuction.

S.



In analyzing correct solutions we were able to establish three

types of guiding assiations:

1. Recognition of the peculiarities.of objects as given in the

conditions of fhe problem leads to recognition of other properties of,
,

these objects.

For example, the reclognition that a segment and an angle are given,

and under the angle this segment is visible, evokes the notion of an arc

of a segment containing the given angle

. 2. Recognition of'the terms entering into the conditions of the

problem leads to recognition of the definitions of the concepts they

denote.

For example, if the term "an angle between two plants" iS given in

the conditions, the corresponding construCtion is made on the basis of

the definition OI,Le concept signified by this term: This type of

association often coxrespOrids to tilt recommended rule of replacing the

concepts with their detinitions [6,7].

3. 'Recognition of the priginally.given assignment leads to recognition
4

of another (secondary) apsignment whose solution will lead to completion

of th 1.irst.

Within this type we were able to establish eight kinds of generalized

guiding associations. gere ate examples of severikof theri.
1

a) Recognition of the assignment to find (calculate) the aize of

some segment (angle) leads to recognition of the assignment to cons4cuct

this segment (angle) on the drawing,in connection with the liven elements

of the drawing so as to pbiain-an auxiliary figure from which one might

compute the unknown object.;

For,example, recognitioa of tlle assignment t calculate the altituUe,

of,a trapezoid, given a lateral side and the .artgl of the slope of this

side to the base, leads to recognition of a s- dary assignment of

cOnstructing this altitude,on ile draw from the end of the given side

(the vertex of the upper base of the trapezoid, and not at 'S.cime other

point) with the aim of forming a triangle from which the unknown altitude

may be calculated.

1
Compilation of a.detailed list of guiding associations was nothe

goal of the present article.
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(b) Recognition of the assignment to compare two quantities leads,

to recognition of the assignment to find and compare other quantities

such that by reasoning correctly on the basis of their comparison, the

unknown relationship can be established.

For example, recognition of the assignment to compare the lengths

of tug* oblique lines leads to recognition of the task of comparing the ,

_

lengths of their projections And to construction of the'projections

the latter are equal, n the basis of a known theorem one may conclude

thAt ,the oblique lin s are equal).

Trial teaching experiments

The aim of these experiments was to see how the abilities to make

auxiliary constructions are peffected'under the influence of exercises

promoting the indicated types of associations. The*subjects Were tenth

graders fromSchool Number 4 of Penza. First, all were given the assignment

to solve this problem in writing:

The diagonals of an isosceles trapezoid are mutually,u

perpendicular; prove that the midline of the trapezoid is

equal to its altitude. [15:Problem 456].

-

Of those opilpils who were unable to solve this problems 9 with

average Rr below-everage mathematics ability were selected. Fou

4
class sessiong were held with them during which problems as d cult as'

,

the e a ove e solved. During the solution the ?upils' attention was

drawn t h at ih making auxiliary 6onstruotions they must orient
\ A

^ themSelves to cial general (operational) propositions (corresponding .

6 6
,

to those associa lonecited abovi7ip These operational propositions-the

-....."----......

,

-r-

pupils wrote down in cheix notebooks as rule.s that,they then used in
a

a. . . ....

solving problems, especially whoo-making,auxiliary constructions- Then'

,.., the pup4s solved 'a control problem approximately as diffitult as t,he

first written assigntent. Of the 9 pupils, 7 made the auXiliary construction

correctly and solved theicontrol problem; only 2 mad useless nuxillaryll

constructions.
4
4 These experiments a:llow us to conclude that a.guess of expedient'

supplememtary constructions is based tn the ac:tualization of gr9neralized

associations. It tsy be suppos ed thae the form4tion in pupils of

41.
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generalized guiding associations of the types indicated definitely has

an influence on increasing the level 9f the abilities to make auxiliary

constructions for solving geometry PI-oblems. Nevertheless, further

supplemental experiments are necessary ,to ascertain the most expedient

ways of forming these guiding associations.

Repoct II: The Cause of Errors Connec ed.
with the Concept of the Plane*

In the present work we are presented with the problem of determining

the causes of very widespread errors connected with the cinicept of the.plane

arising in the teaching.of solid geometry in secondary school. The errors

under consideration have not previously been the subject of a special Study.

Description Of at Error ,

The following problem was posed to ninth grade. students
2

in their

fifth leason on solid geometry (the beginning of their study of it) to be

solved orally (The sketch was done by the eeacher at the blackboard.):
k

The straight line MN and the plane P of the parallelogram
ABCD have two common points, M and
N (Figure 3). How is the point F
situated in relation to the plane
of the parallelogram?

. In the solution, it was determined

that four of the rtudents did not

regard Point F as belonging to plane

P.. Several of them said that the

point F could have been regarded as

belonging to the plane P if that point

'had lain in the inttrior region bounded by the wavy line; others asserted

that the point would belong to the plane of the parallelogram if it were

inside-,that parallelogram. When the teacher asked why they thought so,

Figure 3

Transla!ted by Nancy Stetten.

1
School Number 4 in Penza (school year 19.6a-61).
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they ansWered, "It's obviouS from _te drawing." However, the correct

answer is that the point F, under th given conditions, always belongs to

the plane P.

L 'Supposed causes of the error

From a comparison of the abOye situations, in one of which .the

students gave the correct answer and'in the other incorrect ones, the

followisng suppositions about the reasons for the errors can be made.

1) The concept of the "plane" is identified with the concept of

,
the "part of a plane, bounded by some enclosed figure."

2) The pupils ade5uately understand the term "plane," but they

understand the term "the plane of a given figure".as that part of the

.
plane contained within that figure. \

3) "The pupils' words, "It's obvious from the.drawing," provide

grounds for supposing that the students may have solved the problem by

actualizing direct associations: recognition thatthe point'ls inside

(outside) an area withsrespect to an outline leads to recognition_that the

point belongs,(does not belong) to the plane P.

Analysis of these suppositions (starting wit) the third). A direct

association is so to spealo., an association with a " 'hart 'ircuit." Aware-
ovi

ness of a rule (or definition, theorem, or whatever) with w14511, voLcarry
7

out an operation'is not part,of its makeup.. As Shevarev [19] established,

direct 'associations are formed as a result of repeated performanese

exercises of 4 single type and are actualized wh6n_the_nup_ils_recognize

the situation facing them as familiar and well-known. In the instance

under consideration, such exercises had not been completed in the solid-

geometry lessons. Th6s there are grounds for supposing that the pupils

solved the pro,blem by actualizing direct associations formed in the study

of solid geometry.

However, it is possible to assume that suCh 'an association had been

formed at some previous time, for instance, in the study of plane geometry,

and atualized In solving the present problem. Actually, in the course in'

plane geometry, one must sometimes solve problems whose drawings show so9

object located outside a given figure or in its internal region"such as

a point inside a circle or outside it.
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Thus, we niust suppose'that-in the study of plane geometry, ther6

have been conditions for forming the indicated association. 'However,

the probability that this association was actualized in the condition of

solving the given prpblem is insignificant, because the situation in

which the pupils had to solve the problem was completely new to them; it .

0
was a new branch of geometry, with new concepts and new definitions. The

terms of the ptoblem.differ substantially from the terms of problems in

plane geometry, where the question of whether or not a point belongs to a

plane is not asked.

An individual experiment was conducted in otder to clarify further

the reasons why the four students made this mistake. They were given an

analogous problem, where the drawing.represented a plane figure other than

a parallelogram. The experiment was conducted six days after.the lesson

at which the previous problem had been solved. During this time, there

were no geometry lessons. Two pupils repeated their error. From con-
,

versation with them, it emerged that one of them identified the concept

of the plane with the.concept of the part of the plane enclosed by the wavy

line (Figure 3). For him the point F belonged to the plane/only if it

was located within the outlined area. If the point F was located on tk:he

wavy line, he 'considered'the location of the point to be "on the end of

the plane P." The other pupil wasadequately aware of the term "plane,"

but understood the term "plane of a parallelogram" as the part of the

plane located within the outline of the parall&ogram. For him, the.

point F belonged to the plane of the parallelogram only if it was

located "inside" that parallelogram. Situating thelDoint F in the

interior region of the wavy outline but outside the pilralielogram AM)

meantthat the point F belonged to the plane P, but did not belong to

the plane of ihe parall gram (Figure 3).

In order to exclude the influence of chance circumstances in deter-

mining the reasons for the mistake, one more experiment was conducted.

The subjects were 16 pupils in tenth grade.3 The experiment was conducted

in the Lesson 32 of solid geotetry. Each subject was given a small card

with questions to which they had to give written answers. There was no

School Number 7, Penza. (school year .1962-63).
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opRortunity to cheat.

The way three pupils answered tlie question "What is,a plane and

how.can it be represented'?" indicated 'that they identified the concePt

of the "plane" with "the part of the plane bounded by an outline." yor

example, subjecte6h. wrote: "A plane is a surface bound by aclosed

curve." Pupils also wrote that the plane could be represented in the

fbizi of a rectangle, a closed curve, a circumference, the top of a

table, etc.

.Five pupils gave anwers that suggest the conclusion they did not,

adequately understand the teri "plane of a tiven figure." For-example,

'Llbje6t Sh. restnde to the question above: "The plane is infinite.
'1-t We can bound it and get a square, a'triangle, and other figures. These

bounded parts of the plane-will form the plane of the square the tri-

angle, etc." The foregoing provides a basis for the followi4 con-

clusions..

1) The error under consideration was consistent and was exhibited by

various students learning from various teachers in various schoo 'Con-

sequently, the reason .for the errot must arise from general fea ures

of ihstruction.

The experiments confirmed the above-stated supposition on the reason

for th,a,error we ate studying, namely', that'the error was caused by the

actualization of one of two erronous aasociations: a) consciousness of

the term "plane"() consciousness'of a'certain part of the plane bounded

by an enclosed figure as. adequate content for the,concept of the plane;

b) consciousness of the term "Olane of a given figure (0.4 constiousppss

of the part of, the plane enclosed within a given figure.

3) The reason'fot either erroryan vary for-different students. How

is it possible that the above-mentioned erroneous associations areformed?

From the very beginning of the stud of-geometry in the sixth grade,

the L.:once t of the plane is.formed,on the asis of ihe phpils' coneepts of

objects n-the real world. Mese ob5cts, atrally, are not of unlimited

dimension. Thus, Kiselev's textbook [8], which our subjects were using,

says that the surface of a good windowpane or the Eaerface of still water in

pond will protride a notion of the plane. The plane is descrthed in.approX-
,

imately the same way in the new textbodk by Nikitin [14]. The team "surface"
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is essential in tliese desdriptions of the plane. However, some pupils.

understand this'term to mean. only the shape ln Which part of the surface,

-Tbounded. Later, in the study of solid geometrY, the teacher, of course,
.

explains that the plane should be understood as continued.i:nfinitely in
,

all directions. 'fioqkverthe content of the textbook in solid geametry
.,

by Kisiiley [9] again orients".the student to'an a,,a-reness of the plane '

- as.tke internal r ion.surrounded by an outfine. Ihis is obvious, if

only from the fact hat the plane a$ a geometric object is compared with

objeCts whose surfaces have a rectangular. shape. Jilis rec ngle is depicted
,

--in the drawiggs in the faim of.,a parallelogram (with the ception of

four:figures in whiCh the plane is outlined by an arbitrary line). An

essential, property of tlae plane-- its unboundedness-- is used very rarely,

and,then in contradiction to the ilfustrations presented.

For example, parallel planes are defined as planes that do not inteiEtect
"a! \

no matter how far they are extended. HeWever, theorem$ follow4ng this sign
4.

..,

:
for parallelispt\ff,planes, as well as other Iheorems, are proved im con-

.' formitx with little pieces of planes, depicted in the form of narallelograms

' intersecting within the litits of the drawings. This also promotes the

formation of the erroneous aSsociations noted above Apparently,we must

.worle:out a special system of exercises directed at an .adequate understanding

of the terill "plane."

T e a-ctualization of the erroneous assoCiations indicated abcive,v
410q-

resu s in other pupil errors that well known in.practical school

i4truction:

7 *1) If the vertex,of.a pyramid is pro qctcd orthogonally onto the

plane of the base at a point lyl outside the base of the

pysamtd, some pupils bel 'hat the point does not belong

r

to theplane of tile ba

Studenis in the itinth rade4 were given the problem: ThroUgh

.the midpoint of two lat 1 e.dges arid the center of the base of

a regular triangular pyramid draw a plane and determine the
0

shape of the resulting section. Many pupils constructed the

4
.Sehool Number 49,4 Penza.;,
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section as shaft in Figure 4.

,If,we proceeded from the assump-

tiOn thatthese students unders

the term "plane" as a part of a pljane

enclosed within a certain fisarl
I.

which% as we have sel, is quite pfaus-

ible, then-the errdr we have examined,

is easily explained: The terM

"to draw a plane," in this case, is understood as " o connect given point's

ht lines," i.e., to couktruct a b6unded figure.with stt
.,. %

31 In r6blem Number 13 of Section 11, of Rybkin's book of prOyems,

f18]Where o is asked io construct section passing tbtough 9e.ax4

and'a lateral edge of a regular tria
--...r-

ar truncated pyramidieme tenth

gradei's5 made_a,..pepresentation as own in Figure 5. Onelat surSose that

hereAl term "plane" is ina'uaely

s in the previous inst nott.

e".

cepts has been'a

ow level of pupils' spatial' a

anced in-the lit-
,

for such errors asrature as a reas

these. However, this is an extremely

',general explanation. As we have seen,

the Ma-trec-is considerably more coMplicated.
_

.001
.1

Report III. Solving Geometrir-croblems.bz Using Drawings*

The aliecLon of instructional methods for the formation of school-

children's skills'in solving geometric problems is closely related to the

answer to the question whether the process of solving these'problems is

is not redixed to the actualization of previously mastered knowledge. This
-

thesis is alM6st obvious. RealAy,if the process of solutionsas a whole

is based only on the actualization of-,p.reyious knowledge, then what has

been studied earlier must be repeated in every possible way.

If there is something-rlse in thisprocess, then along with

5
SChool Numberi4, Fenza.

0
Trans.;.ated by Joan W. Teller.
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the repetition, different techniques of instruction should be devised.

In the methodology cA teaciling,mathematics, the,qUestion just for-1,.

mulaed-is, nut posed or solved directly. There are only individual

general observations, relatingto,this question in Spme measure,. Thus,

Bradis [4] writes that school problems are Usually solved on the basis of

-certain statements from the theoretical course, and the chief difficulty

\

consists in the proper Selection and combination of these statements.
4

Consequently,'one can make the aysumption that Bradis does not reduce

the yrocess of solving a problem, as a whole, to the actualization,of
/ .

'fyuer ..9wledge.
. ,

ghi hi [5] believes that the difficulty in the pupils' search
%

for a s ibn to a.geometric problem consists in selecting that theorem

Or for su1a, from the ones previously studied, which will lead to the:

solut on. ConSequently, one ean make the assumption that,.aecording to

Chichi n, the process'of solution is reduced. on]/to the'actualization

of prev ous knowledge. '

-In a psychology textbook [16] it is noted,that solving a new problem

consists in establishing new ties (associations) among the knowledge

previously acquired. ,On the grounds of this general conclusion, one

, might believe +that new associations arise and later are used in solving

gearietry problems. But what ar6/thecpecul1arities of the newly-arisen

associations? This question remains 'unsolved, both in mathematics

methodology and in psycholog7. Nevertheless, an answer to it has a great

signifioance for the practice of instruction.1 The, present work #osest4the
-

-problem of revealing the peculiarities of some associations that arise

in solving geometry problems. We shall have in mind only those problems

that are different in content but are solved on the basis of using the

same scheme, which is,famlliar to.the pupils. Pidobl6ms 6f.this sort are

very often eneou4ered 'in the study of geometry.
.

The Method of the investigation used an analysis of the process

of eprrect solution to a .geemetry pToblem. Eac'h operatiori, (addressing

atrerition to sometAing--the prqnunciation, of a defikAite word or sentence

aloud or to oneself, and the like), realizable in solving the problem,
% h

wan.examined a's the second pare of'some issocaition. Then, necessary .

,
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,and suffici6nt conditions appeared that provide for the flow of the

processes pomposing the second part of the assoc(ation. These conditions

were taken as the first part of the same association. This method was

.psed by Shevarev [19] Irian analysis of the processes of a correct solution

/ to algebraic problems.

Problem [2: No. 533].
From the,vertex of an,obtuSe
angle of a rhombus (see Figure
6), perpendiculars are dropped
to its sides. The length of
each perpendicular is equal to
a, and theldistance between their
bases is equal to b. Determine
the arewof the rhombus.

This woblem.iS of average difficulty; its solutiop, which was

carried out: 1;y the authors Is based on the use of-a scheme well known

to the pupils (the base of the rhombus is multiplied by its altitud)%

Solution..'1) According.to the conO#ion,,BKAhM 9 a

and KM 7.- b. TherefOre,

1(_
b.

.1" 2, and BEAR

2) ,!\ BKD is a righibtriangle . Therefore BKL = BD - BE

(by the thtorem on proportional es in a right triangle). Then

(12 .

,

,

.

BD ---_,

c
. i 2

(--
b 2

a - .

-3) ,The isosc'eles,triangles ABD and BKM are,similar

( BKM= 4:kWA as angles tql.th mutually perpendicular aides

Then AD:BD - BK:KM. Hence,

2i
AD : - a :

b 2

)

4) The area of the rhombus is S =

b 4 a
2

112

BK is Ae altitude of the rhombus.)
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The conclusion-established in the second step are clearli based on

the following assertions:

a) A BKM is istosceles;

b) BE is the median ofthe triangle BKM;

c) ABKE is a right triangle, RK ?s the hypotenuse of the triangle
BKE, KE and BE are the.Iegs, and so forth.

Not one of these assertions is given in t4e probldm's conditions; they

are new.

For an objectively correct answer to the i+blem's question (What is .

the area of the rhombus with the given conditi6 ind7)A BKM ahould 41ways

be recognized as isocelesiin the solving process. This was essential, for

example, in the third steia of the solution. In other words, each time the .

problem is solved, the percepeion or visual notion of the triangle BKM

should be followed by an awareness of the quality corresponding to it,

in the absence,of this awareness, "advancement" of the solution becomes

impossible. Iti* this means that at thestep under consideration a new

association is formy. awareness of.the triangle RKM 4-4- awareness that

it is iiosteles.

At this step some more new associations arose, for example, awareness

of the triangle BKE awareness that it is a right triangle, and others.

Analogous phenomena are observed at other steps in the soluticin where,new

ssociations are alsp formed. 1/1

The foNwing objection is possible: the assocfations mentioned are

not new; they Itere formed earlier and were actualized in solving the Aiven

problem. Such an objection, however, is groundless.

First, in the'theoretical sections of the school coAirse, mathemati'eal

statements corresponding to the associations under consideration are not

especially studied. For example, nowhere is the assertion studied that

a triangle formed by a segment of a diagonal of a rhombus, a segnent of.a

line parallel to another of its diagonals, and by a perpendicular dropped
4

from the vertex of an oblique angle to the side of the rhombus is a right

triangle ( A BKE).

Second, geometry problems, in contrast to algebraic examples, are nOt,

Las a rule, uniform. Therefore the probability of a repeated "encounter"

with the triangle BKE in exactly the same position as is portrayed in the

drawing, even if a problem with an analogous drawing had been solved formerly,

would have to be admitted to be quite insignificant.
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Third, the associations we studied do not Flse at once in the solving

of a problem, but are the result'of certain previous processes.6 For example

a pupil says: "BIC= RM. Bui we know that if two sides of a triangle are

equal, it is calked'isosceles. Consequently, ABKM is isosceles." If we

assume that the associations under consideration were already there, the,n

the flow of these processes would be unnecessary. A11 of this speaks for

the fact that these associations are actually newly arisen.

The indicated issociations usually function only in that period of

time w4en a given problem is being solved. After this, as a rule, the

necessity of especially reinforcingithe new associations that hive arisen

here does not appear.. In solving other probleiiIt', other associations.arise

and functton. If we even assume that a new problem is solved with the use

of a'sketch, similar within the limits of sight-estimation to theligure

that was cited, then this in no way Means that in the sketch for a new

problem, for example, the dyagonal BD,of a rflombus should be recognized

as the hypotenuse of triangle MD. In the conditions of a different problem

the same elements of a sketch would be'recogdized in a different way.

AssociAtions thtt function only over a certain period of time are

called i)eriodic [19]. This term stresses their short-term

eXta-tence. In the given case the term is only\for the period of solving
)

the problem. C psequently, the asstciations mentioll
N

ed above are periodic.

Two classe of periodic associations that arise in solVing geometry

problems can be singled out Theformation of the first ?lass is '

determined by the condition of the problem and by the designations adopeed

in th sketches: For example, it is given that the segment KM = b. This

ponne tion lasts uring the w5ole process of solution and then, is destroyed.,

We shal se periodic associations 'specified. They are essential for

-obtaining MIL answer to/Qv probleffi's question, but they do not advance the

solution. In contrist to them, one cAn 'say tbat the advatcement of the

solution is based an Aissociations of the second class, examples of which

were cited, above. thus, for awareness of the similarity of triangrs ABD

and BKM,'an awareneSs that th aoK. a're'isosceles is essential... Such periodic

associations can be called ajvancement associatipns.

The above sentioned examples of periodic advancement,associations have

description of these processes is not included in the t,ask of the

present work.



the same typical features. Awareness of the elements of a geometric

figure Is awareness of their conceptual character. We Asignate this

type of association as Type A.
1

Atesociations of Type A are iSolated. That is:,the conneCtion of the
%

,mental processes forming the association is related only to a definite

element of a sketch. Moreover, every time these associations are actual:

ized in solving a given problem, their first and second parts remain

unclianged, since fhe sketch for a Qroblem in the solving proceis does

not undeTgo changes. Consequent1T, associations of-Tyie A are constant.

-

Besides Type A, in the second class of periodic assOciations one

can single out sssociatione-Uf another.type, Type B. For example, 'at'
e

the third step in solving the problem, consider the moment preceding %Sfl

awareness of the proportion AD:BD = BM:KM. For this proportion to be

established,-an al4reness of ihe proportionality of the similar sides of

the similar triangles ABD and KRM is necessary and sufficient. 'Consequently,

at this moment a new association has also arisem--44areness,of the;

similarity of triangles ABD and KBM -4-3 awareness of the ProportIonality

of th-eir similar sides. ' Analogously, at the second step of the solution

the association was formed awareness that ABKD is a right triangle

a4d KZ.J.BD ÷÷ awareness of the quality, BK2 =,BD.BE.

Both these associations, aceording to thd considerations set forth
#

are periodic, isolated, anlIbelong to the same type, namely: ,aware-

ness of a definite peculiarity of an object awareness of,some condition

in which a lieculiarity of this sort is the subject. In our case suc

conditions will be the' pr6portionality of the similir sides of,aimil

triangles anti the relation BK2 = BD.BF in ihe right triangles. ix is

evident from the examples cited, the first partsvof the Type 13 association

are periodic Type A associations and the second parts are constant, asso-'"N

ciations corresponding to the assertions studied in theoretical geometry

courses and applied to specifically isolated elements of a sketch. Also,

up to now we have examined only the rise of new assoLtions. But in

problem solving, the student's available "old" associations are actualized

along with the formation of new assocations.
)

The process of solving the problem from the very beginning was
),

sukordinated to one purpose-- to find the length of the side AD of the

rhombus. This singleness of . purpose iS determined by the problem's
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question: What is the area of the rhombus? Undoubtedly, awareness of

this question entailed actnalization of the concept corresponding to Ole

theorem, "The area of a rhombus is.equal to the,prbduct of its'aide and

its altitude." This assocAation we, actualized at the yery end of the

solution, vhen t e value of the area' was calculated. 'Operations stated

in the soluttOn tqe e performed in full conformitY with the named theorem.

Asgociations corresponding to general geometric statements studied

in the theoretical course we agree to call ready-made associations. By

using tlifis term we wiSh to stress, peculiarity of these associations-- they

are usually formed undtr school conditions prior to solving the problem.

Undoubtedly, undeethe conditions of instruction some advancement lissocia-
.

tions are transformed.into ready-made ones.

Our Analysis shows that the process of solving geometry problems with

the use of sketches,is quite capplex. Both.the actualization of previously

`learned associations and the formation of new ones occur: The latter cir-

cumstance, as we have seen, is not taken into account at all by the-metho-
,

dt#Llogy of-teaching mathdmatics. isievertheless, suocess in solving geometry
-

'problems is possible only on the'basis of skill forming newNessociations.

Report IV: The Occurrence of a CeTtain Psyrchological

Phenomenon in the Solution of Geometry Problems*

%..

an his analysis of the processes of solving algebra problems, Shevarev

[19] established the existence of-the following phenomenon. Suppose that
i

in a particular segmentaof !lime a pupil deals only with complex stimuli;

which can be represented on paper as AIX\ Aly, Ag, etc., where the letters

Al, X, Y and Z designate components ol complex stimuli. Suppose that the

student performs one r' onse operation Rx when confronted with the first

stimulus, another operat on Ry when confronted with the second, operation

R
z
on the third etc. (with the distinguishing characteristics of each

response operation being determined by components X, Y, Z, . . . of the

complex stimuli, the operations being identical in type). Then, in the

.abserice of counteracting conditions; the distipguishing characteristics

of component A (i.e., what distinguishes Al from A2, A3, etc.)7 can become

7
The letters A

2
and A

3
designate components which are pf the same type

as A
1
but distinguished from it. Characteristics common to cdmponents A ,-

1 -
A
2
and A

3
(generic characteristics) will be destgnated by the letter A. ,

,

*Translated by Ann Bigé.low.
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invalent (i.e., response operations R , R , and R
z
/appear to be independent

. X y

of them). Only the components AX, AY, AZ, etc., will turn out to be valent.

That is, when the 'pupil is confronted by the complex stimulus A2X, for in-.

. stance, he will perform operation Rx; when confronted by the stimulus A3Y

he will perform cleration R etc, In other words, the student will develop
y

the generalized association A a ± Ra, where a designates any one of the compo-

nents X, Y, or Z,,and the letter A ,designates the generic characteristics

of A
1,

Ar
2'

and A
34.:

If A
1,

A
2'

A
3'

etc., are among the nonessential compo-

nents, then this is a valid association. But if these components are esserl-

tial, th(t is, if when confronted by Stimulus A
2
X one should'perform not

operation Rx but another operation Px, then such an association is of course

erroneous. This error does not become evident, however, so long as the

pupil is dealing only with complex stimuli of which A
1

is part. It'be-

comes evident only When he is confronted by a stimilluS containing A2 or A3,

etc. Conditions which counteract the development of an erroneous association

are: a) awareness that Al has a necessary relationship to operations Rx,

R R .; b) 'instruction by the teacher, after which the pupil becomes
y' z'

attentive to A; or c) realization of the errN'w-7of operation R* when perfdrmed

in response to stimulus A2X (if such'instances have
4.
bccurred),.

B. B. Kosgov [10] found that this phenomentn also occurs 1n the atudy

of arithmetic in the elementary school. The task of die present artige

is to determine whether this phenomenon occurs in the study of geometry on

the secondary school level. It is very important to know whether such a

'phenomenon exists becaUse this knowledge would allow us to understand.the

cause of certain widespread mistakes pupils make and to determine better

methods for the study of mathematical (and in particular, geometric)

material..

5 The investigation consisted of-two parts. The task of the pre=experi-
,,

mental analysis was to reveal places in the high school geometry course that

looked "suspiciouelwith regard to the appearance of the phenomenon being

examinea. Two types of material served as the basis for this analysis:

1) the author's observations of pupils' operations as he taught them mathe-

matics, and 2) the contents of the standard high school geometry workbooks

[15, 18].

We assumed that erroneous associations of the type described above could
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occur].) when pupils are solving problems of the same kind one aft9r anothert

where components- of ohe type occur over fid over, or 2) when the pupils
.

know beforehand what "type" of problems they are going to be solving. The

'analySis of the contents of the standard workbboks showed that the selec-

tion of problems dn thgem freqUently meets these two conditions.

Lpt us examine.the topic-on "The Surface of a Pyramid," for instance.

After studying the theorem concerning regular'pyr.amids, students are usually

given drill problems. The students know before they solve the problems that

the content of the theorem about regular pyramids is what will be drilled.

In the standard workbook by\Rybkin [18] only problems on regular pyramids

are presentedwith this theorem (Number 10) at first. These problems are.
9subsumed under the general heading "Regular Pyramids."

.

Therefore, if t omenon formulated by Sheuarev occurs in the

study of geometry, we should find that the valence of the Uerm "regular"

is reduced.. Thin, means that.,es the children solve problems on regular

pyraMids, some of. them may develop and drill associations between other

components of the complex stimuli and the corresponding responses. For

instance, they may drill the associations between the common character-

istics of th/numerical data in the texts of the problems and operation's

leading to the determination of a lateral surface of a pyramid according

to the formula for regular pyramids. It can be expected that when the

pupils are giveh problems on irregular pyramids, some of them will actualize

these associations and thus make errors. For instance, on the diagram for

such a problem they will perform operations inappropriate for irregular
, .

pyramids, calculate the lateral surface with the formula'for a regular
4

.pyramid,,and so on.

The expeiieental part of the investigatin consisted of three series

of experiMents, of which the first two were investigativeoland t.he thirrt,

Was instructional. The experiments were organized in this

way in order 1) to check whether the assumptions spelled out in the pre-.

experimental'analysis were really justilied, 2) to clarify which components

of complex stimuli become invalent in specific instances, and 3) to find

ways of-preventing the negative influence of the phenomenon under study.

First series. The subjects were the pupils of two tenth-grade classes. 8

1-8
At School Number 49 in Penza.
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The experiment was carried out as a part of regular classroom activity.

14- Immediately following their st9Ay of the theorem of the surface

f a complete regular pyramid, the pupils spent three class periods

solving probleMs [18: Theorem 101 on.calculating the surfaces of pyra-

mids of this type alone. Such a Sequence in the selection of problems

for the experiment corresponds to their order in Rybkin's workbook. Only

eight problems were solvgd. We considered the textual conditions of the

problems and the diagrams corresponding to them as complex stimuli. The

verbal components that these complexes sharedhre the words "regular pyre-

. mid" in the texts of the preiblems. In this situation, without a clear

,awaxeness that a pyramid is given and not soma other geometric figure

it is impossible to make objectImely valid responses. lf, for instance,

a rectangular prism were giyen, it would b'e necessary to perform other
4 .

operations. The commonvisual components (i.e., those shown in the
. .

diagrams for all the problems) are: a) the "passing" of the altitude

of the lateral facel through the center of the side of the bast, and

b) the "passing" of the altitude of the pyVamid through the pOint of
a.p.,

.

intfrsection of the medians or iTagonals ef the base in triangular and _
..,

quadrangular pyramids,respectively. The response ope4Ution,onsists of

multiplying the perimeter of the base times half'the apothem.

Ihe control problem was No. 16 from [18: Theorem 10]. It Called

for the caic latio of the surface of a pyramid whose base is a parallelo-

gram. To solve it correctly it is first necessary to find the area of
t .

two adjacent la eral faces and to double the result; in.the diagram the al-
.

..

./ titude of ateral face,shuuld not pass through the center of the side

', oNele base.

N
f

In solving this problem 27 out of 46 pupils extended the altitude

.

.
...

thkugh the center of the side of the base, and nine tried to calculate'
r

the lateral surface using the ,formula for regular pyramids. Thus for

these pupils the awareness of the word "regular' and the awareness of the

position of the apothem of a pyramid had become invalent as they solved the

preceding problems.

We must assume, therefore, that the formation of the errorreuus-

generalized assoLation shown above icame as a result of the selection of

probleMs.

Second series. The subjects wefe eigTah giaders.
9

Problems from a

9
Ar Auol Number 4 in Pen2'a.
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section on "InscrAi d.Angles" [15] served as the experimeht#1 material.

In the Sev h grade the subjects had solved most oflthe problems fn

this section us diagrams. The_visual cOmponent6 these have in common

are: a) the vertex of the angle is.situeed on the circumference, b) the.

sides of the angle /formsehords, i.e., the 3ere sit4ated within the

circle, and c) the "ends"of the sides of the angle lie on the circumference.

All the problems in th section are of the same type. ye could
i.--,

assume, theXfore, that solv them would lead to the fOrmation of an

erroneous4 associat.lon in which there.would be no valent awareness of even

one of the common characteristics. This assumpti9n was-tested in.the

followin ay. P.
Init ly the confen1,,of the theorem of an inscrib94 angle -(the

)measure of thig anglenft half the measure of the arc on which it rests)
.

was repeated in class,and three problems [15: Number 65%, 662, and'663]

were solved by the class as a whole. Then the subjects were divided into

two groups of approximately the\same academic achievement. The members

of each Of the two groups were instrticted to perform one variant.of an
10

assignment consisting of two probleds.

Problem 660 from [1.5], the

second problem of the first

variant:

AB and CD are chords (Figure 7),
67113 = 40, Ka = 60'. Calculate
4 AFD and 4.CFB.

Problem 661 from.[15], the second

problem of the second variant:

AB and BC are secants (Figure 8),
,a = 60', Sa = 30'. Calculate'

4ABC.

v

The first problems of both variants were the ,Saeae 4s the preceding

ones in content, while the second ones were control problems. ,But in the

control problem of the first variant we modified only one bf the common

visual components of the pl-eceding problems (we put.the vertex -F. inside

the circle) while in the second variant we changed the common components

-4-
10

The diagrams for these two problims were prepared by the experimenter and
put on the blackboard, and the subject's copied them into their notebooks.
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more radically, placing the Vertex of the angle outside the circle and feplacing
\ \

,

the chords with secants. Our\task was to find out how sucH a variation of 4.11e.
-0- .

visual components might influence the occurrence of erroneous operattonS-in
,

* . .

the pupils.

Of the thirteen, pupils who performed the first velont.of the assignment,

seven ppde mistakes

Th0

solving the control problem. They said that4AFD ,.. 30°

but Jult.LCFB 20° igure 7)'. at is', they preformed the operation that is_.,

r #
-..

correct fOr inscribed angles. In doing this they were not disturbed by the

difference they found in the value of the two angles, Which in_faat are equal.

as verticals. - -

.

Thus when pupils solved the problems on inseribed angles in the sequence

,called for in the,standard workshop, part of the vi.tual,componen s (for example,
.,

\
,

. &
the position of the-vertex of the angle on the circumference) bec m e Invalent

for some pupils. What became valent was the aggregate of conditions consisting

of.a).an awareness of characteristics common to inscribed angles aowell as to

** 'angles formed by intersecting chords, and b) the particular characterigtics of

,the numerical data.d The subjects' reactions were determined by this a regate

of data illane. In the course of the drill exercise on the theorem abo in-

sceibed angles, the pupils develpped an eroneous,..association connecting par-

tiiular visual aspects of the diagrams and the numeridal data.of the problems

with the division of the arcs,of the circumference into two. . This association

was erroneous from the very beginning. But ite.follaciousness went unnoticed

so long as they were solving problems on inecribed.angles; it became apparent

only when they began to work problems of another type.
11

Fourteen subjects performed the second variant of the assignment. Seven

subjects were unable to solve the control problems, but at the sometime they)

did noi make.the mistake made on the control Problem of the preceding.variant,

fwith the exception of one girl who said that LABO = 30' (i.e., she performed

the operation which is correct for the calculation of inscribed angles).

Apparently these pupils also (or some of them) had develold the erroneous

association described above, but ttiey did not act on it.

Such results give us reason to believe that these subSects realized that

.the control problem was of a new kind rather than the same. Inasmuch as the

'newness" consisted of a greater modification of visual components

11
It is not relevant to the problem being discussed in the present work

to give 4 detailed debtription of the erroneous, associations that occur.
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,

than the control problem of the first variant had, we can assume that

the modification of several common visual comPonents can hinder the

actualizatlon of an erronous association formed when many problems of

.same type are solved 6nd a er another. This assumiption needs to be

checked further, owe
1

The task of the third Series of experiment6 was to compare various

procedures for select
r

of teparate component of complex t uli. The sub!ects were eighth graders

(also at School Number 4). , the ems AO which the pupils were being,

introduced fol fht first time were used as experimental material: .1) the

perimeters of similar polygons are in the same relation to one another as

exercise's to lower the valence for the awareness

Any. two'c --bonding sides, and 2) the areas of similar polygons are .in

. ,

th'e Same AlatN .11 to one another as the squares of the corresponding sides.
,

,

Drill on the content of the theorems consisted of solving problTs.

For the first theorem six problems were selected/concerning the caleulatiron
,

of the perimeters or sides only of similar polygons. To sorVe these problems
,

accurately it was necessary to establish corresponding,proportions. The pupil

solved three of the problems with the teacher's help And three on th r own
.

(in a two-hour geometry class). The problems bhe pupils were to solve in-

dependently were given in two variants differing only irLtheir numerical -

A

data. We assumed that with such a selection of problems the awareness of the

term similar" in the.text and of identical visual components (a similarity

in the shape of the figures) would become invalent for some of the pupils

while the awar6n4ss of the 'hree numbers making up the proportion given'in

the texts would become fully valent. The final problems (tbe seventh ones)

were control problems. One of them had the tN1lowing content:

, The base of an isoceles triangle is cm and itS perimeter is

126 ; the perimeter of a sqllare f 252 cm $ find the length

of one side of/the square.

Before they b ganOthe pUpils were cautioned that all they needed to do was

answer the'qUe ion, regardless of 'whether it was conn'ected con-
-

tent of all of die conditions or only some of them.
toe

If the assumption explained above is accurate, then in solving'the

control problem some of the pupils should' have made up a proportion from

the numbers given. Out of the forty eighth graders who took part in the

,)
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experiment, twenty-three did solve the control problem by making up a

Aroportion -- an incorrect operhtion. Of cour,se, the pupils all knew

perfectly well that the trilIngle.and the square they had drawn were not

similar figures. We must conclude, therefore, that the pupili' awareness

of the similarity or difference in form of, the figures drdwn, asisiell as

of the term *siMilar," had hecome invalent while they were solvin& the

preceding pt'oblems.

Following the study of the second theorem prob1ems were,presented in

thefolloming sequence: the first, third, and fifth.mere on similaT
1

,Jigures (concerning their areas), while the second, fourth, and sixth
. #

were from sectiops on geometry that had no connection with similariO.
.

,

The first and second problem were.solved by everyone together,,and the
,

rest_by the pupils on their own (in.two variants). Control probjems on the

content were s'imilsr to the one cited'above.

Out of thirty.-five pupils, six sob:Ted the final pi-oblem by ma10g
....

, *,

rup a proportion, while the others protluced the correct solut on. In-
.

. , .'

asmuch as the experiments were carried out witl-lin a span of seven daya.
2

in the course of which there were no geometry-Nlasts, and the misfiles

in tbe preceding work were not cleared up (and therefore the pupils'

knbwledge andskills did nOt change sustantiallY1, we mpst presume that
, Y'.

he great redUttion in the riumber of errorl in the solut
A,

of the control
,

problem in the second case as compared with the first wa achieved by

achieved by alternating the content ofithe preceding-probl

A repetition of the third series cif exp"eriments, using the same

material and the same methods, was carried out on six other eighth-grade

l'classs in various schools% As in the preceding.case, the best results
-

in the development of skills were obtaind when the exercises were arranged
'A

.so as to alternate. The overall results of the third series of experiments

.are given in Table 1. The column labelled "Number of Errors" indicates

solutions of the control problem in which pupils made up a proportion.t,

Calculation of the criterion of reliability af diff'e.rence in,-the two

"
methods of instzuction shows that its vslue is 4.4,.considerably more

than the critical value 2.6. This'means that instruction averages signifi-

cantly better resuat$,when the Problems ar6'-arrangedopo as to alternatO.
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TABLE 1

RESULTSTROM THIRD SERIES

OF EXPERIMENTS

Arrangement of Problems Number of
Subjects

Number of Percentage of

irrors Wrong Solutions

with-alternation 194 31 16

wlthout alternation 200 70 ' 35

The following conclusions can be drawh from:all that has been ,

said above:

1. The phenomenon of thought described above applies to the process
,

by wh th high-school pupils learn geometry.

vis

2. Le of.the possible ways of anticipating and minimizing-the.

, negative influence of this phenomenon in the study of geometry

'is by alternatin the content of Ole roblems used for drill.

417- In,day-to-day.teaching it is important to foresee components

of complex stimuli that could become invalent in the study of

one aspect oftleometry or another, in order to take stepi to

anticipate mastatme:pupils might make. Accordingly, an aggro-

priate analysis of the content of textbooks and workbooks, as

well as a better arrangement of problems in each section of the

curriculum, is urgently needed to-improve methods of teaching'

mathematics.

'RepoiI V. Peculiarities of tlie Mastery of Mathematics in

Similar Situations*

The study of many questions in secondary-school mathematics iS imple-

mented in situations for which the school material.to be mastered is cliarac-
,

terized by the following:

c4. ThA material is identical in several features and distinct

in only one feature:

2: Objectively correct response operations by the pupils are

Translated by Joan W. Teller.
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determined by a clear awareness either of'identical or

of distinct features.

We, s-hall call situations similar if they possess these traits.

. It follows frowthe definition that two types of similar situations

are possible--depending on whether the com13on ents for which the residonse

operatiOns are genetated are similSr-(situatiOns of unificaltj.on (generali-*
.

-zing)) or distinct °(situations of disjunction)., This Cail be shown Schema:-

4ically as follRws:

'In situatiAs of unification. A(a., b, ci k, m)---15;

B(a, b, c, k, n)---p.

In situations bf disjunction'M(e, g, h, 1, f)---q;
.

g, h, 1, s)---r.

Here a; 'b, c, ...stand for the components of the material bein tudiedi

r stand for the response operations. In the'future we Shall call

the leartling Ma:Vrial for *Lich definite respqnse operations are generated

a complex stimulus. Similar situations are engendered by the content of

curricular material or by the selection of practice exereises.

Example. In the study of inequalities.it is established that the

termt of inequalities can be Xransferred from'one side to the other if the

sign preceding this term is changed to its opposite. But it was the same

s-N way in the stuily of equations. Consequently, here we,have similar situations .

of unification: On the other hand,.when we study the multiplication or

-division of both sides or. inequalities or equations by the same negative
r,
number,

12
similar situations of disjunction are generated. Actually, in

solving the inequality -2 x > 3 and the equation -2x = 3 (and in all

analogous situations),'the comple,x stimuli differ only in one component (the

and ... signs) and are identigal in all other components (the presence in

the given expressions of two sides standing before and after the corresponding

sign, the identity of these parts; and the identity of part of the problem's

'conditionto find the value of x). But in the solutiOn, in the former .01IP

case the inequality sign is changed to the opposite.(x < ), while in the
3

12
In the textbook a general rule is given for multiplying both sides .

of an equation by a negative and a positive number. We are singling out the
case of.multiplication by.a negative number in order to contrast it with
the same case of multiplication of inequalities.
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. 3
latter, the equality.sign" is retained (x =

in.the conditions of' instruction similar situations so4tintes follow

one another_directly and sometibles are separated by-a time interval--
,

occasionally a very considerable gne..

Similar situations have not been the subject of special study in the

'mathematics education methodology; Everwthe concept of "similar situations"

is lacking.. In connection with this, the features of the pupils' mastery

of math4Matics remain unclear and there are'no-clear-cut.recemmendatIons
a

, on the teachef4s worying methods in'these situations. 'Undoubtedly, teachers

and pupils,are somethaes more or less distinctly aware of.th presence of

learning material that issimilarl,in certain features. It is also well

known that in similar conditions pupils often confuse one thing wah another;

herice, very general recommendations often result--for example: "We must

strive for complete understanding, claiity, and the like on the pupils' part.'

But Ihe question of how best to do this remains ope For a working metho-

dology in similar situations (which are very frequen ly encountered in mathe-
,

matic's teaching) io have sufficient basis, we must ha e a distinctive micro-
,.

analysis*osf the instructiOn process, directed towards revealing the mechanism

'of mastering mathematics in these situations.

In this communication an attempt is made at such a micronalysis in

similar situations of disj.unction, on the basis of the author's experience,

working as a mathematics teacher, and on the basis of especially organized

'observation and experiments. Here we shall limit ourselves to a qualitative

I. analysis of inStruction in similar situations.of disjunction.

The basic educational task,facing a teacher(in these situations comes

down to forming in the pupils two different bonds of psychic processes.

'(associations), each of which correspondsto one of the similar associations-

(for example, for multiplying both'sides of an equation and of an 'inequality

by a single negative number).

Let us agree to car, similar the associations to be formed in similar

.situations of disjunction. All of the distinguishing components in the

links in these associations (first or second) are identical, except for one.

The formation of the pupils' ability to differentiate what is common and Wha

is distinct in the learning material is evidently the bhief.feature in the
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mathematicarpreparation and is directly 'related to the formaton of similar

associations.

j Pupils often make mistakes in:Similar 4Altuations. For example,.in prov-
. /

ing the similarity of certain triangles, they refer to the corresponding test,

for congruence insteadof to'the test for,similarity: the*diffeence of the

cubes of Imo nuMbers is called the cube of the-difference; the ratio Of

a leg to the hyiporenuse is Called the cosine instead of the sine; and the

like. It can be observed that the essence of the matter bere cOnsists in

the followine t'Or many Pupils, instead of ihestwo necebssary similar4and

dietinet) associations, only one arises, often functioning for a.prolonged'

period--an associalon whose first linkis an awareness Of common features

characteristic of the first two links of the necessary similar associations,

but,whose second link is the second link of one of these associations (usually

ihe one'that is simpler or the one that arose pxior to th'e other).
13

-Such an
\

association is clearly erroneous, and.its actualization can lead to errors

in the pupils' operations. Let us agree to call these Mistakes merging errors..

Example. The construCtion of graphs of the funct4ons y ax
2

for a > 0,

and a < a ik done ip similar situations. To have a proper notidn of the

location of th.e,graghs of these functions, the pupils should have formed

two distinct,(similar) associations, namely an awareqess of the given

expression y,= ax
2

together with the sign standing before the coefficient

of x
2

(a > 0 or a < 0) and an awareness that the branches of the parabola

will be directed upward (or downward). In the first 'links of these asso-----.7.'N

ciAiOns, all components coincide (the presence of the argument x to the

right after the equality sign, the qoincidence of the values of the exponents

of the argument, etc.), except for o )e, sign before the coefficient of x
2

.

Objectively, a correct answer for the second case is possible only if there .

is a valent awaren of the minus sign. But it is well known that many

pupils,.particularly when first being taught to construct graphs of the

functions y ax
2

(a < 0), represent the corresponding parabola with the

branches directed upward, .that is, the same as for the case when a > 0

13
As ociations characterized by the indicated t

been noted in works by Shevarev [19j, Yaroshchuk [21
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/Bu t this means, firstj that they are not valently Aware of the minus

sign, and, second, that in both cases the parabolas are constructed on

th".basis of the actualization of.a,aingle association, the first link

of which 'can include only an awareliess of the commonAfeatures. (or of some
c

. ,

of,them) of the eipressions y = ax
2for

a 0 and a < 0, The second term

of this association constitaes the second eerm of one of the similar

associations formed earlier (the pupils encounter the'parnhola of the type

y = x
2
before their systematic study of the unit "Functions and Graphs").

The actualization of thisassociation engenders a merging error,in the' ,

'construction of parab6las for p = ax
2

(a '< 0).

Many other simirar examples.from ehe practice Of mathematics instruc-

tion could be cited. All of this provided a basis for fotmulating the

following feature of mastering mathematics in similar situations:

Lf 1) a definite response operation is generated for some

complex stimulus; 25 a new response operation is generated

for a new complex stimulus; 3) such comilex stimuli have only

one component apiece with which these stimuli are differentiated

from one another and all other components identical, then 1)

initially, the,awareness of the distinctive component of the

second complex can be invalent or seldom valent; 2) the aware-

ness'of identical couiponents ar of some of them can be fully

valent (that is, such that a response operation depenes only

on these components).

Schematically: If the b,ond M(a, b, c, d)--m is generated and the bond

N(a, b, c, 1)--n is formed, then a different bond N(a, b, c, 1-)--m often

Ito

arises, which engenders an error.

To diminish the negative influence of-this peculiarity ofmastering

mathematics, it is essential to4oresee which component of the newly intro-
.

duced complex stimulus might turn out to be invalent the first time it is

taught. For this purpose it is clearly essential to conduct a microanalysis

of similar situations. The subsequent task consists in equalizing the valence

of awareness of the distinct Components of complex stimuli. We can suppose

that the method of comparison is the most suitable for this. The use of it

forces the pupils to aifferentiate the similar and the distinct in similar

situations and will contribute to the formation of essential similar situation
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- The method of comparison has not found proper reflection in the
4

mathematics educational and methods literature, and, in particular, it

is not Used in similar situations. In Larichev!s problem-book [11]

there are i small number of exer,cises requiring that what is similar and

what is distlnct be eitablished. HoweVer, a-detailed ,analysiS shows that
I

they are inferior when it comes td the formaLon o9similar associations.

For exatiiple, in Problem 1777 one.is asked to construct, thei, graph of the

Junctions y =K, 2x +.3 and y -2x + 3, and to establish'the Simi1aity (

and.diffeience in the constructed graphs. These exercises, as itis "
.

to show, are executed in similar situations. Consequently, to tealize theM,

two similar associations should be formed'or.consolidated.

-In the research of psychologists it has been esfablished that.fo a

needed association to arise and be reinforced in a pupil as a Tesult of,

doing exercises, it is essential that the ongoing processes in the execu-

tion of these exercises strictly correspond to the first and second tena.;

'of this association [19].

In the execution of the exercise thatiwe are analyzing, the boas

of the processes constituting the terms_of similar associations are Rot

envisaged. The difference in the location of.the straigklt lines is not

'placed in relationship to the sign preceding the coefficient 2. Por

essentil associations to be formed, however, it is iwortant to expose not

only what is similar'and what is distinct in the graphs but also to

establish what engenders such distinction. Only in this case will the

processes occurring in the execution of an exercise strictiy. correspond to

the processes forming the terms of similar associations, and one can count-

on the formation of the necessary associatiions. This is just what is 1ac4ing

in the exercise we have been considering.

Report VI: The Experimental Substantiation of tile Methodology

of Teaching Mathematics in Similar Situations*

In our preceding Report we noted that in t;le study of mathematics

. one often has to produce in the pupils distinct re9onse operations for

Translated by Joan W. Teller.
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nOmplex stimuli, similar in all componens except one, ngmely:

mga, b, c, ..., k,,m)---p and B(a, b, c,_
i

., k, n)...---r. The-situatiOns in
.

ri
which response operations are produced for suck complex stimuli were called

# * .

similar. 'On the basM a qualitative analysis of the results of observations
'...

it was'estabj.labeci,"for the instruction of pupils.in similar situations, that
-_-, t t

if an association A(a, bi c, ...,.k, M)---p is formed, and 1 ter (.often.after

a protracted interval) an assoCiation B(a,'b, c, k, 4 Tormed,

then in.itially the eomponent r0,.n the*second'complaAtafl be seldbm vLlent
..s4

. .or invalent, 'On the%.othe4 hand,,the'common components of poth complex stimai

(or Some of them) can'be fully'valent. The'result is that instead of two .

essential (similar) associations, the pupils form one, the actualization of

:which can ,engender errors in operatiOu (mergkg erros). It was suggested

that in similar situations one shoUld. y'Se the method'of juxtaposition, in

..order.to heighten the effectiveness of the instruction. In the present
4

reporti an experimental substantiation of this suggestion is set forth. All

.of the experiments were done by the method of cross-comparison [211:

Firstseries (trial experiments)

,.The study in grade 9,of the graphic solution of systems of two linear .

14
inequalities.and of linear equations presents similar situations. In fact

the graphs of straight lines are constructed in both the former and the

latter cases after appropriate transformati s.ut in solving a system of,

equalities fhe common values of the argu4ent X which both inequalities

are satisfied afre found on the axis of abscissas. In sOlving systems of

equations, the abscissa and the .ordinate of ie point of intersection of

the straight. lines are found.

The topics named were studied 'in parallel fashion during two lessons.
15

f
The appropriate exercises were selected haphazardly--one or two on systems

of inequalities, then on'systema of equations, then on inequalities again,

14 ,

43

The graphic solution of systems of inequalities is not directly
specified in the curriculum. However, since it Is not eleborate in
content, it was done for experimental purposes.

15 -
School Number 4 in Penza.
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and so on. At the same time the puplls were required to clarify what was

similar and what was distinct in the solution of ineqbalitiv and equations,

and were obliged o disclose the reaspns that gave risj")o disttnotiOn in

thdoperation. In,91.14,er words, the instruction wak done by the method of

alternating juxtaposition and was intended to create in the.pupils an

/adective of dlifferentiating`the similar and the dist,itFict'in, siMilar-situatibn

In the third lessdn written work was done inclependently, whereby one had to

4. solve systems of inequalities and of eqUations graphically.- Of 33 pupils,..

3 made a merging error U. c., approxiniately, 9%). In finding the solution

of a, system of inequalities, they performed operationsthat were adequate
- -

for solving a system of equationst
*

After this we,spent two lessons, wi_th the same pupils, reviewing the

construction of graphs of quadratic trinomials and the disclosure, on graphs,

of the increase and decrease of the given functions. In doing these exercises
o,

one had to'compare distinct values of functions by compariftg appropriate

segments parallel to the y-axis. The situations arising here, of comparison

of positive and negative values of functions, are similar. But, in contrast

to the preceding ease, there was po special compatison of /hat was similar

and what was distinct in doing theAxercises.

In thetwritten work, which was also done in the third lesson, 13 of 33

pupils,(approximately 39%) made a merging error. The error consisted in

comparing.segments without their direction into account. The greatest

value of a function was always correlated with the segment of greatest length.

This means that for pupils who maae merging errors, instead of two similar

distinct associations, only one erroneous association was formed and functions

The awareness of the direction of the segments was iniTalent.

Lat.er on (parallel with the study of the curricular material) a com-

parison of the values of functions based on graphs' was repeated by means of

alternating juxtaposition of the similar and die distincttand by disclosing

the reasons giving rise to a distinction in the cenclusions. In the repeated

written work, which.was done two weeks after the ffrst, exercises were in-

cluded on the graphic solution of systems of inequalitie's and equations an'd

the comparison of the values of functions hy graphs. Three out of 34 pupils

made a merging error having todo with systems of inequalities and equations

197
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-,

(9%). It is appdtent that the method of alXernating juxtapositio. promotes
:

a sufficiency stable formation of necessary similar associations. .

' .'t...._

Seven persons (212) .hade merging errors in performing the assign4nt

on the' comparison of the_vialues of functions.using graphs. If we compare
. .

_ 0 .

t.his result with the' result of the prectding work, we.can observe that

application of.the method of alternating juxtapoairion has rTsulted in an
---

^ ....,

improvement'in the pupils"abilitiea.
.

.

.4--
Second seriea

,
To exclude th'e influenpeof random f.actors (indivluaL traits of the

teachdr and pupils, content of thL learning material, and the like), a second

, series of experiments was conducted. The subjects were pupils in the eigfith

-\\ grade.
1
6 The.experimental material wasthe conter;t of the secelnd and third
0

tests for similarity of triangles. The study of these was done in situations.

similar to the study of' the corresponding tests for congruence ort triangles.

The experiment was done by the following method. In each school two

classes taught by the same teacher were selected. In each class oneiest

for similarity was studied using the method of contrasting it witE'a córre-
,.

sponding test for congruence (the method .0f.juxtaposition); a second test for

similarity was studied in the usual way -- without contrasting -- following

the-content of the textbook and the problem-book in geometry. For the study

of both tests for similarity,, two lessons apiece were set aside, without

relying on the methodology of exposition. In the first lesson the content

of the test and its proof were examined, and problems were solved; in the

.secqnd, the problem solving was continued, and at the end of the lesson writtE

testing was One for approximately twenty minu es.

The juxtaposition was done according to this plan; a) Three pairs of tri-

angles (congruent, similar, noncongruent, and dissimilar) were constructed

to correspond to the test for similarity being studied. The pupils did this

assignment at home. Then what was similar and what was distinct in the data'

Lima=16
Schools Number 4 -ind Number-54 in Penza; teaalers V. D. Sal'nikova

k

and T, A. Polubarkina.
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for construction were clarified, as ware the di.stinctions in the conclusions

that ebgendered the-distinctions in'the datat by After proof'of the test.
A

foi similarity, its,content was juxtaposed with the appropriate test for,

congruence. .c) Included among the exercises, for consolidation of the test ,

.4pr sfmilaiity was the solution of'problems requiring.the application of a

corresponding test fo-r congruenC-e of triangles: For exaMple,'in the study

of the third test for simtlarity by the method of juxtaposition, 7 problems.

Were so;ved (including a homework assignment) before doing tlie test-work;

3 of these were'ton the applicatibn.of the third test for congFuene01.-.. In a
. .

parallel class--At ihe same-time--all 7 problems c6vered only the ,third:test

for similarity in their content.

Among the tasks on the test wer these:

1. The ratios between the three pairs'of corresponding sides
of two triangles are known. What can these triangles be?

2. In two triangles there is one equal angle, and the lengths
Ab of the .sides containing these angles are known. What can the

given triangles be?

Correct answers are possible only when distinct similar assOciations

are present and actualized. An indication of three possible tpes of tri-

angles (congruent, similar, unequal, and dissimilar)'was regarded as a com-

plete answer and signalled the presence of.the necessary similar,Associations

ii the pupils.

The results of the experiments, formed by methods pi statistics, are

consolidated in Tables 2 and 3.

TABLE 2

EXPOSITION OF LFARNING MATERIAL 6SINC METHOD OF JUXTAPOSITION

Number7bf
Types of
Triangle

Frequency Total
Observation

Mean Standard
Derivitive

Coefficient of
Variation
(percent)

3 57 171

2 27 54 249

109

1 24 .24 2.28
Ot84 36,8

0 a

Total

,14

109 249
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P
TAME 3 .

EXPOSITION OT LEAENING MATE IAL WITHOUT JUXTAPOSITION

),
8

number Of Frequency, Total '. Mehn Standar. ° efficiènt of.

Types of, Observati n eviat on Va iation

l' TriangleS '.
(p rcent)

,

Total

47

10

114

102 a

46
' 1195

114
47,

0

195

0.99

A

The less sitandard deviation and coefficient of variation, the!lbetter

the results (on the average). ,A comparison of the means, standa/0 devia-
N

tion, and coefficients of Nariation speaks in favor'of expositio4 using the

method of juxtaposil'ion.
eW

%

When we calculate the reltab'ility criteria for the'difference t of

the'.results of experiments in which the relationship of phenomena is studiea

(for us it is the.relationship between the ability to differentiate the simi-

lar and the distinct, and the method of instruction), we obtain t > 3. It..?

follows frpm this that the reliability of the difference according to.the

two teaching methods can be regarded as proved [20].

Conclusions

The,validity of the previously formulated peculiarity of the mastery

f mathematics in similar situations was confirmed. Actualay, we proceeded

from the fact that in similar situations some components of complex stimuli

can prove to be invalent. During One case of instruction, measures were

taken to increase the valence of awareness of such a 'component; in another

this was not done. The results of instruction of the same examinees in the

first case proved to be essentially better than in the second. Consequently,

the content of this peculiarity reflects with objective correctness the cours

-of instruction in similar situatians:

Without the teacher deliberate intervention, many pupils often form

200 0 '
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erroneous associations in similar situations; the formation of eseential

similar associations isdone with considerable expenditure of time and

effort. The methOd of juxtapogition is quite an-e;fective means of form-
.

ing similar associations. It can be realized in different variants. Ilut
F

in all cadres the methodological task consists in mak g valent the aware-

ness of a seldom valent or invalent component, of a com ex stimulus.

Whenvver.possible, a wallel stucly of learning material should be

envisaged in similar situation with interchanged exercises,on the formation

ofl,similar associations. If similar associations are sepa9ted-by a signi-.
4

fiCant time interval, it is advisable for the exposition of the learning

Material in the second situation to be done in juxtaposition with the learn-

ing material of the first, which undoulitedly is one effective device for
. .

reviewing material that has been covered....- In this case the inclusion in

the second similar situation of a small WiAber of exercises (done at random)

N. from the first (previously encountered) one promotes the formation of suffi-

ciently.stableancLeasily actualized similar associationZ No additional

'expenditure of time id required,for this (as experimen have shown).

201
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ON THEYRIMESS OF SEA4PHING -FOR AN UNKNOWN WHILE SOLVINt.
i

gMENTAL PROBLEM*

) A. V. Brushlinskii

Report. L: The Role of the Problem in 11_2.1 Thought Pirocess*
.

In the ycbology ofthought a generally correct thesis has

long been firmly established-7even in the Wdrzburg school--to.the
,

afeCt that the course %)f solving a problem'is determined primar'ily
:

j2y. the problem itself in-its originaormulation, in particular by

.Wle requirements of the Tioblem [2, 7, 17. 'In contrast to -the

roblematic situation, a problem (the posing of ap initial question,

of a requirement, E:nd so forth) immediately seems to establish an

initial determination for thought, which determines the general

direction of a search for the unknown. This thesis is largely true,

but when it is given a one-sided treatmlpt, it .can be inadequate

for a comprehension of the subsequent determination of thought.

Very often this results iiva metaphysical break between the initial

and the subsequent determinations of the mental process. Such a
c,

break appears especially sharply if the problem is regarded only

.46 a starting stimulus, just laUnching the thought acconsling to,

the principle of an external incitement and-then in no way participating
,

in its determination. This interpretation of a problem, which
. .

originates, as we know, with Selz T15, 16], is retained--more
c,

or leAs obviou ly--in every psychological theory that is limited

'to,a general thesis accoi'ding to which the 'course of a problem's

solution is determined by the problem itself,,the direction of a

search for an unknown is provided 13'y the initial question, the

Aquirement, and so on. (The same'interpictation of the role of

the problem in thinking has recently been revived in gnosiology,

cybernetics, the so-called heuristics, and in other fields.)

*Of the Psychology Sector of the Institute of Philosophy of the
USSR Academy of Sciences. Published in New Research: Psychology, i
1966, Vol. 6, 98-101 and.1966, Vol. 7, 129-132.

**Translated by Harvey Edelberg.
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Such a break between the initial and the subsequent determina-

tions of thought means, essentially, the.reduction of the latter to

the former. As a result the first stages of the thought process

acquire a self-contained, exclusive significance; determining the

course of thought, without contact with its subsequent stages.

A In the end, such an isolation leads to the elimination of any

determined quality'in thinking. A mechanistic approach to determina7

tion, as to the external incitement, in flict quite annihilates it.

A' way out consists in understanding thought as a process,

as an activity (of the individuals. TO treat it s a process, as

Rubinstein [12, 13, 14]'has done; means primgrily to understand

the determination of thought as a process (interacXions between,

the initial, external and the specific, tnternal conditions of

mental activity). This is a Process of conrinuouS interaction

between the thinking subject and the knowable.object, :the objective

content, of the problem being solved. The determination of thOtight

(as of any human action, in general) and its perforMance take place

at the same tine. It is not given indigenously as something entirely

readymade; it is formed,it develops gradually--that is, it appears

in the\ 'form of a process. Only in the course of,thought itself

. are the specific, internal conditions for its further develofiment

created; the prtg4gcts or results of the thought are themselves

included in it as,preconditions Ior its subsequent course, and they

become the means of subsequent anaiysis. The determination of the

mental process is by no means formed ju) at some one stage (such as
...it

ehe initial one) or at a few stages the thought'process--in' .
Jir

particular, in the case of an "insight" that arose no one knows how _

(guessing, etc.). All determination of thought is formed as a

process-7that is, it is,formed continuously (but not necessarily

uniformly) at all stages of Mental activity.

To confine ourselves to one example: In the opinion of 4any

psychologists, the solution of a problem involving the use of a

general principle breaks down into two stages. In the begihning,
,

in the fiest, creative stage, a principle is found that determines
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the subsequent course of solution; then in the IseColid stage the

principle is applied to the solution. This, in particular, is

the poSition taken by Duncker [4], as HumphreA corrtectly observes [6]

Thistestalt psychology treatment of the relationship between

the stases of thinking gathers up the determination of it into

just one of its stages (insight). This difficulty is overcome

if thinking is regarded as a process.
4

In Slavskaya's research [18] it is shown that the drglysis

of a problem and the actualization of a-lig:Orem (a.principle for,

the solution) are no..? seParate from each other, like two alien

.stages; they a're intertwined, so that the general proposition

(principle, theorem) and the particular.conditions of the problem

are continuously correlated with one another at every link in' *,

the mental process [14, 18].

Thus, it is utterly insufficient t .limit oneself to a general

thesis according to which the course of thought, the solution

to a problem, is determined primarily by the problem itself (in fts

original formulation). The determination of thought is a procdSs--

that is, in the course of cognitive 'activity all new properties

of an object are continuously revealed, as a result of which all

new determinants, which determine the course of the mental process,

arise. From this standpoint, a gradual isolation of what is.being

sought (the unknown) is essential,,proceeding from its relations

with the unknown in the problem, which (the relations) arg-fmanifested

and analyzed step by p in the course of the thought. An

unknown is not.an absolute vacuum with which it,is impossible to

operate in any way. It exists in a definite system of relationshigs

that connect it with what is alrea'dy given (known) in the problem.

For example, the requirement of a problem is to irove that three

segments,intersect at one point (under certain conditions, which we

omit here, for simplicity) Special experiments show (see [3] for

more detail) how, in the process of thinking, it becomes clear that

three segments can intersect at three different points, and

therefue it must be substantiated that these point.s coincide in

one point.
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Proceeding from the dismembered relationships
1

(coincidence)

between these points, as well as from other connections between the

elements of the problem, one succeeds in isola ing what is to be

found--while still in a very approXimate 4e inilion:of it.. The

unknown here is certain "dimensione of the parts into which the

three segments are divided by their point of-intersection '.(then it

is clarified that the three segments are diagonals of parallelograms

and consequqntly are,divided,in half when they intersect; this then

leads to the:solution of the problem). Therefore, we must

distinguish between the requirement of a problem and the unknown.

The former is,given in'the original formulation of the problem;

the latter must be singled out gradually, in the process of solving

it.

Report II: DistinguiShing Between the-Requirement ot a

Problem and.What Is ,Bein$ Sought*

In the psychology of thought, and in pedagogy [1, 10, 1.1] one

usually identifies a problem's r uirement and what is being sought,

the finding of which constitute a solutiOn to'the problem. Special-

analysis of this question, h ver, leads to the conclusion that

such an identification nvalid.

In the requirement of a problem (insofar as it is distinguished

from a problem situation--se [5, 8])definite points of departure

for isolating and describing the unknown are indicated or sometimes

-1We know from the history of psycholdgy that, in-itgelf, the
role of relationships (betWe6n elements of a problem) for the solution

of a problem has been noted repeatedly. For example, Selz [15, 16]

compares a problematic complex with an uncompleted form Or diagram,

in which there is a blank that needs to be filled in. This blank can

be filled in by having due regard fOr the relationships of this unknown

to the known components of the complex. However,- an analysis of

Selz's interesting work shows that these relationships usually turn
out to be in the previous data, known from the formulation of the

task. In reality, the person wIto solves a problem should himself
discover these relationships, which are the starting point for
subsequently determining what is to be found. In the experiment we paid

particular attention to this discovery of relationships by the examinees.

*Translated by Joan W. Teller.
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4iven directly. ' But the aunknown (what is being sought) is such that

is not given, but only specified by the initial conditions and

VOie requirement of the problem. Only a part of what isi3eing

sought is outlined, as it were, 'in a problem's requirement (question)

,The entire unknown is specified by the 'entire problem, Therefore

it.is impossible to identyy what is being sought with the requirement

by reducing the former to the latter. This is eVpecially clear yith

respect to problems on proof.

In theorequirement ofe problem on proof, a propoSition that

is subject to aubstsntiation is formulated directlY. What is being

sought, consequently, ia not this given (known) proposition, but

only its logical basis, about which nothing is stated directly

in the moblem. Here the voblem's requirement and what is being
AV'S

sought are separated in an obvious way. . .,
. .

The distinction between what is being sought and the requirement

(the question) can appear in a way that is not so obvious in problems

dn computation (in which one is required to compute, for example,

the weight ol an indicated object). But even then what is being
t

sought is not,.of cour e, the technique of:calculation, not the

51computational operati s of.addition, multiplication, etc. (them-

selves not requiring thinking), but the general relationships

(physical, mathematical, etc.) that are Contained only-implicitly
r ,

in the given concrete probleM and on the basis of which the entire

technique.of %alculation is then performed almost automatically.
What is being s ught in the problem is not the definite, specific

weight,,volume, etc., of a specific object, but rather the general

essential interrelations between the weight and the other properties

of objects appearing in the particular case, which are not revealed.

by the original formulation of the problem.

In the formulation of any problem (in-contrast to a problem

situation), the initial conditions and the requirement are given.

If they are given, then they do not have to be sought. We neea

to search for the4 foundations, causes consequences, interrelationships,
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A

etc., about which nothing ts stated in the initial formulation of the

problem. These constitute what is being sought.
2

The basic point of.our distinction between a prOblem's

requirement and what is being sought consists in the following: A

problem's requirement can be given even, as it were, from without,

from the side (by an experimenter, an instructor, a practical worker

who confronts the scientist with a Troblem, and so on); by contrast,

what,is being sought is distinguished and formulated only by the

persion'solving the problem, (of course, the latter, in a number'of

Cases, can also formulate a problem's requirement himsAf).

A view that what is being sought and a problem's requirement

are identical is a natural, consequence of a restricted understanding

of the letter. According to such a restrictedunderstanding, the .

process of solving a ni.01046 is determinedbY the problem itself

(in its initial formulation). Here the initial, opening determination

of thought is made ahsolute, With ari underestimation of the

determination following it, which develops in proportion'as

'the problem is transformed. In its extreme expression what is being

sought and the prebletf-(in its original formelation) are identical.

As a result, suhaequent'determination of thought may _turn out to

be less essential or altogether superfluous, since the initial

formulation of the problem--.entirely by itselfpredetermines

the entire. subsequent course of the cognitive activity. The -

determination of thought as a process is not envisaged in the leaSt

here. Such a-predetermining, proceeding from the initial formulation

, of the problem,,-can result in a complete coincidence of the character-

isO.cs of what4s being sought, the unknown, with the way in which

it is directly characterized in this formulation (the explicit content

2
We nedU to make a distinction not only between the requirement

:of-a problem
being sought_ an
sought straight

hat is being sought, but alsO between what is
the unknown. Not every unknown becomes what is being

(but, of course, everything that is
being sought is at first unknown). 41-lis appears especially diStinctlY

when arithmetic problems are solved )gebraically, when one designates
the "unknown".by X and operates w/t1; it'as something known, during
the search for other unknowns, which have become what is immediately
being. sought. In the requirement of problems on computation such an
unknown can be tndicated, but it is not-what idobeing sought in the
proper Sense of the word. In some cases (see below) such a distinction
betwen what is being sought and the unknown can be disregarded.
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of the formulation). In other words, more and more meaningfa

definitions of what is being sought, which are obtaiped only

gradually and with difficulty in the course of the entire mental

process of solving a problem, with such.a notion of its structure,

are directly identifi&I with characteristics of an unknown that

are immediately given and still quite indefinite, being contained

only in the initial formulation of the problem, i.e., in particular,

in:the problem's requirement. -The conception of a problem's

requirement and what is being sought as identical is therefore a

particular case of the conception of the problem and what is being

sought (replacing what is being sought by a problem) as identical.

Viewing a problem's requirement and what is being gpgght (the

unknown) as identical leads to an inadequate understanding of the

latter. Many authors, 4dhering to the idea of such a view.[9, 19],

suppose that in the thought process one must be guided by the

following heuristic rules:',"Look at the unknown," "We must concentrate

on the unknown," "horn the very beginning one must clearly see

what is l;eing sought," and ao416. This is just the same as advising

a blind man to look carefully ahead. Though the unknown, what

is being sought, is really unknown, we are still faced with somehow

selecting, gradually isolating all of the richness ofiits attributes,

etc. It is simply impossible to see at once and clearlyi"what

is being sought," If it were possible, than there would be nothing

to look for ot to solve; no problem would remain.

Other so-called heuristic rules are just as inadequate:

"Look at what is known" and "Look at the unknown," "Transform the

unknown elements" and "Transform the given elements" [10].

Consequently, it is suggested that both the known and the unknown

be subjected to identical operations ("examining," "transforming,"

etc.). As it turns out, one can operate with the unknown in exactly

the same Fax as with what is known. Here every specific feature

of the unknown that distinguishes it from what is given disappears.

Thus the matter of the question (which as it were, introduces or

projects the unknown is ignored, and the matter is primarily

psychological. It is no coincidence that logic could not el.411

approach it.
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What is being aought and the requirements of a problemade

identical first by replacing the former by the latter. Fot,example,
,

the audhors of the above-mentioned rules of thought [10], without noticing

themhelves, usually mean, in reality:by, an unknoum or what is being

sought precisely the reqdirement (question) of a problem. But'the
l

requirement of a problem is always known, since it is given in its

indtial formulation. Then the only unknown here turns out to be

only the connection ebet n what is being sought and what is given,

since what is being so ght here is replaced,by the requirement of

a problem, that is, what is given, known. The source and the

erroneousness of the widespread view by which everything Is reduced

merelyito the necessity of revealing connections between what is
mi ( A

,-king sought and what is given are thereby revealed. Such a

reduction can assume that what is being sought is already determined,
,

and one has only to find/its connections with what is known or given.

That is, first what is being sought is-fx?urld--outside this connection,

as it were, and then the connection as well is found. In reality,

the one is determined only by the other in the process of analysis
.1

through synthesis. /

Thus three positions-that might at first glance seem quite

remote from one another open to crtticism come together here:

a) 'the course of solving a probles determined by the problem

itself; b) what is being sought is identical withthe requirement

of a problem; c) in the course of solving a problem one must discoVer ,

(only) the connection between what is being sought and what is given.

Thise views can be surmounted if we regard the determination of

thought as a process--in the sense of the word as we desfgnated it

in our tnitial report.
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THE MECHANISMS OF SOLVING ARITHMETIC PROBLEMS

L. M. Fridman*

Much psychological and methodological research (Menchinskaya

[5, 6], Kalmykova [4], Yaroshchuk [12], Talyzina [10], Schedrovitskii

[9], et al.) hag,been done on the.questions involved in solving arith-

metic problems. This work includes material- that describes the solving

of arithmetic problems by experimental subjects of various ages--

from pre-schoolers to adults. However, no integral theory of the

mechanisms of this Process has yet been created. There is reason to

.
assume that one of the essential obstacles in the creation'of such a

theory is the very method of approaching the establishment of.mechanisms

of solving the probleMs.

In the first place, the problem-solving processes are most often

investigated with subjacts who have somehow already learned how to

solve problems (and not necessarily in schoW. As a mattei of fact,

a fully determined mechanism' of problem solving is investigated, which'

is the corisequence of certain methods of instruction, established his-

torically in the methodology of arithmetic. But is this mechanism

optional? It is possible to posit other methods of learning, which

yield other mechanisms of solving problems and different results from

those which have been investigated?

Second, many investigators do not define precisely the concept

of a problem in general and of an arithmetic i3roblem in particular,

assuming, evidently, that a "problem" is something simple and generally

a

* Of the city of Sernukhov. Published in Questions of Psycholozy,

1967, No. 2, 79-37. Translated by Ann Cogan.
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known and therefore does not need a special definition. At best the

following definition, widely used in methodology, is cited: "An

arithmetic problem is a question in which one is to use arithmetical

operationsto find an unknown number (or nutbers) accor i to given

41
---

numbers [1:67]."-:SUch a definition can mean almost any pr bl ot

just an arithmetical one.. By relying on it, it is difficu t_to con-
,

struct a psychological investigation of mental activity.

Considerable difficulties are also related to the questions of

the essence of the solution of arithmetic problems. This process

can be considerecifrom various points of view: mathematically--which

mathematical operations should be performed in order to answer the

question of the problem; logicallyof which logical.operations does .

the,process of solving problems of varieus types consist; psychologically--

of which.mental, operattens does the solution procesg consist; educa-

tionally--what are the teaching devices for developing an ability to

solve-the probletS in the pupils? Investigating the solving process

from the psychological or educational aspect, one must present clearly

the essence of this process from the standpoint of logic and mathe-

matical features of arithmetic problems only vaguely. A special and

careful examination of this aspect of the problem is necessary as an

important prerequisite to psychological research into mechanisms of

solving.

We have conducted an analysis of the logical-mathematical char-

acteristics of arithmetic problems and have constructed a hypothesis

about the mechanisms of solving them [3]. Underlyini-lt was a dis-

tinctive methodology of teaching the solution of arithmetic and algebra

problems, which has been tested experimentally for several years in

a number of schools in the Sverdlovsk province, under the direction of

Semenov [7, 8] and in the Tadzhik Soviet Socialist Republic, under

the direction of Asimov 12] and Turetskii [11]. The positive results

of these trials permit us to think that the hypothesis we have advanced

describes correctly the basic characteristics of the mechanisms of

solving arithmetic problems. In a short article there is no oppoAkunity
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to explain in detail the whole course of the analysis of the problem

and of its experimental elaboration.(this hap been done in enough

detail in a number of works [3, 8, 11]). We'Shall dwell on several

questions of principle, expecially significant, in our opinion, for

future, strictly Tchologtcal investigations in this area.
,

The generic concept of an "arithmetic problem" is a "problem

situation," .by which e mean the following. The quantitative aspect

of any phenomenon ( ocess, event) of reality is characterized by

many quantities, each of which assumes a certain value at a given

moment. To characterize the quantitative aspect of a phenomenon there

is no need to know the varues of all the quantities, for they are bound

together'by several relationships. Based on known values of some quan-

tities we can find out (calculate) the values of other quantities, which

characterize the same phenomenon. We call this situation the "problem

situation." To calculate the unknown values of sote quantities that

J4 characterize such a situation, one must first translate it into math-

ematical language or, as they say, construct a mathematical model of

it. Constructing such a model'of a real situation on a.psychological

level is not the act of a single moment, but.a complex process of many

steps, Oftich invqlves constructing a whole sequence of models of the

.situation from the simplest ones to the most abstract, rigorously

mathematical (symbolic) ones.. In this sequence three basic types of.

models can be isolated:

I. The object-model: It is made of any standard objects (small

sticks, cubes, nuts, etc.) and represents the values of the quantities

and their interrelationships on the basis of an actual reproduction

of the operations that characterize these relationships.

We regard the object-model as dynamic. Of course, it dan also

be treated as the construction bf a chain of static models--here the

transfer from one link to the next is made in conformity with the

operations that characterize these relationships.

II. The verbal model, or strictly arithmetical problem, of which

the-verbal specification of.individual values of quantities and the
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verbal specification of relationships between these values are the

1.basic, primary elements.

The verbal specification o individual.values usually consists .

of the following three parts: the name of the quantity:to which

a given value refers; sometimes the name itself is omitted, but then
g

the4.nAl.ts of =Leasure in which the value is specified must be indi-

cated, so that it will be easy to establish the name of the quantity,

when needed; 2ipthe indication of characteristics of the given value
-

'that distinguish it from other values of the same qdantity; 3) Uht

numerical extent of a given value, if it is known.

We shall illustrate this with the following problem:

The distance from A to B on a railroad is equal to
200 kilometers, and from B to C it is 400 kilometers.
Whatbis the distance on the railroad from A to C,
passing through B?

In this problem one quantity is consi ered--the path (distance) spec-
.

,ified by'three of its values. The first value is specified as: "The

distance from A to B on a railroad is_equal to 200 kilometers." It

consists of three parts: . 1) "the distance"--th name of the quantity;

2) ". .from A to B on a railroad"--the indication of the character-

istics of the given value; 3) "200 kilometers"--the numerical extent

of the value.

The second value of the quantity under consideration is specified:

"and from B to C it is 400 kilometers." Here there are the same three

parts, but the first is understood because it is the same as for the

first value. The third value is specified somewhat differently: "What

is the distance on the railroad from A to C, passing through B?" Here

there are two of the three parts: 1) ". .the distance"--the name of

the quantity; 2) ". .on the railroad from A Co C, passing through

B"--the indication of characteristics ot this value. The third part--

the numerical extent--is missing. This shows that the given value of

the quantity is unknown. Since the question "What?" is included in its

specification, this value is the unknown that we are searching for.
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Th.4s, if the specification of the value of a quanElty includes all

'three parts, then this value is-knoWn (given); if the third part

(the indication Of numerical.extent) is lacking in the specificationv

then that value is unknown. Unknown values of quantities occur in

three types:

a) the desired knes, the extent of which we are to find; finding

the numerical, extent of.these Unknowns is the'immediate aim of solving

arithmetic problems. That the given unknown value of the quantity

is sought for is easy to establishQz the very method of specifying

this vAtue.: The specification always inclUdes an indication of the

need to find the numerical extent in the'form of a question asking

"How much?" or something equivalent.

b) auxiliary or,intermediate unknowns, the extent pf which

does\not have to be found, according to the question, but one can'

and should find them while'solving the problem.

c) the undetermined unknowns, the extent of which is also not

required and cannot be'found, in the conditions of the problem, but

without them it is impossible to establish.ties77correlations with

other values of the. quantities.

Let us,examine examples of/these values of the quantities,using

the text of the following probem:

One worker working alone can finish a task-in 6

hours. A second worker working alone can finish
the same task in 4 hours more than the first. In

how much,time can both workers together finish
this task?

Here three values are examined: the time spent on the task, the amount

of work, and the productivity of the workers. 'The first quantity was

assigned three values:..-a) a.known value for the first worker's time

(6 hours); b) an unknown auxiliary value for the second worker's'iime;

and c) a desired unknown value for the time-of their combined work.

The indication .
in 4 hours more than the first" is the value of

the quantity of the difference relatlionship between the first two values

and serves,to connect them.
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The second quantity (the amount of work) is assigned one value

without an indication of:the numlrical extent ("a task,","the same

task," "this task").. Therefore it is unknown. In its verbal spec-
.

ification the"question of "How muc not inclUded, butn anal-

ysis of the problem's content shows t the extent of this value,

cannot be found from the text of'the problem,, arid that, consequently,

._ this is an undetermined value. The ttird quantity (preducfivity)

is not even named, but since the prohleespecifies quantities for

the amount of work and'the time spent on it, the quantity of their
.

relatinship is thus also specified-,the productivity of the workers..

It has three values: -the fir t,worket's ptoductivity, the second

worker's, and the producti ty of 'their combined efforts.- Allrof

these three unknown values are undetermined, on apcount of the

Undetermined value of the quantity,of the amount oi work.

A, little further on, we shall examine Ahe methods of sped-
'

fying relationships,between the values of quantities in arithmetic

problems.

III. The mathemafically symbolic model of teal situations has

two aspects: 1) a nuierical formula or group of numerical formulas,

according to which dne'tan calculate the nwiericil exilnt ol the
. ,

desired values of quantities; 2) an'equation or system of equations,

the solution of which yields the pumerical.extent of the desired .

values of quantities. We shall call Zhe first aspect of the math-
,

emakicalginodel an arithmet1ca4, mddel,Of this.situation, and the

second--an algebraic model.

All othgr,models that,are constructed during a 'tralasition from
A6 .

a real situation to a vathematical expression of it 411e,the essence--

of'a different kind of modification of the three types of models

indicated above.

Let us examine elementary forms of situations, the mathematical ,

model of which can be written,with the help of-a numerical formula
.

containing only one arithmetical Operation. In'human activity many

such eituations arise, but'thei can all be reduced to several basic

groups. These groups have been selected over centuries of human prac-

tical activity. All elementary situations can be subdivided into

three groups.

c
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Group I: Situations that arise as a result of certain oper-

ationsith objects. Depending'on the nature of the operation,the
-

following types are possible here:

Type I is characterized by the operation of cobbining

several values of quantities (objects) into one value of

.of tWo sets of objects into one set;

Type 2 is'characterized by the operation of taking

away (subtraction), which is the reverse of the operation

of combiiling;

Type 3 involyes the operation of transfer from a

large unit/of calculation (or measurement) tlo a gmaller

unit;
0

.".rype 4 is related to the reverse,operation of tran-I.

sfer from a smaller unit of calculation (or measurement)

to a larger; *

Group II: Situations that arike as a rbsult of the comparison

of tsi.PO values of a single quantitlf: If thevalues turn out to be

equal!, then we have a situation of equality; if they ate not equal,

then we obtain one of two types Of situations, depending on the,

.method of comparing the values : ,1) comparison by finding

ference relatiOnship, and 2) comparison by finding-a multiple

.relationship.

Group_ III: Situations that arise in the quantitative description

of one feature of any-phenomenon by means-Of several interrelated

qudntities, each of which assumes, at the moment under'consideration,

a certain value (known or unknown). This group is divided into
4

types depending on the quantities that characterize a given phen-

omenon; chief among them are distance-tiMe-speed; value-quantity-price;

amount of work-time-productivity; etc.

The verbal models of elementary situations we call correlations,

of which the terms are the values of the quantities specified by the

verbal method. Correlation models of the situations in group I we

shall call Correlations of operations, models of the situations in

group II--correlations of comparison, and, fin lly, models in group

III--zelatIonship correlations.
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The three values of a single quantity are terms in each cor-

relation of operations, of which at least one value is uanown.

The term in'thill correlation which corresponds to Oe%sult of.the
k

operation we call the main term. kcharacteriatic feature of the

verbal method of specify4ng the correlations of operations is the

presence of special word-signs or of a main term. 'Thus, in the

correlation oroperations of combining,'there is the ph ase, "in

all" or a synonym of it; in the correlation of operatic, s of tran-

sition from one unit of calculation (measurement) to another we

find the phrase "in all" in conjunction with the prepositions t"
,

or "with," included in the specification of one of the non entral

terms of the correlation. Let us note that,the correlat n of the

,._operation of taking away is specified in the s e wa s the cor-

relation" of the operation of combining. There are no spec al dif-

ferences'between the specification of the correlation of t eration

of transfer from a larger und.t of calculation (measurement) to a

smaller, and the opposite operation. Theretore in the first-group

only two types of correlation are actually different: 1) the cor-

relations of the operation of combining or taking away, and'2) the

correlations of the operation of transfer from one unit oi. calculation

(measurement) to another.

The values of one quantity.and the result of comparing them in

the form of difference or multiple relationships (if they are not

equal) are the terms of the correlation of comparison. Here the

results of the comparison is the main term. The verbal specification
6!

of correlations of comparison is also characterized Ey the presence

of special word-signs: "so much as," "so many more,(br less) than."

The valu.'es of three different quantities, bound by a given type

ofcrelationship, are the terms of the relationship correlations. The

main term is tN\12.5m whose value is equal to the product of the

other two"terms. No sp cial word-signs enter into the verbal spec- -

ification of ttlese car r lations, and we distinguish them only by the.:
tit

- names of the quantities that are bound by a certain relationship.
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As was already noted, just one of the terms of any correlation.
. .

is unknown. 16 correlation having only one unknown term We shall

call solvable. If there are two or more unknown terms, then the
A.

'correlation is unao2Vable. If the unknown term of the correlation

is what we gre looking for, thai is, if its specification includes

the question "How much?" or an analogous question, directly indica

ting the need to find the .numerical Fxtent of this term, then we

eall such a correlation central. A correlation which is solvable

and central forms a simple arithmetic problem. UdSolvable corre-
.

lations can only be component parts of complex arithmetic problems.

Let us give examples of Simple arithmetic problems of the-

different types: 4

1. Fifteen rubles was paid for a child's table, and'-5
rubles for a chair.. HA'much did the table and chair: cost'together?
(A simple problem of the_operation of combining or taking away; the
'unknown is'the main rerm.)

Vitya had 18 apples in all; he kept 5 apples for himself,
but he gave the others away to his sister. HOw many apples did

Vitya give her? (A simple problem of the operation of Combining
or taking away; the known number of apples belonging to Vitya is

the main term.)

\fr- . ,

3. Some Young PiOneers,planted 3 rows of apple trees, with 6
trees in each row. Row many apple trees did they plant in all?
(A simple problem of the operation of transfer from one unit of
calculation to another; fhe main term is unknown.)

.

4. Some pupils gathered 180 kg of potatoes. They.put all

-the potatoes in three sacks, an equal number in each sack. How many

kilograme of potatoes did they put in each sick? (A simple problem

of the same type, but the known value of the weight of the total

'number of potatoes gathered is the main term.)1

5. A boy dug up 10 cucumbers from,one bed, and from another
he dug up half as many. How many cucumbers did he dig.up from the

second bed? (A simple problem of multiple comparison; the main te9o,

is the known value, of the abbreviated relationship.). - s

'It is'also possible'to interpret any problei involviAg the
operation of transfer from one unit ot calculation (meatUrement) to
.another as a simple relationship-problem. For example, the corre-
elation specified in the last problem ,(4) can be interpreted as a
correlation-relagonship between the number of sacks, the weight of
-each sack, and the total weight of all the sacks.
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6. Five kg of granulated sugar was bought at 90 kopeks per
kg. 'How much did the whole purchase cost? , (A simple problem-
relationship, the main term is unknown.)

*
We haVe described the types of simple arithmetic problems.

We shall examine,the mechanisms of solVing them. Let us note

that by the "mechanism of solving a problem" we mean the norMa-

tive algorithm of solving:which is the consecinence-of the logical-

mathematical analysis of problems, taking into consideration cer-
,

.tain r

Y
ults of psychological investigations of the mechanism of

solvin pthese problems. To ut it more simply, it is our under-
,

, t
standing of how pupilShould solve these problems. This, as h

matter of fadta is the "tentative Lasis" of those operations (in

Gal'per4n's terniftollogy) Clich the pupils should perform in order
. ,
, .

td solve the problem. Orcourse, the actually observable mechanisms

ofp problem'solving, that is, mechanisms in a psychological aspect,

will not fully coinCide with the "ideal" mechanisms as set forth belowk,

However, the "ideal" mechanisms of problem solving are also

different depending on the extent of the pupils' mastery of the ,

methods of solution, on the pupils' stage in the learning process.

In the lengthy process of instruction in'the solution of simple arith-

metic problems, the following stages can be outlined.

Stage 1. In this stage it-is not the arithmetic problem

itself but the real situation.or its object-model that is initial .,

and primary. The situation'is resolved "with objects," that is,

by mdhns of an actual execution of the operation and a counting of

the objects. The child learns, by Lmitating the person who is

teaching him, to make a verbal model of the situation (i.e., to

compose an'akithmetic problem based on a real situation or an object-
.

model of it), and he gradually comes to recognize the meaning of

th6464rst two'arithmetical operations as the mathematical model

of the situatfons of the first two types of group I (these types will

Usually be the only ones.examined here). Parallel with this, the
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child masters counth4, and then the method of 'Performing the first

two arithmetical operations with the aid of direct and rayarse

counting. Thus,'.the child Still is not solving arithmetic problems

here -he ii only being prepared for it..

Stage 2. In this stage the simple arithmetic problem in its .

usual form becomes the starting point. Solving is done in approx

imately this way:. For a given problem an.object -model of the

situation is, constructed, and then during the actual performance of

the modelling operation in object form, the.problems receive an

answer. Then, by means of counting the obliCts, a numerical answer

is found, with the problems usually limited to the first type in

group I. At this stage the child learns chiefly how to construct

object-models of simple.arithmetic prableMs.

,Stage 3;. According to a specified simple arithmetic prehAem

the construction of an object-modoccurs, accompanied.by a

transformation of the verbal problem into its normal form, which

contains only the numerical data of known values, the unkuolip,

and the word-signs for the given type of correlation. Thus, the

normal form of problem locited above, will be: 715 rubles and 5

rubles. How much altogether?" The transformation of the problem

into its normal fr is done by establishing the omitted parts of

:yerbally specified, terms of the correlation, the word-2signs, by,

generalizing the subject matter of the problem, and by abstracting

oneself from all 'the particular characteilStics of individual

values 'and their interconnections. Having obtained the normS1

form of the problem, one can then construct its arithmetical or

algebraic model.

Stale 4. This differa from the preceding stage in that the

construction of the object-model occurs in the hmagination but

not actually. However, the transformation of the problem into its

normal form and the subsequent transfer to an arithmetical or

algebraic model is done in detail.
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. Stage 5. The fifth stage is characterized by the curtailing
, -

of the process of transfer from the set problem to its arithmetical

or algebraic model. In the final analysis this transfer, that is,

the Solutidh of a simple arithmetic problem, is the act of one moment

Let us examine the question of the solution of a complex arith-

'metic problem. It can be defined as a system of interconnected

correlations, of which at least one is central, satisfying several

requirements [3]. The type of complex problem, the method.of solving

it is largely determined by the nature of the connections between

the correlations included in this problem, that is, by the problem's

structure;. To study this structure, one must find sucll an apparatus

as.would reveal the connections between correlations, would make them
0

maximally graphic. Structural models in the form of diagrams of

problems are such an apparatus.

They are constructed in this way. We,introduce designations

for the terms of the correlation: Let us.designate the known terms

by rectangles in which are written the magnitude of the terms; let.

Us designate the unknowns by circles; let'us designate the auxiliary

unknowns by triangles and,finaily, the undetermined unknowns by

rhombuses. We agree to designate each correlation by a closed figure

(an extended rectangle or a curvilinear figure), in which the desig-

nations of the terms of the given correlation are placed, joined by

the'sign for the appropriate operation and by an arrow directed tow-.

ard the main term. Figures IA and IB show structurAl models of .

problems I (operation of combining and 6 (a simple problem-relationship).

0

Wigure I
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Let us examine the construction o the structurS1 models of

complex problems.

7. In a store Ivan bought 3 kg of cookies at 90 kopeks per
kg;,4 kg of sugar at 1 ruble 5 kopeks per kg, and several kg of
groats at 60 kopeks per kg. Knowing that Ivan paid 10 rubles
50'kopeks for the whole purch&ske, how many kg of groats did he buy?

Let us analyze the text of the problem: 1) the event examined

in the Problem is described by three quantities: cost-weight-pricel

2) the cost is specified by four values: three auxiliary unknowns

(the cost of the cookies, of the sugar, and of the groats) and one

known (the total cost of the purchase); the weight is designated by

three values, of which two are known (the weight of the cookies and

the weight of the sugar) and one is unknown (the weight of the

groats); the price is specified by three known values (the prices

for the cookies, the sugar, and the groats); 3) all ten values of

the three quantities are connected by four correlations: Three corre-

latrgg are the relationships between the values of oost, weight, and
41.

price of the cookies, sugar, and groats, and one is the correlatiOn

of the operation of addition between all four values of cost. If we.

designate all of these ten Values by symbols and combine them in the

indicated correlations (with the unknown values entering into soma

of the correlations, i.e., they are signal stations,beWeen corre-

lations), we obtain a diavam that is a struttural model of this

problem (Fig. 2A).

Figures 3A and 3B show the structural models of two more
No 4

problems:

i

8. One brother is 5 years old, and the other is 4 times older

/

than he. How old will 'each of the brothers

t

e when the older brother
becomes only three times as old as.the,young I.?

9. One boy has 3 times as many'nuts as annther, and all
toether they have 48 nuts. How many nuts does each boy have?

..,

The models gf complex problems are diagrams consisting of "segments"

"bound betwqr themmodels of individual correlations. The models of

solvable correlations are "segments" with one unknown "point," and
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Figure 3

models of unsolvable ones. are 7/segments" with two or more unknown

"points." "Segments" with one unknown "point" we shall call entrances

of a diagram.' The diagrams of problems Y and 8 have entrances, but

the diagrams of problem 9 do not. Problems whose diagrams have

antrances we shall call open, and problems whose diagrams do not

have entrances we shall call closed. Each entrance segment of the

diagram,of a complex problem can be dismembered, and then the cor-

relation cor esponding to it forms a simple problem.; after having
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difr
solved it, we convert the unknown point of this entrance segment

into a known point. But this point, 1?ecause it is a signal station

of the diagram, has entered into other segments as well. When it

has become known, the segment that have not hitherto been entrance

segments might now become su

This process of dismembering the entrance segments can be pro-

longed. For instance, the diagram of problem 7 (Fig. 2A) has two

entrance segments (designated in the figure by a and b). If we''dis-

member them, we obtain these simple problems:

1) Isran bought 3 kg of cookies at 90 kopeks per kg. How
much did all the cookies cost?

and

2) Ivan bought kg of.sugar at 1 ruble 5 kopeks per kg. How
much did all the sugar cost?

Solving them and replacing previously unknown values of the cost

'of the cookiesjind the sugar by the numbers we have.found, then elim-

inating the solved correlations, we obtain this problem:

In a store Ivan bought cookies for 2 rubles 70 kopeks, sugar
for 4 rubles-20 kopeks,.and severql kg of greikoi at 60 kopeks per
kg. Ivan paid 10 rubles 50 kopek for the whole purchase. How many
kg of groats did he buy?

The diagram of this transformed problem (Fig. 2B) c6ntains an

entrance segment. We shall igolate it in the form of a simple

problem:

In a store Ivan bought cookies for 2 rubles 70 kopeks, sugar
for 4 rubles 20 kopeks, and some groats with the rest of hit money.
He paid 10 rubles 50 kopeks for the whole purchase. How much did
the groats cost?

Solving this problem and eliminating the solved correlation from

the transformed problem, we obtain this problem:

Ivan bought 3 rubles 60 kopeks' worth of groats at 60 kopeks
per kg. How many,-;kg of groats did he buy?
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Having solved this simple mblem, we shall finethe unlvown of.

the original problem.

If the same method is applied to prWlem 8, then after the cal-

elation of the first entrance segment (designated in Figure 3A by

- the letter a), this process is interrupted and the closed problem

will remain, but still simpler than the original one.

To solve the open problem, we should apply a purely arithmetical

method of consecutive calculations of the simple problems, which in

the majority of cases leads to a complete solution, and in the remaining
4

cases simplifies it essentially. To solve closed problems, it is

advisable to apply an algebraic method of solution using this general

,rule: 1) designate each unknown point of the diagram by a special let-

ter; 2) write out each segment of the.diagram in the form of an equation;

3) solve the resulting system of equationS, after first shortening it

to a simpler system or to one equation. For instance, solving problems.

8 and 9, we obtain these systems:

x y 3

x y 48

Of course, there is no need for the students to make such a

detailed solution and especially to construct a structural model for

literally all problems. Such a solution is needed only in the first

period of instruction. As soon as the pupils learn the methods of

solving complex problems, individual elements of this solution are

curtailed and fall away. In particular, the construction of the diag-

ram drops out; it is then posvible to compose a curtailed syst,rn of

equations or even one equation inmediately. Composing diagrams of

arithmetic problems is not only a good means for teaching how to solve .

them but is also an important condition for developing methods of a

theoretical analysis of them in the pupils.
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